On-Demand Papers (Whova):

AKIHO, Sayaka (Kyushu Sangyo U) The Meanings of Menstruation and Silence: Focusing on the Global Agenda for Foreign Aid and the Perceptions and Practices of Local People in Rural Cambodia (MASSH)

ALLEN, Kathryn (SUNY Potsdam & Modern Anthro Consulting) Heritage beyond UNESCO

CAPLAN, Shannon (OR State U) Community Measures and Anthropology: Reporting for Action

CHEN, Huai-Hsuan (Nat'l Taiwan U) Community Universities in Motion: Translocal Learning as Aging-in-Place Local Knowledge in Taiwan (Higher Ed TIG)

FÚNEZ SANTOS, Génesis (UNAH) and HURDUS, Jeremy (Independent) Becoming a Medical Researcher?: Sources of Apathy While Conducting an Undergraduate Thesis in Honduras (MASSH)

HANSELL, Laurel, HSU, Clarissa, and MOGK, Jessica (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst), MOORE, Darren (Family Inst, Northwestern U), PAZ, Silvia, MACIAS, Mayra, BHAKTA, Bhumi, CRAWFORD, Cecelia, ELLIS, Debi, BORRUSO, Angela, LOPEZ, Cecelia, GRAVES, Reggie, JACKSON, Tonce, and COLEMAN, Karen J. (Kaiser Permanente So Cal) BELONGII Patient Experiences Following Weight-Loss Surgery (MASSH)

HOLT, Paris, GELECH, Jan, and WELLSCH, Jordan (U Sask) The Overdue Child: Contemporary Media Portrayals of Young Adult Coresidence

JAYAKODI, Priyanka (MI State U) Farmers’ Perspectives around Toxicity in the Context of Chronic Kidney Disease Uncertain Etiology (CKDu) in Sri Lanka

JOYCE, Molly (UVA) Reimagining Virtuosity: Music Technology, Disability, and Enchantment (SDS)

KABEL, Allison (Towson U) Faith-Based Modesty and Social Participation: Clothing Choice and Religious Obligation throughout the Life Course (AAGE)

KING, Diane (UKY) An Applied Approach to Kinship and Citizenship (HRSJ)

MANZANO, Russell (USF) Structure and Function of Migrant Advocacy Nongovernmental Organizations in Central Florida during the COVID-19 Pandemic (Migration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

MENON, Rhea (Manipal Academy of Higher Ed) Defying the “Mandate”: Examining the Perspectives and Lived Experiences of Childfree Women in Urban India

MORERA, Maria (SE Socioenvironmental Rsch), REYNOLDS, Jr., William (Onda Vision Technologies Inc), TOVAR-AGUILAR, J. Antonio (Nat’l Family Farm Coalition), and ROKA, Fritz (FGCU) Agricultural Workplace Safety Promotion Potential of Wearable Hydration Sensors (C&A)

MORRIS, Christopher (GMU) “Operation Hurry Up”: Environmental Governance and Its Hazards in South Africa

PATTERSON, Dillon (UConn & NPS), SHOREMAN-OUIMET, Eleanor (UConn), and SALMON, Jonathan (Igiugig Village Council) Turning ‘Traditional’ on Its Head: Subsistence Access to Alaska’s National Parks in the Age of Climate Change (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

SCHILLER, Anne (GMU) “Going to the Group Tonight?”: Multicultural Voluntary Associations and Belonging among Expatriates in Southern Italy

SHINMOTO, Mariko (Hiroshima City U) Menstruation and Development Assistance for Students in Papua New Guinea (MASSH)

SHOREMAN-OUIMET, Eleanor, WALTERS, Ashley, DICAIRANO, James, LACHLAN, Kenneth, BURTON, Christopher, OUIMET, William, and BARRETT, Juliana (UConn) On the Brink: Examining Preemptive Indicators of Disaster Vulnerability, Connecticut USA (Risk & Disaster TIG)

SIMONSON, Jenni, GELECH, Jan, and SMITH, Brenan (U Saskatchewan) How Residually-Independent Adults Experience the Coreidence of Their Young Adult Siblings and Parents

STEIN, Max, KOUFAKOU, Anna, SIVILAY, Aaron, and NIEVES, Elijah (FGCU) Pairing Cultural Consensus with Natural Language Models in Community-Engaged Research (SAS)

WOODRUDD, Jacqueline (Independent) The Many Faces of “Race Data” in Global Health Research (MASSH)

WRIGHT, Anthony (Rutgers U) Youth Activism and Art: Children’s Creativity and Playfulness as Political Processes (Higher Ed TIG)

YIN, Luxin (OH State U) “Knowing” vs. “Understanding”: The Third Audience in the Pre-rhetorics (Risk & Disaster TIG)

YU, Yeon Jung (WWU) “Improvised Intimacy” in China’s Sex Industry (GBV TIG)

YU, Yeon Jung, MALTEMPI, Hailey, PARK, Young Su, and CHA, Jiho (WWU) Traumatic Experiences and Suffering of Prisoners in Correctional Labor Camps in North Korea (HRSJ)

ZUO, Mengge (Chinese U Hong Kong) Exploring Retirees’ Low-Cost Tour Groups in Mainland China: Enchantments and Disenchantments (AAGE)

ZYZNOMIRSKI, ShaeLynne and GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan) Disclosing Mental Illness on Postsecondary Campuses: Exploring the Risks and Challenges Experienced by Postsecondary Instructors (SDS)
On-Demand Sessions (Whova):

The Anthropologist as Vulnerable Observer: Compounding Disasters and Anxiety in the Face of Climate Catastrophe (SMA)

CHAIR: GONZALEZ, Melinda (Georgetown U)
ROUND_TABLE PARTICIPANTS: SCOTT FORD, Kwanda (UCLA), OUARET, Walid (UMD), ARAUJO, Mariana (OR State U), FOWLER, Cynthia (Wofford Coll), GONZALEZ, Melinda (Georgetown U)

Enhancing Agency of Affected People in Mining Displacement and Resettlement: Project Cases from Africa

CHAIR: PRICE, Susanna (ANU)
APPLEBY, Gordon (Independent) Providing Options for Physical Relocation: One Size Doesn’t Fit All
SMYTH, Eddie (U Groningen) Empowerment through Agreement-making on Mining Projects in Africa
MATANZIMA, Joshua (U Queensland) Can Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) Improve the Social Outcomes of Mining Induced Displacements in Zimbabwe?
MATHIBA, Gaopalewe (U Cape Town) If Only They Had Enhanced Agency against Kumba: A Counterfactual Probing into the Case of Displaced Dingleton Community
BUGALSKI, Natalie (Inclusive Development) Shifting Power to Affected Communities: A Counterfactual Study of an IFC Investment in a Guinean Bauxite Mine

Deep History and Community Joy: Making the Connections (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIRS: RANHORN, Kathryn (ASU) and MEHARI, Asmeret (Independent)
MEHARI, Asmeret (Independent) Community Joy in African Archaeology and Paleoanthropology
TWO BEARS, Davina (ASU) Finding Joy in Research of Important Historical Sites of the Diné (Navajo) Community: The Leupp Isolation Site
JAMES, Sydney E., MASHAKA, Husna, and RANHORN, Kathryn L. (ASU) Traditional Ecological Knowledge in Land Stewardship: Perspectives from Kondoa, Tanzania
RANHORN, Kathryn, MASHAKA, Husna, JAMES, Sydney (ASU), Kondoa Deep History Partnership Stewarding Vanishing Art and Heritage with Collaborative Paleoanthropology in Kondoa, Tanzania
NDLOVU, Ndukuyakhe (U Pretoria) Politics of Producing Archaeological Knowledge
DISCUSSANT: MEHARI, Asmeret (Independent)

Culture versus Clinic: Transforming Patient Care through Embodiment (BING TIG)

CHAIR: THEODOSIOU, Noel (Luminous)
PANELISTS: THEODOSIOU, Noel, EVANS, Malcolm, and DELLISTON, Natasha (Luminous), HENDLIN, Yogi (Erasmus U)

TUESDAY, MARCH 26
SANTA FE/ NEW MEXICO DAY

Welcome to the Society for Applied Anthropology’s “Santa Fe / New Mexico Day.” The presentations and events scheduled for this day should be of particular interest to residents of Santa Fe and New Mexico. Anthropologists, and other applied social scientists have joined with interested residents to examine the region’s remarkably diverse heritage, its complex and challenging present, and its future as a world destination. Join us as we collectively engage in critical conversations on emerging local issues that are relevant globally. We are opening this day to the public free of charge as an expression of our commitment to engage with the public in an exploration of our shared social and cultural worlds.

TUESDAY 9:00-SATURDAY 12:00
Concourse (El Dorado Hotel)
TASHIMA EXHIBIT made possible with support from the Tashima Family Trust

TUESDAY 9:00-5:30
Concourse (El Dorado Hotel)
Ask a Social Scientist: The “Lucy” Advice Booth
**T-06** TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
New Mexican Scholars in Dialogue: Reciprocity and Accountability in Nuevomexicano Research Practice

**CHAIRS:** DIXON, Chyna (U E Anglia) and RODRÍGUEZ, Sylvia (UNM)
RODRÍGUEZ, Sylvia (UNM) Querencia, Riverhood, and Decolonial Practice in the Rio Honda Watershed
JARAMILLO, Elise Trott (UNM) Place, Trust, and Trustworthiness in Nuevomexicano/o Research and Practice
OLIVAS, Divana (UNM) Chicanx Food Imaginaries and the Worldmaking Projects of the Southwest Organizing Project (1980-Today)
DIXON, Chyna (U E Anglia) Towards Relational Resilience: Exploring the Role of Reciprocity, Querencia, y Resistencia in Hydrosocial Worldmaking and Nuevomexicano Research Practice

**DISCUSSANT:** GOMEZ, Myrriah (UNM)

**T-07** TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Valle de Oro National Wildlife Refuge: Community Based Conservation for Wildlife, Community, and Environmental Justice

**CHAIR:** OWEN-WHITE, Jennifer (USFWS)

**T-08** TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
More Than a Black Cowboy: Interdisciplinary Approaches to George McJunkin’s Folsom Site Legacy in Northeast New Mexico’s Hi Lo Country (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

**CHAIR:** ERICKSON, Ken (Folsom Museum)
ERICKSON, Ken and DOHERTY, Matt (Folsom Museum) A Blacksmith, a Bricklayer, a Banker, and a Priest Walk into Wild Horse Arroyo to Look at a Black Cowboy’s Bones: The Future of the Past at the Folsom, New Mexico Museum
HITCHCOCK, Robert and KELLY, Melinda C. (UNM) From Capulin to the Kalahari: Protected Areas, People, and Power in the Lands of Enchantment
KENNY, Brian (Team McJunkin) George McJunkin: Folsom True in The Land of Enchantment
BABERS, Myeshia C. (TAMU) Reimagining Anthropology through Radical Inclusion and Collaborative Transformation
NELSON, Timothy E. (Independent) Blackdom, McJunkin, and the Utility of the Afro-Frontier Thesis
SEABOLD, E.A. (Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site Contracted Archaeologist) Mortuary Traditions and Social Dynamics: A Comparative Analysis of Cemetery Sites in Folsom, New Mexico, through the Focal Point of George McJunkin’s Burial Site

**T-09** TUESDAY 9:00-10:45
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Transformative Initiatives in New Mexico: Pioneering Holistic Approaches to Wellbeing within the Department of Family & Community Medicine (MASSH)

**CHAIR:** SCHWARTZ, Matthew (UNM)

**PANELISTS:** FLEG, Anthony, SUSSMAN, Andrew, CLITHERO, Amy, BACA, Melanie, and PAGE-REEVES, Janet (UNM)

**TUESDAY 10:00-1:00**
Concourse (El Dorado Hotel)
Hey, Do You Want to Make a Robot?

**CHAIR:** CHIN, Elizabeth (AAA)

**T-32** TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Japanese American Perspectives in Santa Fe and Dark Transformations (NAPA)
(T-36) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Nuevo Mexico, Our Querencia: Enchanting Transformation through Applied Anthropology (CONAA)

CHAIR: GUTIERREZ SISNEROS, Ana Malinalli X (NNMC)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: AVILA, Magdalena (UNM TREE Ctr), TRUJILLO, Patricia (NM Dept of Higher Ed), SALAZAR, Lupe (Barrios Unidos-Chimayo NM), GREENWALD, Randee (NMSU), BARCELO, Nancy “Rusty” (Education & DEI Consultant), GOMEZ, Mariah (UNM)

(T-37) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Applying Anthropological Theory and Methods to Public Health and Health Equity

CHAIR: JARAMILLO, Elise (UNM)
PANELISTS: DE PREE, Thomas (UNM), LILLIOTT-GONZÁLEZ, Liz (PIRE), O’DONNELL, Alexis and NELUMS, Laura (UNM), SHATTUCK, Daniel and WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE)

(T-39) TUESDAY 11:15-1:00
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Culinary Heritage in the Paso del Norte Region of the US-Mexico Borderlands (C&A)

CHAIR: STANFORD, Lois (NMSU)
PANELISTS: ABARCA, Meredith (UTEP), PALACIOS, Amanda, BROWN, Anna, and STANFORD, Lois (NMSU)

(T-67) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
The Past, Present, and Future of New Mexico’s Acequias as a Counter-Geography of Potentiality and Resistance

CHAIR: JARAMILLO, Elise (UNM)
PANELISTS: RIVERA, José, LAMADRID, Enrique and RODRÍGUEZ, Sylvia (UNM), DAVANZO, Donatella (Independent)

(T-68) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Women Constructing Other Women: Experiences from the Tertulias Peer Support Project with Immigrants from Mexico (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIRS: REGINO, Lidia, TELLEZ, Maria, and PAGE-REEVES, Janet (UNM)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ALCARAZ, Arcelia, HERRERA, Cristina, MEJÍA, Marisol, MUNGUIA, Leticia, RAMIREZ, Rosalba, VENEGAS, Laura

(T-69) TUESDAY 1:30-3:15
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
LGBTQ+ Health Equity in New Mexico (MASSH)

CHAIRS: SHATTUCK, Daniel and WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE & UNM)
KUHLEMEIER, Alena (UNM), SHATTUCK, Daniel and WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE & UNM), RAMOS, Mary (UNM) The Emergent Behavioral Health Crisis among Sexually Diverse Middle School Students
SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE & UNM), RAMOS, Mary (UNM), and WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE & UNM) Successes and Challenges in Recruitment of School-Based Health Centers for Research Supporting LGBTQ+ Health Equity
WILLGING, Cathleen and SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE & UNM), RAMOS, Mary (UNM) Using Implementation Science Models and Methods to Improve LGBTQ+ Health Equity in High Schools
KANO, Miria (U Colorado), GUEST, Dolores, FARBNAHC PEARSON, Amy, KOSICH, Mikaela, JACOBSON, Kendal A., MISHRA, Shiraz I., SUSSMAN, Andrew L., TAWFIK, Bernard, and DAYAO, Zoneddy (UNM), SCOUT, NFN (Nat’l LGBT Cancer Network), WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE & UNM) Best Practice Strategies for SOGI Data Collection: Lessons Learned from Conducting and Implementing the Ask SOGI Study

ADSSUL, Prajakta (UNM) Promoting Cervical Cancer Screening among LGBTQ+ Individuals: A Mixed Methods Study

DISCUSSANT: AMOS, Mary (UNM), MARTINEZ, Marshall (Equality NM)

(T-96) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Fostering Equity and Well-being: Trans Health Activism in New Mexico (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: POINDEXTER, Michèl (UNM)
PANELISTS: BENAVIDES, Joel (Alianza NM), FATEMI, Stacy (TNET), HIMES, Jimmy, LAWRENCE-METLZER, Lilan (Presbyterian), McCLAIN, Molly (UNM), MITCHELL POWELL, León (Trans Lifeline)

(T-97) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Health and Well-Being among Youth and Young Adults in New Mexico (MASSH)

CHAIRS: WILLGING, Cathleen and SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE & UNM)
PANELISTS: LILLIOTT, Elizabeth and ELIAS, Marissa (PIRE), SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE & UNM), RAMOS, Mary (UNM Sch of Med), MONTOYA, Sabrina (Human Trafficking Specialist), TAFOYA, Brooke (New Day Youth & Family Serv), QUINTERO, Gilbert (U Montana)

(T-98) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Enchanted Futures: Transforming Museum Practice through Relational Curation (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIR: MCCHESNEY, Lea (Maxwell Museum, UNM)
PANELISTS: MCCHESNEY, Lea (Maxwell Museum, UNM), CHAVARRIA, Tony (Museum of Indian Arts & Culture), POON, Elysa (SAR Indian Arts Rsch Ctr), GALA LEWIS, Lorraine (Laguna Pueblo), CRUZ, Clarence (Ohkay Owingeh), LUCERO, Alexis (Isleta Pueblo)

(T-99) TUESDAY 3:45-5:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Climate, Energy, and the Southwest: NCA5 Findings and Just Energy Transitions in New Mexico (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: MAXWELL, Keely (EPA) and FISKE, Shirley (UMD)
ELIAS, Emile and STEELE, Caitriana (USDA SW Climate Hub) The Southwest and Climate Change
KOTUTWA JOHNSON, Michael (U Arizona) Indigenous Ways of Knowing: Climate Adaptation and Food Security
FOSTER, Demis (CVNM) Challenge and Opportunity in Fighting the Climate Crisis in New Mexico
KAO, Samantha (Sammi) (CVNM) The Current State of Climate Action in NM

TUESDAY 6:00-7:30
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Santa Fe / New Mexico Day Reception

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27

WEDNESDAY 8:00-5:00
Piñon Boardroom (El Dorado Hotel, 2nd floor)
SfAA Board Meeting

(W-01) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
New Pedagogies in Higher Education, Part I (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: BRIGHT, Kristin (Middlebury Coll)
JONES, Nathan (UC Boulder) Examining Ethics and Practices of the Design-Build Studio in Architectural Education: An Anthropologist’s Perspective

BRIGHT, Kristin and The Body Online Research Lab (Middlebury Coll), HAND, Anna (Middlebury Union High Sch) Workshopping Wellbeing: Reflections on Pedagogy and Justice in School Health Design

BURKE, Chrisrina (NAU) Radical Inclusion: How Building an Equitable Syllabus Supports Decolonizing Anthropology

LOTT, Jessica (NKU) and SULLIVAN, Jennifer (Upstate Med U) Transforming Texts on Wikipedia: A Collaborative Approach to Teaching Culture

(W-02) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)

Applied Anthropology as an Antidote to Systemic Injustice (HRSJ)

CHAIR: LEE, Ramon (Spelman Coll)

EDWARDS, Diana (Independent) American Adoption and Child Trafficking

LEE, Ramon (Spelman Coll) Shots, Cocktails, and Food on the Go: Economic Mobility and Empowerment in the Service Industry

MCCLUSKY, Laura (Wells Coll) and NIMAN, Michael (Buffalo State U) Exploring Concepts of Social Justice in the Food System – Intentional and Otherwise

PAYNE-JACKSON, Arvilla (Howard U) Restorative Justice: Addressing the Impact of the Holmesburg Prison Experiments

ROSSI, Isabella (MO State U) Personhood and Proximity: An Examination of the Biopolitics of Project Housing

WOODALL, Alyna (UCF) Assembling Magical Ethics and Perceptions of Justice: Visually Exploring the Values Guiding and Dividing Ritual Magic Practitioners

(W-03) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)

Topics in Migration Research (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: KEBEDE, Kassahun (EWU)

KEBEDE, Kassahun (EWU) Exploring “Purpose Black” Initiatives in Ethiopia: The Intersection of Race, Diaspora, and Investment

KIM, Hyein (TAMU) Investigating Assimilation, Culture, and Mental Health in Korean Immigrants

LISTON, Zane (CSULB) Contemporary Nomads in the United States: Community and Self

OLSON, Ernest (Wells Coll) Climate Change, Migration, and New Landscapes of Inequality: A Case Study from Montana

PATEL, Aakash (Boston U Sch of Med) Hindu Nationalism and US Nationalism in South Asian Domestic Violence

SNOWDEN, Jude (U Memphis) Consuming Critiques: On Making Cafeteria Food Adequate with Immigrant Children

(W-04) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)

Examining How Women Reclaim the Commons from the Drivers of Global Change

CHAIR: EBEL, Sarah (ID State U)

EBEL, Sarah, EVERLY, Jillian, and GALLO SAAVEDRA, Gonzalo (ID State U) “Nos Falta Nada”: Women’s Postcapitalist and Capitalist Responses to Reclaim the Commons in Chile’s Lakes Region

REEDY, Katherine (ID State U) The Costs of Living in Area M: Towards Food and Livelihood Security in Aleut/Unangax Communities

CAINE, Allison (U Wyoming) and FARFAN FLORES, Dina (ACEMAA Perú) Ayni After Enclosure: Quechua Women and Circulatory Labor in the Peruvian Grasslands

BATEN, Mohammed Abdul and BEITL, Christine (U Maine) The Complex Entanglement of Institutions, Market, and Livelihood: Positioning Women in Sundarbans Mangrove Governance During the Neoliberal Era

(W-06) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)

Marxist Theoretical Approaches and Ethnographic Research in the 21st Century
CHAIR: FIEL, Les (UNM)
VELARDE NEHER, Cassie (UNM) Jicarilla Apache’s Fight for Survival
GUNN, James (UNM) Examining the National Park Service through a Marxist Lens
ALVERO, Erika (UNM) Counter-Hegemony in a Southwestern Border Town School
ZARRABZADEH, Cameron (UNM) Land, Territory, Property, Power: A Political Ecology Approach to Uranium Mining in New Mexico
DZIDZ YAM, Edber (UNM) The Organic-Maya Intellectuals in the Linguistic Policies Implemented in the Maya Language of Yucatán, México
GORVETZIAN, Andrew (UNM) Matria Libre y Vivir: Outlining the Contours of a (Pre)emerging Hegemony in Nicaragua

(W-07) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Integrated Learning of Traditional and Biomedical Healthcare Providers: Perspectives from Four Cultures (CONAA)

CHAIR: ANDERSON, Barbara (Frontier Nursing U, Emerita)
ANDERSON, Barbara (Frontier Nursing U, Emerita) Integration and Conflict: Traditional and Biomedical Approaches to Maternal Healthcare in the United States
ELLIS, Cathryn (CONAA) Integrated Practice of Traditional and Biomedical Practitioners Promoting Safe Birth in Remote Health Centers in Nepal
ANDERSON, Eugene (UCR) Integration of Traditional Medical Practice and Contemporary Biomedical Practice in Mainland China
ROSTOKER, Jean-Francois (Mickey) (UBC) Interprofessional Training in Midwifery Care in Uganda and Nepal

(W-08) WEDNESDAY 9:00-1:00
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Applied Visual Ethnography Workshop (Workshop, Fee $40)

ORGANIZER: STINNETT, Ashley (Etnograf)

(W-09) WEDNESDAY 9:00-11:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Got Those Anthro Skills Yet? Let’s Create a Plan: A Workshop by the Anthropology Career Readiness Network (ACRN) and the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA) (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys) and STUDEBAKER, Jennifer (Marion Ewing Kauffman Fdn)

(W-10) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Embodiments of Disaster (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: HARVEY, T.S. (Vanderbilt U)
WOLFORTH, Lynne Mackin and MORRISON, Lynn (UH-Hilo) Stress Associated with a Kilauea Eruption: What Can Blood Pressure Tell Us?
HARVEY, T.S. (Vanderbilt U) Neglected Tropical Diseases as Pre-existing Conditions of Colonialism in Global Health
HOWELLS, Michaela and BLAIR, Alexa (UNCW), DANCAUSE, Kelsey (U Québec), SCHULTZ, Laura and GALEANO, Mayra Alicia (MedNorth, Wilmington NC) The Impact of Hurricane Florence on Maternal Stress and Pregnancy Outcomes
OLSZOWY, Kathryn (NMSU), CHAN, Chim W. (Osaka Metro U), ROOME, Amanda B. (Bassett Rsch Inst), THERRIEN, Ann-Sophie and SINCLAIR, Isabelle (U Québec), TALEO, George, TARIVONDA, Len, MALANGA, Max, TOSIRO, Bev, TAGARO, Markleen, OBED, Jimmy, and IARUEL, Jerry (Vanuatu Ministry of Hlth), DANCAUSE, Kelsey N. (U Québec) Population Displacement Due to a Natural Disaster in Vanuatu: Relationships of Material Resource Availability with Health Outcomes Two Years Later

(W-12) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Precarity and Local Ways of Experiencing Mental Health (MASSH)
(W-13) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45  
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)  
Transformative Approaches to Exploring Substance Abuse and Promoting Positive Health Outcomes (MASSH)  

CHAIR: KAHN, Linda (U Buffalo)  
LAMONICA, Aukje (Southern CT State U) and BOERI, Miriam (NJRCRI) Parenting While Using Opioids: A Transformative Justice Approach  
BOERI, Miriam (NJRCRI) and LAMONICA, Aukje (CT State U) Transformative Justice Approaches for People Who Use Opioids  
KAPLAN, Chloé (U Alabama), HORAN, Holly (UAB), LOCKE, Emily, KHATUN, Rabeya, ALDRIDGE, Amiyah, and MUNSON, Kate (U Alabama) It Takes a Village: Modeling Collaborative Perinatal Healthcare in Alabama  
KAHN, Linda, STEPHENSON, Karen M., WAHLER, Alexandria, BERDINE, Diane, MCCORMICK-CISSE, Malaika, and ABDELSAYED, Sarah (U Buffalo) “At the end of the day, I am still a mother”: Stigma and Resilience among Justice-Involved Mothers in Recovery from Substance Use  
CORSINO, Angela and LAMONICA, Aukje (CT State U) Opioid Desistance Breakers in Mothers Following Long Term Sobriety

(W-14) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45  
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)  
Contested Identities in the Biomedical Hegemony (MASSH)  

CHAIR: MARGARITIS, Whitney (UCF)  
BROOKS, Benjamin (ECU) Examining Hispanic Gender Roles and the Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic  
MARGARITIS, Whitney (UCF) Cannabinoid Use among Older Adults with Chronic Pain  
SKATES, Graylin (Purdue U) Crossing the Diagnostic Threshold to Receive Care for Endometriosis

(W-15) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45  
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)  
Heart-Work: Doulas and Relational Care Practices (MASSH)  

CHAIR: CASTAÑEDA, Angela (DePauw U)  
CASTAÑEDA, Angela and BURTS, Nicole (DePauw U) “It’s not all cookies ‘n cream”: Black Doulas Respond to Health Inequities in Birth  
EDWARDS, Vivienne (DePauw U) Doulas to the Rescue?: Doulas as Disruptors of Systemic Violence  
GOTHMANN, Annika (CSBSJU) Reading the Room: Doulas as Strategic Advocates  
BROWNING, Lauren and MCCLUNG, Stephanie (Butler U) Will U.S. Healthcare Make Room for Doulas?  
SEARCY, Julie Johnson (Butler U) "We’re Kissing the Wrong Asses": The Role of Doulas In South Africa

(W-17) WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45  
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)  
Process and Practice in Environmental Place Naming  

CHAIR: BROWN, Madeline, AYERS, Brooke, and COLEMAN, Keirra (UMD)  
RAMENZONI, Victoria (Rutgers U) Naming and Ambiguity among Coastal Endenese: Resistance and Indigenous Ontologies  
NAIDU, Prash (CUNY) A New Sea of Names: Mapping Climate Uncertainty in a Southeast Asian Fishing Community  
JIANG, Wenjing (Independent) Landed Property between Peasants and the State: Rethinking Land Titling, Registration, and Certification in Rural China  
AYERS, Brooke (UMD) Trail Names in Maryland: Exploring Patterns and Influence  
COLEMAN, Keirra (UMD) Navigating a Decolonized Ecology with Maryland’s Trail Systems
**BROWN, Madeline** (UMD) *Naming New Trails: Experiences from Trail Builders in the US*

**BROWN, Sophie** (SUNY ESF) *Reversing the Flow of the Archive: Reclaiming Place Names and Language Materials in Indigenous Territory*

**HALVORSON, Sarah** (U Montana) *The Right to Rename: Removing the ‘S’ Word from Montana’s Lands and Waters*

(W-18) **WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45**

Pecos (Hilton Hotel)

**Methodological Travels and Experimentations**

**CHAIR:** **BABCHUK, Wayne** (UN-Lincoln)

**BOES, Kevin** (Creighton U) *Exploring the Potential of Geographic Information Systems and Spatial Analysis in Qualitative Anthropological Research*

**BABCHUK, Wayne** (UN-Lincoln) *Ethnographic Grounded Theory: Merging Methodologies for Field-Based Applications*

**HAMM, Megan** (U Pitt) *Towards the Development of a Topical Meta-Codebook on Chronic Pain and Opioid Use Disorder*

**MCCARTHY, Rory**, **CHAMBERLIN, Rachel**, and **CLIFTON, Daniel** (Consortium for Hlth & Military Performance, USUHS/HJF) *Starting Small, Thinking Big: Exploring the Scalability of Rapid Qualitative Inquiry*

**ZIKER, John**, **HOUSE, Kendall**, **FAILS, Jerry**, **BOYER, Jessi**, and **WENDELL, Michael** (Boise State U) *Evolutionary Insights into Digital Ecologies of Fear: Anthropology and Human-Computer Interaction*

**HAYDE, Donnelley** and **MEYER, Justin Reeves** (COSI’s Ctr for Rsch & Eval) *Sound Travels: The Journey of Listening with Wonder*

(W-31) **WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00**

Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)

**New Pedagogies in Higher Education, Part II (Higher Ed TIG)**

**CHAIR:** **ORTIZ, Cristina** (UMN Morris)

**ORTIZ, Cristina** (UMN Morris) *Disenchantments of Grading: Rescuing the Wonder of Anthropology by Axing Testing*

**HUNTER, Gina** (ILSTU) *(Dis)Enchantment of Community-Engaged Research with Students*

**OGILVIE, Kristen** (UAA) *Mind the Gap: Examining Disparities in Achievement with a Qualitative Lens*

**HIMMELFARB, Dave** (Eckerd Coll) *Pathways to Food Sovereignty: Campus Farms, Community Engagement, and Solidarity*

(W-32) **WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00**

Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)

**Exploring the Transformative Power of New Perspectives in Social Resilience, Collaboration, and Community Wellness, Part I**

**CHAIRS:** **WILLIS, David Blake** and **LONG, Tracy** (Fielding Grad U)

**LONG, Tracy** (Fielding Grad U) *Leveraging Positive Messaging and Action to Influence Organizational Outcomes: An Ethnographic Case Study of Disaster Recovery*

**EMOND, Astrid** (Fielding Grad U) *Exploring the Transformative Power of Nature-Based Adventures for Women*

**THOMAS, Earl** and **MITCHELL, Keeley** (Fielding Grad U) *Shedding Perceived Health Ailments of Oppression: The Enchanted Transformation of Global Migration*

**PROMPONGSATORN, Usa Lee** (Fielding Grad U) *Thai American Women’s Becoming: Transcending Anti-Asian Hate through Love, Loss, and Spiritual Transformation*

**BUCCI, Deb** (Fielding Grad U) *How Workers Identify Well-being in Their Workspaces and Why It Matters*

**DISCUSSANTS:** **MURPHY, Dawn Jackman** and **ZUBIZARRETA-ADA, Rosalma** (Fielding Grad U)

(W-33) **WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00**

Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)

**Flying Like a Bird or Focusing Like a Frog: Reflections on Applying Longitudinal Qualitative Research Designs**

**CHAIR:** **RATTRAY, Nick** (Indiana U & VA)

**CAMPBELL, Jacob** (Field Museum) *Textured Urgency: Addressing Community Crises through Long Term Engaged Research in Chicago’s South Side*

**RASKIN, Sarah** (VCU) *Seeing Like a Dragonfly: Compound Reflexivity in Longitudinal Engaged Anthropology*

**RENTERIA-VALENCIA, Rodrigo** (CWU) *An Edgeless River: Longitudinal Data Analysis in the Administration of Higher Education*
RATTRAY, Nick (Indiana U & VA) Oversight and Insight from a Longitudinal Investigation of Veteran Reintegration

(W-34) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Radical and Inclusive Responses and Imagining Enchanted Transformation (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: NGIN, ChorSwang (CSULA)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: NGIN, ChorSwang (CSULA), HASSOUN, Rosina (SVSU)

(W-36) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Sifting through Labor and Leisure: Facets of Running an Ethnographic Methods Field School at an All-Inclusive Beach Resort in the Dominican Republic (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIRS: OUESLATI-PORTER, Claire and GUTIERREZ-NUNEZ, Yaliza (U Miami)
PANELISTS: BETHEL, Hannah, MONEXE, Naomie, KUMMETA, Shirsika, and SCHRAER, Emily (U Miami)

(W-37) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Social Justice and Health Equity for Diverse Population Groups, Part I (CONAA)

CHAIRS: BREDA, Karen (U Hartford) and BLUDAU, Heidi (Vanderbilt U)
ACIOLI DE OLIVEIRA, Sonia (UERJ & ABE) and DAVID, Helena Leal (UERJ) Community Public Health Approaches to Healthcare in Brazil
BREDA, Karen (U Hartford), RAFAEL, Ricardo de Mattos Russo (State U Rio de Janeiro), and CARAVACA-MORERA, Jaime (U Costa Rica) What Can Anthropology Offer?: Centering DEIJ within Sound Theoretical and Methodological Roots
GUTIERREZ SISNEROS, Ana Malinalli X (NNMC Nursing & Hlth Sc) Living in Rural New Mexico: My Holistic Health Praxis within the Two Worlds of Western and Traditional Ways of Knowing
SHAYER, Amy (Utica U) Addressing Spiritual Needs of Elders Residing in Long Term Care Facilities: A Nursing Home Mission

(W-40) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
The Transformative Role of Disasters: Case Studies out of North Carolina (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: HAWKINS, Seth and STRICKLAND, Philip (UNCC)
PANELISTS: HAWKINS, Seth, STRICKLAND, Philip, and ELDRIDGE, Erin (UNCC), STEVENSON, Alexandra (ECU)

(W-42) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Community Engaged Childbirth beyond the Maternity Ward (MASSH)

CHAIR: ALTMAN, Heidi (GA Southern U)
ALTMAN, Heidi (GA Southern U) The Culture of Maternity Care: The Experience of Cesarean Section in the Context of a Maternal Mortality Crisis
HORAN, Holly (UAB), ABRAMS, Dalia (Birthwell Community Doula Prog), and LOCKE, Emily (U Alabama) Tensions and Transformations: Community-Engagement and Mobilizing for Doula Support in Alabama
RIVERA-PILUSO, Mariel (Syracuse U) The Importance of Black Doulas: Community-Based Doulas Enacting Reproductive Justice in Central New York
LOCKE, Emily (U Alabama), HORAN, Holly (UAB), and MCCLURE, Stephanie (U Alabama) “Just like we have different models of insurance, we can have different models of doula care”: Transforming and Sustaining Doula Support in Hospital Contexts

(W-43) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
The Kids Are All Patients: New Frontiers in Pediatric Care (MASSH)

CHAIR: KHAN, Hamda (St. Jude Children’s Rsch Hosp)
WINKLER, Linda A. (Wilkes U), LUTAHOIRE, Jessica, MWANGA, Godwin, BUTOTO, Cleophace, and KAHINDO, Furaha (Nyakahanga Hosp), CORBETT, Mollie (Wilkes U) Reducing Neonatal Death through Expansion of Vitamin K Use in Rural East Africa: Results from a Two Year Study


MARTINEZ, Konane (CSUSM) Bridges2Health: Piloting Community Health in Community Schools

WILLIS, Mary S. (MO State U), SIMUKANDA, James (Chipata Central Hosp), NSONGA, Jane (Livingstone Central Hosp), GRAHAM, Elizabeth (U Nebraska), LAWLER, Reese and LOWE, Dominique (MO State U) Show Me Your Teeth!: Dental Caries Prevalence of School-Aged Children in Zambia and the US

DÍAZ CÓRDOVA, Diego (U Buenos Aires) Premature Family Groups: An Exploratory Study

(W-44) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Transformative Futures in Medical Practice (SMA)

CHAIR: RUPCIC, Sonia (VA)

LUCAS, William (CSUDH) Constructing Hopeful Structures by Transforming Practice: SCI Care as Moral Laboratory

HARTTHORN, Barbara Herr, HALCOMB, Laura, BUDGE, Jason, and PRENTICE-WALZ, Heather (UCSB) Enchanted Futures, New Species, and/or Dystopia?: Anthropological Efforts to Promote Responsible Science and Technology Research and Innovation (RRI)

RUPCIC, Sonia (VA) “Can’t Wait to Share!”: Lessons in Recruiting Parents from Privatized Telepsychoeducation Programs

(W-45) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Addressing the Health Needs of Latina/e/o/x Communities in Santa Clara County, CA via Community-Academic Partnerships (MASSH)

CHAIRS: MIRANDA, Veronica and VILLATORO, Alice P. (Santa Clara U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MIRANDA, Veronica, MERCADO LÓPEZ, Roberto J., KRAUSE, Mae, DIAZ FLORES, Melanie, and DUARTE, Bianca (Santa Clara U)

(W-46) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
The Fears, Challenges, and Opportunities of Climate Change: Approaches of Business, Non-Profits, and Government (BING TIG)

CHAIR: LARKIN, Lance (Construction Engineering Rsch Lab)

LARKIN, Lance (Construction Engineering Rsch Lab) Mitigating Short- and Mid-Term Crises while Looking to the Future: Is Federal Action Enough?

DYER, Christopher (UNM Gallup) Economic Impact of Disaster Compression on Community Resilience

KENNEDY, William (GMU) The Application of Computational Anthropology to Disaster Research

LYONS, Barry (Wayne State U) How Can Anthropologists Help Decarbonize?

(W-47) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Political Ecology of Arid North America (PESO)

CHAIR: MURPHY, Arthur (UNCG)

MURPHY, Arthur (UNCG), JONES, Eric C. (UTH SPH), and LUQUE, Diana (CIAD-Hermosillo) Searching for Information and Justice along the Rio Sonora after the Buena Vista Mine Disaster: 2014

LUQUE, Diana (CIAD-Hermosillo), ROBLES, Antonio (COMCAAC), and MURPHY, Arthur D. (UNCG) Sacred Territories: Comcaac (Seri)

LUQUE, Diana (CIAD-Hermosillo), MURPHY, Arthur (UNCG), and FLORES, Alejandra (CIAD-Hermosillo) An Estuarrian Biocultural Corridor in Sonora: A Development Strategy for Indigenous Communities
GONZALEZ, Sabrina (NMSU) From Water Is an Input to Water Is Life: Examining How Farmers Represent Their Relationships with Water in Southern New Mexico

BRAUSE, Holly (NMSU) Between Hope and Despair: Affect and the Future of Water for Agriculture

(W-48) WEDNESDAY 11:15-1:00
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Speaking Words of Wisdom: Communicating Aging Voices in Teaching and Practice (AAGE)

CHAIR: CARRILLO, Erika (SIJSU)
CARRILLO, Erika (SIJSU) Welcome to Tomorrow: Teaching Aging and Care to Applied Anthropology Students
PALLAS-BRINK, Jaroslava (Wayne State U) Food for Thought: Nourishing Connections between Theory and Practice at a Retirement Home Cafeteria
SCHULZE, Savannah (Purdue U) Methodological Insights: Preserving Batwa Elders’ History for Justice
SHAY, Kimberly (Wayne State U) Older Voices and Collective Memory: A Case Study of Lasting Community Impact
DISCUSSANT: BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U)

WEDNESDAY 12:00-5:00
Concourse (El Dorado Hotel)
Book Exhibit

The Exhibit includes tables displaying the most recent publications in the applied social sciences. Several press representatives will be available to discuss publishing options for authors.

(W-39) WEDNESDAY 12:30-3:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Talking About Anthropology to Others: A Career Readiness Network Workshop (Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZERS: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U), BRIODY, Elizabeth K. (Cultural Keys), STUDEBAKER, Jennifer (Marion Ewing Kauffman Fdn), KLATASKE, Ryan (UN-Med Ctr & Applied Ethnographic Serv), GAMWELL, Adam (Anthrocurious), and BAIM-LANCE, Abigail (VA)

(W-61) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Diversity and Inclusion at the Crossroads of State Intervention in Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: WILSON, Jonathan (SENMC)
GAULDIN, Eric (TX State U) Learning Different: Biopower and Diversity in Higher Education
PAREDES, Daisy (UTSA) Institution of Care?: An Analysis of Value and Wellbeing across Scales of Actors in a South Texas University
WILSON, Jonathan (SENMC) What Does Not Kill Us, Makes Us Strong, Together: Hispanic Serving Institutions’ Potential for Expansion and Mobilization in Reaction to the Supreme Court’s Decision on Affirmative Action

(W-62) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Exploring the Transformative Power of New Perspectives in Social Resilience, Collaboration, and Community Wellness, Part II

CHAIRS: WILLIS, David Blake and LONG, Tracy (Fielding Grad U)
ZUBIZARRETA-ADA, Rosalma (Fielding Grad U) Facilitating Democracy: Learning from Facilitators’ Lived Experiences of Supporting Collaborative Meaning-Making in Mini-Publics
MONTEVERDE, Acinta (Fielding Grad U) An Afterschool Program/Curriculum to Teach Parents and Children Critical Coping Skills for Our Times
WILLIS, David Blake and MURPHY, Dawn (Fielding Grad U) Participant Action Research and Folk Schools: A Study of Community, Systems Convening, and Transformative Education
WILLIS, David Blake (Fielding Grad U) Gandhian, Dalit, Muslim, and Adivasi Youth Leaders and the Revolution in Collaborative Leadership
HERRMANN, Susan (MSUN) Worldview Reflections as a Decolonizing Psychotherapeutic Methodology: Transformative Learning Theory’s Spiritual Turn
GEORGE, Melissa (Fielding Grad U) A Life Abroad: New Perspectives on Personal Growth and Leadership for Social Impact
DISCUSSANTS: LONG, Tracy and THOMAS, Earl (Fielding Grad U)

(W-63) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropological Imagination for the Sixth National Climate Assessment (ExtraAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: MAXWELL, Keely and MATSLER, Marissa (EPA)
Open Discussion

(W-64) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Crisis and Understanding: Anthropological Responses and Critiques in Uncertain Situations (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIR: STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (KSU Geauga)
ED, Rebecca (NAU) Caught between Two Worlds: A Study of Water Access on the Navajo Reservation and the Educational Fallout of the Youth That Thirst
PETRAKOVITZ, Sonya (CWRU) Ancestral Wisdom, Respect, and Reciprocity on Rapa Nui: Lessons for Surviving a Pandemic from the Most Remote, Indigenously-Inhabited Island in the World
STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (KSU Geauga) and CARDENAS CARRASCO, Juan (Peru Tours) En Caso de Emergencia: In Case of Emergency
WIDENER, Patricia (FAU) Extractive Tourism: Uncritical Promotions, Uncomfortable Educations
TUCHMAN-ROSTA, Celia (Denison U) Threats and Opportunities of Tourism Development for Cambodian Dancers’ Lives

(W-66) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Transformation at the Department of Interior: Elevating Indigenous Knowledges (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: HERMAN-MERCER, Nicole (USGS) and GREENWOOD, Kim (NPS)
PANELISTS: HERMAN-MERCER, Nicole (USGS), GREENWOOD, Kim and TALKEN-SPAULDING, Jennifer (NPS)

(W-67) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Social Justice and Health Equity for Diverse Population Groups, Part II (CONAA)

CHAIRS: BREDA, Karen (U Hartford) and BLUDAU, Heidi (Vanderbilt U)
ESPINOZA CÁRDENAS, Frida (ASU) Centering Indigenous Feminisms in Birth: Examining Traumatic Childbirth and the Role of Community-Rooted Birth Workers in Advancing Birth Equity
DAVID, Helena (UERJ) and ACIOLI DE OLIVEIRA, Sonia (UERJ & ABEn) “I Want to Graduate to Take Charge”: Expressions of Gender, Race, and Class in Brazilian Nursing
KENDRICK, Lorna (Independent) Using the Voices of Children to Identify Risks for Future Adult-Onset Chronic/Degenerative Diseases
WEINSTEIN, Sarah and ERICKSON, Elise (U Arizona, Coll of Nursing) Breastfeeding Intention and Outcomes Predicted by Social Determinant of Health Phenotype in Southern Arizona During the COVID-19 Pandemic: A Secondary Analysis of the Arizona Prenatal Infection with SARS-COV-2 and Childhood Health and Immune Outcomes Study (AZ-PISTACHIO) Data

(W-68) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropological Approaches to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Work in Organizations: A Workshop by the Anthropology Career Readiness Network (ACRN) and the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA) (Workshop, Fee $)
(W-70) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Advancing Equitable Disaster Recovery: Voices from the Field (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: GORBEA, Laura (PR PASS Workshop)
MARTÍNEZ, Stephanie (Independent) Abandoned Homes and Disconnected Lines: Challenges in Mapping Recovery and Learning
MIRANDA, Myriam, CORDERO, Héctor, and AQUINO, Frank (Independent), GORBEA, Laura (PR PASS Workshop) “Mi Casa es su casa”: The Role of Story-telling in Equitable Disaster Recovery
GORBEA, Laura (PR PASS Workshop) The Transformative Power of a “Fiesta De Datos” in Learning About Disaster Recovery

(W-72) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Centering Patient Autonomy: Patient-Centered Care and Decision-making (MASSH)

CHAIR: MCKOWN, Lauren (UC-Denver & VA)
SIL, Shreemoyee (UFL) “If I must choose between my life and my leg, I will choose my leg”: Ideals of Masculinity among Male Pediatric Cancer Patients Undergoing Palliative Care in India
MCKOWN, Lauren (UC-Denver & VA) and JONES, Teresa (VA) Putting the Patient First: Dismantling Authoritarian Healthcare Narratives by Applying a Patient Center Approach to High-risk Surgical Meetings among Elderly Veteran Populations
HSU, Clarissa, HANSELL, Laurel, and MOGK, Jessica (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst), MOORE, Darren (Family Inst, Northwestern U), PAZ, Silvia, MACIAS, Mayra, BHAKTA, Bhumi, CRAWFORD, Cecelia, ELLIS, Debi, BORRUSO, Angela, LOPEZ, Cecelia, GRAVES, Reggie, JACKSON, Tonce, and COLEMAN, Karen J. (Kaiser Permanente So Cal) Bariatric Surgery Procedure Decision Making among Racially Diverse Patients: The Complexities of Patient Choice
WHITE, Shelly (TX State U) A Grounded Theory Approach to Understanding COVID-19 Decision Making among College Students
MCCLURE, Stephanie and LOCKE, Emily (U Alabama), HSIEH, WenHung (Independent), WANG, Wui (U Alabama), WELLS, Marlie (Independent) Compliance Depends: Observation of Pandemic Precaution Behavior in a Southeastern US College Town
POP, Cristina and FRASER, Emily (Creighton U), KANAPARTI, Jean (Columbia U), SOEUN, Amy (Creighton U) Risk Compensation After HPV Vaccination among US College Students

(W-73) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Multispecies Engagements

CHAIR: MUEHLMANN, Shaylih (UBC)
JERVIS, Lori and BRAY, Laura (U Oklahoma) Shelter Animal Marketing and the Relativity of Worth
MUEHLMANN, Shaylih (UBC) Narratives of Narco-Animalia: Exotic Pets as Symbolic Labor in the Mexican Drug Trade
HANSCHU, Jakob (Nat’l Farm Med Ctr, Marshfield Clinic Rsch Inst), BENDIXSEN, Casper (Nat’l Farm Med Ctr), DURBIN, Trevor (KSU), and KLATASKE, Ryan (UN-Med Ctr & Applied Ethnographic Serv) The Shape of the Gap: Discursive Risk Analysis and Child-Livestock Interactions in Agricultural Health and Safety
LI, Yadong (Tulane U) Disenchanted China, Enchanted Hope: The Work of Hope in Post-socialist Chinese Ufology
MAURICE-HAMMOND, Isabelle (U Victoria) From the Ground Up: Colonialism and Indigenous Resurgence in Coastal Estuarine Root Gardens, British Columbia, Canada

(W-74) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Womens’ Health beyond the Uterus, Part I (MASSH)

CHAIR: CASMIR, Edinah (TX State U & Kenya Med Rsch Inst)
HOULIHAN, Quinn (U Memphis) Feminist Transformations in Abortion Care: The Clinic as a Site of Resilience and Care
LEWIS, Rhian (McGill U) From Last Resort to First Choice: Sourcing Abortion Pills Online After Dobbs
PADALKAR, Tanvi (U Alabama) Persevering Uncertainties: A Life Course Approach to Examining the Biosocial Implications of Endometriosis

SULTANA, Nigar (U Alabama) and ASADUZZAMAN, Md (ASU) Bleeding in Silence: Adolescent Girls’ Menstruation Experience and Social Construction in Rural Bangladesh

(W-75) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Unsettling Assumptions about Living with Disability (Disability Rsch Group)

CHAIR: REBER, Lisa (UT SW Med Ctr, SPH)
GUO, Zibin (UTC) and LAUBER, Danielle (MTSU) Developing and Implementing an Inclusive Strategy to Promote Well-being of Veterans with Disabilities Nationwide: A Seven-Year Collaborative Project
REBER, Lisa, KRESCHMER, Jodi, TYLER, James, JUNIOR, Jaime, DESHONG, Gina, PARKER, Shan, and MEADE, Michelle (UT SW Med Ctr, SPH) The Scope, Experience, and Material Consequences of Societal Attitudes: Adults with Physical Disabilities and the Attitudinal Environment
COTNER, Bridget (VA) Types of Engagement of Veterans with Complex Chronic Conditions to Transform Research into Practice
ROHN, Edward (Oakland U) What I Learned in the Kitchen...: Unsettling Clinical Assumptions of Spinal Cord Injury-Related Chronic Pain through In-Home Ethnographies
WALKER, Tian and WESTON, Sara (U Oregon) The “Expert Patient” Experience of People Living with Type 1 Diabetes

(W-76) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Comparative Historical and Contemporary Disaster Governance (SAS)

CHAIR: SHENKMAN, Julia (UTH TMC)
SHENKMAN, Julia, THOMAS, Isabel M., SIMPSON, Valerie, JONES, Eric C. (UTH TMC) Community Cohesion and Political Participation under Varying Hazard Scenarios
JONES, Eric C., SHENKMAN, Julia L., THOMAS, Isabel M., and SIMPSON, Valerie (UTH TMC) How Leaders Respond to Frequent Hazards
BACZYNSKA, Antonina (U Warsaw), SIMPSON, Valerie, SHENKMAN, Julia L., THOMAS, Isabel M., and JONES, Eric C. (UTH HSC) Structure of Social Movements During the COVID-19 Pandemic

(W-77) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Disciplining Bodies and Places

CHAIR: MOSES, Sharon (NAU)
ROBINSON, Kaniqua (Furman U) Reconciling a Contested Past: Politics of Memory and the Arthur G. Dozier School for Boys
ABELLA, Anna (USF) Breaking the Spell of “Brain Science” on Early Childhood Programs
MOSES, Sharon (NAU) Native vs Non-Native School Shootings: Identity and Cultural Differences
MCGUIRE, Laurette and WALTON, Helayna (CSUSM) Documents: Performing Policy in Settler Governance
BAKER, Beth (CSULA) I Always Feel Like Somebody’s Watching Me: Lateral Surveillance, Fear, and the Culture of Carcerality

(W-78) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:15
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Towards a Cultural Ballistics of Guns

CHAIR: PRIBILSKY, Jason (Whitman Coll)
PRIBILSKY, Jason (Whitman Coll) Slow Gun Violence: Wounds and the Afterlife of a Shooting
JEROME, Jessica, JOHNSON, Sara, and TARIQ, Hannah (DePaul U) A Right to Safety: How Exposure to Gun Violence Permeates Student Thought
ROTHCHILD, Jennifer (UNM-Morris) Sex, Guns, and Masculinity
EDBERG, Mark (GWU) Cultural Theory and Youth Violence Prevention: Implementing the Connection
(W-91) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Fostering Social and Environmental Justice, Part I
J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Plenary

CHAIRS: VAN VLACK, Kathleen (NAU), LIM, Heather (Living Heritage Rsch Council), and STOFFLE, Richard (U Arizona)

STOFFLE, Richard (U Arizona) Breaking the Clovis Glass Ceiling: Native American Oral History of the Pleistocene
STOFFLE, Brent (NOAA/SEFSC) Spatial Planning and the Development of the Blue Economy: An Examination of Marine and Terrestrial Resource Use in St. Croix, USVI
VAN VLACK, Kathleen (NAU) We Were Here!: The Southern Paiute Connection to Bears Ears National Monument, Utah
LIM, Heather H. (Living Heritage Rsch Council) Not Your Regular Spring Cleaning: Riparian Ecosystem Restoration Efforts by National Parks in Southeastern Utah

(W-92) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Challenges and Opportunities for Learning in Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: RUBINSTEIN, Robert (Syracuse U)
SINGTO, Sayamon (UGA) Academic Success and Social Integration Strategies for First- and Second-Generation Immigrant College Students
GOLDBERG, Anne (Hendrix Coll) Learning from Migrants: Transformative Undergraduate Experiences in Sending Communities
HERCKIS, Lauren (CMU) and HERCKIS MCCARTHY, Sadye (Independent) Learning as a Family: A Collaborative Authoethnography of Education in a Pandemic
FUJIMURA, Clementine (US Naval Academy) and RUBINSTEIN, Robert (Syracuse U) Words and Bones: Challenges to Critical Thinking in the Post-COVID Academy

(W-93) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropologists in Washington, DC Addressing Public Health Challenges at Home and Abroad (WAPA)

CHAIR: EDBERG, Mark (GWU)
EDBERG, Mark (GWU) Community Collaborative Interventions and Research as Local Anthropological Practice
KRIEGER, Laurie (Clean Cities, Blue Ocean Prog & JSI) Practicing Public Health Globally: 35+ Years and 26 Countries
PACKARD-WINKLER, Mary (P-W Consulting) Core Principles and Practices for Implementing Nutrition Social and Behavior Change
LECLERC-MADLALA, Suzanne (USAID) Anthropological Lenses and Behavioral Science Glasses: Maintaining Our Focus and Improving Global Health

(W-94) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Recovery and Development After Africa’s Colonization: Reclaiming Ancestral Identities, Axiologies, and Home (HRSJ)

CHAIR: BROGDEN, Mette (U Arizona)
PANELISTS: BROGDEN, Mette (U Arizona)

(W-96) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Talking Trash in Texas: A Synthesis of Emergent Themes in Residential Recycling (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: PRATER, Zachary (UNT)
PANELISTS: PRATER, Zachary, MULLIN-BELANGER, Zoe, COLLINS, Amelia, THAPA, Nirvik, and CARRERA DEL VALLE, Ricardo (UNT)
(W-97) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30  
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)  
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Memorable Professional and Practicing Career Events (WAPA)  
CHAIR: CRAIN, Cathleen (LTG Assoc)  
PANELISTS: STEUBEBAKER, Jennifer (Ewing Marion Kauffman Fdn), CROWLEY, Susanna Selbey (SWCA Enviro Consultants), HALL-CLIFFORD, Rachel (Emory U & NAPA-OT Field Sch-Guatemala), ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs), TASHIMA, Niel and CRAIN, Cathleen (LTG Assoc)

(W-98) WEDNESDAY 3:45-6:45  
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)  
Introduction to Mapping with Public Participation Geographic Information Systems (PPGIS) (Workshop, Fee $30)  
ORGANIZERS: BANIS, David, MCLAIN, Rebecca, and BUI, Thien-Kim (Portland State U), CERVENY, Lee (USFS)

(W-99) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30  
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)  
Leveraging LinkedIn for Career Growth (Workshop, Fee $20)  
ORGANIZERS: BROWN, Racine (Lowe’s)

(W-100) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30  
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)  
How Understanding Influences on FEMA Decisions Can Help Us Change Them (Risk & Disaster TIG)  
CHAIR: BROWNE, Katherine (CO State U)  
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN), JEROLLEMAN, Alessandra (Loyola U), BROWNE, Katherine (CO State U), TRAINER, Joe (UDel), MAXWELL, Keely (EPA), OLSON, Laura (Jacksonville State U)

(W-102) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30  
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)  
Blowing the Mind: Performance, Art, and the Expansion of Consciousness (MASSH)  
CHAIR: ANDERSON, Ekaterina (VA)  
ANDERSON, Ekaterina, COHEN-BEARAK, Adena, DONES, Makayla, BARKER, Anna, HYDE, Justeen, and BOKHOUR, Barbara (VA) Evaluating VA’s Efforts to Build Community-Involved, Health and Wellness-Promoting Arts & Humanities Programming: Key Insights, Challenges, and Lessons Learned from the Partnership  
STANLEY, Sarah Elizabeth (UCI) Medicine in Movement: Therapeutic Narratives in Dancemaking and Performance  
MARS, Sarah, HOLM, Nicole, and FESSEL, Jason (UCSF), SCHLOSSER, Allison (U Nebraska), ONDOCSIN, Jeff (UCSF), COWAN, Amanda (Community Hlth Proj LA), CICCARONE, Daniel (UCSF) Connoisseurship Transformed: The Emerging Art of Fentanyl Smoking  
EAVES, Emery (NAU) Psychedelic Assisted Psychotherapy: Medicalization of Spirituality or Spiritualization of Medicine?

(W-103) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30  
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)  
Bridging Generations: Mentoring Models and Model Mentors  
CHAIR: HESS, Julia Meredith (UNM)  
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: STOCKER, Karen (CSUF), SKAHAN, Mariann (UNM), GETRICH, Christina (UMD), BOEHM, Deborah (UNR), NUNEZ-JANES, Mariela and CARRINGTON, Jara (UNT)

(W-104) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30  
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)  
Womens’ Health beyond the Uterus, Part II (MASSH)
CHAIR: HAQ, Kanwal (Icahn Sch of Med & Mayo Clinic Press)
MATTISON, Siobhan and MATTISON, Peter (UNM), BEHEIM, Bret (Max Planck Inst), LIU, Ruizhe and BLUMENFIELD, Tami (UNM), SUM, Chun-Yi (Boston U), SHENK, Mary K. (Penn State U), SEABRIGHT, Edmond and ALAMI, Sarah (Mohammed VI Polytechnique), MACLAREN, Neil (U Buffalo), WANDER, Katherine (U Binghamton) Gender and Wealth Inequalities in Southwest China

PARSONS, Michelle (NAU) Relational Ethics in Global Health: A Perinatal Mortality Project in Kabul, Afghanistan
HAQ, Kanwal (Icahn Sch of Med & Mayo Clinic Press) Advancing Women’s Health: From Patient to Agent of Health
OLSON, Kathryn (Butler U) The History of Gender-Biased Clinical Testing and Its Effects on Pharmaceutical Drug Efficacy

(W-105) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Invisible Battles: Disability, Power, and Powerlessness (Disability Rsch Group)

CHAIR: KLEIN, Wendy (CSULA)
MCILRATH, Grace (Luther Coll) Invisible Battles of “Ordinary” Mothers: Stories of Disability Advocacy in Iowa
ROBERTS, Michelle (UKY) Everyday Ablenationalism: “Drawing a Check” in Appalachian Kentucky
DREXLER, Livy (MI State U) Not Like Any Other School: How the Environment at a Tribal School Challenges Conceptions of Disability
KLEIN, Wendy (CSULA) Autism and Bilingual Socialization: Perspectives and Practices in Bilingual Families

(W-106) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Care and Enchantment in Environmental Governance: Rewilding Waterscapes, Woodlands, and More (WAPA)

CHAIR: BRUNS, Bryan (Independent)
Open Discussion

(W-107) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
The Society for Applied Anthropology Oral History Project

CHAIR: MCDONALD, Juliana (UKY)
Open Discussion

(W-108) WEDNESDAY 3:45-5:30
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Schools and Strategies: Applied Anthropology In and Of Education

CHAIR: BENDER, Margaret (WFU)
BENDER, Margaret (WFU) De-Earing the Wolf: Language-Culture Relationships in Marie Junaluska’s Cherokee Story, Wahya Galeni
MURPHY, Dawn Jackman (Fielding Grad U) New Folk School Founding and Founding Stories
JERRY, Anthony (UCR) Archiving for Empathy: First-Person Narratives as a Strategy for Increasing Racial Literacy and Social and Emotional Learning among Youth
FIDDIAN-GREEN, Alice (USFCA) Love as Transformative Practice: Participatory Public Health Storytelling, Adolescent Substance Use, and Building Communities of Care
LALUK, Nicholas (UC Berkeley), SPEARS, Michael (Anthropology LLC), ALTAHA, Mark, BURNETTE, Benrita, and BUSH, Monalisa (White Mountain Apache Tribe Historic Preservation Office), HOPKINS, Maren (Anthropology LLC) Understanding Boarding School Histories through Community Partnership
MORRIS, Richard (WAPA) Learning and Schooling Today: Merging Behavioral Economics and Cultural Anthropology

(W-121) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Fostering Social and Environmental Justice, Part II
J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Plenary
Reception to Follow

CHAIRS: VAN VLACK, Kathleen (NAU), LIM, Heather (Living Heritage Rsch Council), and STOFFLE, Richard (U Arizona)
LARSSON, Simon (U Gothenburg) Green Colonialism: An Analysis of the Sami Response to the “Green Transition”
BELL, Alannah (U Arizona) Zuni Connections and Reconnections at Sunset Crater and El Malpais National Park
EGUIÑO URIBE, Bianca (U Arizona) How Cross-Cultural Communication Counts!: The 2023 Traditional Use Study at El Malpais
YARRINGTON, Landon (CO State U) Pathways of Resilience: Revitalizing Ancestral Connections in Natural Bridges National Monument

(W-123) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Power, Autonomy, and Equity in Environmental Contexts (PESO)

CHAIR: JOHNSON, Melissa (Southwestern U)
JOHNSON, Melissa and OFFEN, Karl (Southwestern U) Towards Autonomy: Socioecological Formations in the Bay of Honduras in the Eighteenth Century
EKULUND, Elizabeth (Purdue U) The Effects of Climate Change on the Marginalized
ANDERSON, Claire and KELLY, Erin (Cal Poly Humboldt), CRANDALL, Mindy (OR State U) From Fighting to Finding Common Ground: The Path to Compromise over Oregon’s Private Forest Practices
KOSTIĆ, Aleksandar (Princeton U) Snow Leopards as Very Private Neighbors: Multispecies Relatedness and Biodiversity Conservation in Postsocialist Kyrgyzstan

(W-124) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Food, Health, and Planning in the American West (C&A)

CHAIR: GROCKE-DEWEY, Michelle (MSU Human Dev & Community Hlth & Cooperative Ext)
GRIM, Samantha (ID State U) The Impacts of Climate Change on Mental Health and Cultural Ways of Life in Rural Idaho
LANGE, Ashlyn (UC Denver) From Policy to Plate: A Qualitative Exploration of Colorado School Foodscapes
GROCKE-DEWEY, Michelle (MSU Human Dev & Community Hlth & Cooperative Ext), FREEMAN, Brenda, CHICHESTER, Lindsay, and BREEDING, Katherine (UNR), STALLONES, Lorann (CO State U), MINTER, Monica (UNR) “Death by a Thousand Cuts”: Agriculture Producer Resiliency in the Western United States
MEIEROTTO, Lisa, SOM CASTELLANO, Rebecca, and HOPPING, Kelly (Boise State U) Sustainable Agriculture, Resilient Communities: A Study of the Social, Ecological, and Economic Factors Shaping Experiences of Global Gardens Farmers in Boise, Idaho
TOTARO, Vittoria (UNM) Farmer Training: Land Stewardship and Gentrification in Central NM

(W-126) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Transforming the Conference Experience: Getting the Most Out of the SfAA 2024 Annual Meeting

CHAIRS: PRIMIANO, Samantha (UMD) and HAK HEPBURN, Michelle (UBC)

(W-127) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Multimodal Nation: Narrative and Nuance in Multimedia Representations of National Parks (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIR: COLLINS, Samuel (Towson U)
HOGAN, Brigid (NPS) What Tools Will Dismantle the House?: Structures, Systems, and ‘Genuine Change’ in NPS Anthropology
DURINGTON, Matthew (Towson U) “Your Family Didn’t Change Their Name, Civil Rights Are Important”: Interpreting Reinterpretations on Ellis and Liberty Island National Park Service Sites
PELAYO LOCK, Monica (History San José) Encountering Ellis Island at Ancestry.com: Genealogical Research as a Way to Investigate Popular Immigrant Narratives
COLLINS, Samuel (Towson U) “The Only Winning Move Is Not to Play”: Modeling Ellis Island Deportation in Twine
GOLDSTEIN, David (NPS) Discussant-Multimodal Nation: Narrative and Nuance in Multimedia Representations of National Parks

(W-129) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
SfAA Student Awards Workshop: Enchantment and Transformation from Conference to Journal

ORGANIZERS: ASKLAND, Hedda (U New Castle), GUERRÓN MONTERO, Carla (UDel), MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand)

(W-130) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
The Role of the Associação Brasileira de Enfermagem (Brazilian Nursing Association) in the Defense and Consolidation of Nursing as a Social Practice (CONAA)

CHAIRS: ACIOLI DE OLIVEIRA, Sonia (UERJ & ABEn) and DAVID, Helena Leal (UERJ)
PANELISTS: ACIOLI DE OLIVEIRA, Sonia (UERJ & ABEn), DAVID, Helena Leal (UERJ)

(W-132) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Communicating Research in Words They Can Hear: Approaches to Dissemination (MASSH)

CHAIR: DALSTROM, Matthew (Saint Anthony Coll of Nursing)


DALSTROM, Matthew (Saint Anthony Coll of Nursing) and KLEIN, Colleen (OSF HealthCare) Decoding Digital Care Experiences through Leveraging Big Data and Anthropological Methods

NEGRON, Karina (UPR), CARDONA, Nancy and MEDINA, Leidymee (UPR Comprehensive Cancer Ctr), RIVERA, Ivelisse, QUINONES, Zahira, and DYE, Tim (U Rochester) Assessing the Overall Understanding of the Puerto Rican Population Regarding Key Concepts in Genetic Research

RIB, Wendy (One Hlth Commission Soc Sci Initiative & St. Petersburg Coll) One Health Social Science Initiative

MCNALLY, Tarra (Victoria U Wellington) Moving beyond Dusty Guidelines: Developing a National Clinical Practice Guidelines Dissemination and Implementation Model for Aotearoa New Zealand’s Maternity System

MILLER, Christine Z. (SCAD) and PARRIS, Stephanie (Med Coll-GA) Interdisciplinary Insights: Bridging Design and Medical Research Paradigms through Participatory Collaboration

(W-133) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Making Medical Meaning: Dialogues across Differences (MASSH)

CHAIR: MEHTA, Kanan (CDC)

ASADUZZAMAN, Md (ASU) Lost in Limbo: Rootlessness, Suffering, and Health Outcomes of Rohingya Refugees in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh

MEHTA, Kanan, HOUNGNIHIN, Roch, MÈGNISSÈ, Pascal Gbégan, and MERRILL, Rebecca D. (CDC) Considerations for Integrating Traditional Healers in Epidemic Response in Benin

INJEIAN, Arianna and TOBER, Diane (U Alabama) It Takes a Team to Tango: Assisted Reproductive Technologies in Buenos Aires

PESANTES, Amalia and BAZAN MACERA, Mariella (Dickinson Coll) When “Intercultural Health” Is Misconstrued


(W-134) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Transformation, Participation, and Decolonization: Methodological Directions

CHAIR: PRITZKER, Sonya (U Alabama)
MCDONALD, Juliana (UKY) Phase X: Transforming the Role of an Anthropologist in a Long-Term Project
METZ, Brent (U Kansas) The Collaborative Ethnographic Survey: Perpetual Negotiation with the Ch’orti’ Maya Ethnic Revitalization Movement
PRITZKER, Sonya (U Alabama) Living Justice: A Collaborative, Global, and Multi-Racial Ethnography
SCHMIDT-SANE, Megan, HRYNICK, Tabitha, and RIPOLL, Santiago (IDS) Unpacking the “Participatory” in Youth Participatory Action Research (YPAR): Anthropological Perspectives on Power and Participation in Action Research with Young People in London, England
YANG, Danlu and ZHANG, Shaozeng (OR State U) Decolonizing Anthropology: From A Semi-Peripheral Multinational Translation Project to World Anthropologies

BRENTON, Barrett (Binghamton U), SANCHEZ, Pablo (St. John’s U & The Hunger Proj), ANUNTISH, Franklin (Shuar Community of Metzankim), and VEGA, Ramiro (Shuar Community of Yunkuankas) Strengthening Partnerships with Indigenous Shuar Communities through Community-Engaged Learning and Research in the Ecuadorian Amazon: Ten Years of Transformations

(W-135) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Methods in Migration Research (Immigranton & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: SOBIROV, Abbos Alisher Ugli (Pusan Nat’l U)
CROCKER, Rebecca (U Arizona) Becoming True Study Companions: Lessons from a CBPR Study Incorporating Academic and Community Researchers to Investigate Stress and Resilience in Yuma County, AZ
PAKRON, Brittany (American U) Building Bridges: Using Oral Histories to Create Change
SOBIROV, Abbos Alisher Ugli (Pusan Nat’l U) Migration and Development: Using Applied Anthropology to Study Socioeconomic Trends in the Migration of Uzbek Students to South Korea
MACIAS AYALA, Mario (U Arizona) Adopting Methodologies: The Mexican Migrant Migration Project and Its Approach to Return Migration
ERICKSON, Jennifer (Ball State U) Applied Feminist Anthropology with Afghan Refugees in Muncie, Indiana

(W-136) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Organizational Culture and Belonging (BING TIG)

CHAIR: ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs)
STRAUB, Meghan (Bellarmine U) Labor Unions and Language: The Impacts on Work Culture
ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs) Navigating the Transformational Impact of AI on Organizations
BUSHMAN, Lindsey (USU) and BUSHMAN, Cody (W Governors U) The Impact of “Gossip Culture” on Workplace Dynamics
JACOBS, Kaylee (Hendrix Coll) Understanding Aspects of the Self in Carework Roles: Exploring Identity and Professionalism in Domestic Violence Shelter Employment

(W-137) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Enchantment and Transformation in Art and Aesthetics

CHAIR: VISSICARO, Pegge (NAU)
EGGEN, Lindsea and HUTCHINS, Frank (Bellarmine U) The Aesthetics of Identity: Core Movements and the Digital Subcultural Landscape
STANLAW, James (ILSTU) “Dark Winds” and Transformations in the American Southwest in the Diné “Land of Enchantment?”: Some Anthropological Perspectives
THOMAS, Zareen (Coll of Wooster) Arts Testimonies: Witnessing and Legitimizing Artistic Expertise
VISSICARO, Pegge (NAU) Applied Dance Anthropology: New Directions for Studying Dance Culture
WORKINGS, Bryce (UNT) “This Is Art”: An Ethnography of Graffiti in a Texas College Town
SPITZER, Denise and SANCHEZ, Marian (U Alberta) POETRY in Action: Expressions of Collaboration in Participatory Research

(W-138) WEDNESDAY 5:45-7:30
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Governance and Equity: A Focus on Small-scale and Indigenous Fisheries (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: DE YCAZA, Ricardo (OR State U) and FUKUSHIMA, Chisaki (Newcastle U)

GAVENUS, Erika (UBC) Restorative Diets: A Methodological Exploration Comparing Historical and Contemporary Salmon Harvest Rates

STEVENS, Carrie (Dept of Tribal Governance, UAF), SAMUELSON, Jonathan (Yupik, Traditional Fisherman, Kuskokwim River Inter-tribal Fish Commission), CHYTHOOK, Craig (Yupik, Traditional Fisherman, UAF), and WOODS, Brooke (Koyukon, Traditional Fisherwoman, Woodwell Climate Adaptation Specialist, UAF) The Cost of Advocacy: Protection vs. Practicing Ways of Life

MATERA, Jaime (CSUCI), HINES, Ellen (SFSU), LENT, Rebecca (Int’l Whaling Commission), SEPÚLVEDA, Maritza (U Valparaiso), PÉREZ, María José (U Mayor de Chile), BARIKARI, Fernanda (U Valparaiso), GELCICH, Stefan (Pontificia U Católica-Chile), and SAN MARTÍN, Marcelo (IFOP) Social Characteristics That May Influence Marine Resource Management in the Artisanal Fisheries of Central Chile

DE YCAZA, Ricardo and SPALDING, Ana K. (OR State U) Examining Fishers’ Perceptions of Social Equity of Fisheries Management in Panama’s Blue Economy

FUKUSHIMA, Chisaki (Newcastle U) Human Networks of Security and Welfare in a Japanese Fishing Community

GRANZOW, Tanja (U Freiburg) “Not the Sea Is Hurting Me, Only People Have”

WEDNESDAY 7:45-9:45

Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)

Welcome Reception

Sponsored by the J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Committee

This social celebrates the opening of the 84th Annual Meeting, and is one of the high points of the meeting. SfAA President Jennifer Wies will preside and introduce prominent guests. Hors d'oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased. A local Mariachi Band will play music.

THURSDAY, MARCH 28

THURSDAY 9:00-5:00

Concourse (El Dorado Hotel)

Book Exhibit

THURSDAY 9:00-5:00

Cava (El Dorado Hotel)

Enchantment and Transformation Craft Space

Join us for enchantment and transformation of the conference space through crafting. We are creating a flexible space for conference participants to come together to make and socialize. Bring your creative project and come join us in whatever way you would like. We invite making activities that expand what “conferencing” looks like.

(TH-01) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45

Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)

Transforming the Field: The Inaugural Erve Chambers Tourism and Heritage Student Paper Award (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIR: STEVENS, Melissa (CultureSnap Consulting LLC)

LEEMING, Beatrice (U Cambridge) 'We Came, We Saw, We Left': Holocaust Tourism and Affective Engagement

SATTERFIELD, Emma (UMD) Perversion or Immersion: Interpreting Slavery through Living History

CAPUTO-NIMBARK, Rosni (MUN) Queering Heritage through Reciprocal Ethnography: Notes from a Nascent Ecomuseum in Rural Newfoundland

BELLAFIORE, Bianca (U Aberdeen) The Angus Folk Collection Comes to Dun: Design and Interpretation of a Re-homed Local Heritage Collection

GEYER, Jonathan (SMCM) Metro Dragons, Iced Americanos, and Warehouses for Sale; The Linguistic Landscape of Bangkok’s Chinatowns
(TH-02) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Teaching Anthropology in Carceral Spaces: A Collaborative Roundtable for Transformative Pedagogy (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: FELDMAN, Lindsey (U Memphis)
PANELISTS: SHARP, Lesley (Barnard Coll), GREEN, Linda (U Memphis), KHAN, Aisha (NYU), DOUGHTY, Kristin (U Rochester), FELDMAN, Lindsey (U Memphis)

(TH-03) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
COVID and Communities: Risks and Hazards in the U.S. (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: TRIVEDI, Jennifer (UDel)
TRIVEDI, Jennifer (UDel) Compounding COVID in the American South
WIDJAJA, Gaby (Cal Poly Pomona) What Do Multigenerational Households View as Risks and How Do They Navigate These Feelings of Vulnerability?
DAO, Amy (Cal Poly Pomona) How Did Multigenerational Households Mitigate Infection Risk During the COVID-19 Pandemic?
GODBOLDT, Adrian (UKY) Anthropology across Waves: Bridging Communities through Local Radio

(TH-04) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Dynamics of Power/Knowledge in Teaching, Research, and Responses to Extractivism (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: SWAMY, Raja (UTK) and MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)
MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U) Teaching Course-Based Undergraduate Research in Environmental Justice
CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U) Immersing Students in Environmental Justice Research in Ecuador
SWAMY, Raja (UTK) Pushing the Conceptual Boundaries of Student Research into Disasters and Extractivism

(TH-06) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
The Influence of Culture in Health Professional Education and Practice, Part I (CONAA)

CHAIR: MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina)
GREENWALD, Randee and KRATZKE, Cynthia (NMSU) Interprofessional Lens: The Impact of a Poverty Simulation Activity as Experiential Learning for Undergraduate Nursing, Social Work, and Public Health Students
MUSCI, Silvia (U Milano) Anthropology and Simulation Education in Nursing
TALBOT, Selena, MATTHEWS, Elise, TODD, Sarah, MANTESSO, Jaime, and POLLARD, Cheryl (U Regina) Indigenous High School Mentorship for Nursing: A Proposed Pilot Program

(TH-07) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Exploring Water as the Mechanism for Identity Construction

CHAIR: WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG)
O’LEARY, Heather (USF) Women In and As Pipelines: Trans-Scalar Approaches to Gender Equity in Water Policy and Science
ASHIK UR RAHMAN, Md and BEITL, Christine M. (U Maine) Preserving Irrigation Access in Dacope, Bangladesh: The Role of Identity and Collective Actions
WILFONG, Matthew (SMCM) Decentralization of Water Management and the Rise of Hydrocitizenship

(TH-08) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Professional Strangers in Rural America: Ethnographic Assessments of Community Life
(TH-09) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
DevVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Crafting Compelling Narratives: Storytelling Anthropology for Mainstream Audiences (NAPA Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: GAMWELL, Adam (Anthrocurious) and BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys)

(TH-10) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Unveiling a Spirit of Care: Radically Inclusive Disaster Research (Risk & Disaster TIG)

(TH-12) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Recognizing and Rewarding Anthropological Praxis (WAPA)

(TH-13) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Ethnography and the Co-creation of Care (MASSH)

(TH-14) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
House, Home, and Place
(TH-15) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Unexpected Transformations and the Ontological Politics of Health (SMA)

CHAIR: BRUNSON, Jan (UH Mānoa)
HALE, Corinne and CUTLER, Abigail (UW-Madison) When Pregnancy Gets Complicated: Transforming Care Under Political Pressure in WI
BRUNSON, Jan (UH Mānoa) A Transformation in Priorities: Helicopter Transport for Obstetric Emergencies in Nepal
MCCONKEY, Erin (UH Mānoa) Assembling Blood: Snakebite and Antivenom in Thailand
TJOENG, Rachel (UH-Mānoa) Unexpected Accompaniment: Vaccine Outreach on O'ahu
CHAPMAN, Chris (U Oxford) Social Work without Social Workers: Stakeholder Voice and the Professionalization of Child Protective Services in Japan

(TH-16) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Finding Insights into Cultural Cognition by Joining Diverse Theoretical Approaches: Sequences, Affordances, Cultural Models, Extended, Enactivist, and Evolutionist, Part I (SAS)

CHAIR: DE MUNCK, Victor (Vilnius U)
GATEWOOD, John B. (Lehigh U) Playing Pool: Head and Hand Working Together
SHEFF, Nathan (UConn) The Social Atom and Its Teleosemantic Glue
BENNARDO, Giovanni (NIU) Linguistic Behavior and Cultural Models: Expressing Quality Distinctions
WATERS, Dennis (Rutgers U) Language and Behavior

(TH-17) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Decolonizing Gerontology through Disenchanting and Transforming Constructs, Part I (AAGE)

CHAIR: CRAMPTON, Alexandra (Marquette U)
Takahashi, Erika (Chiba U) The Protective Wall for/against the Old Age: Deconstructing Ageism in Post-pandemic Japan
JÖNNSON, Alexandra Brandt (Roskilde U) Medicalization of Old Age: Experiencing Healthism and Overdiagnosis in a Nordic Welfare State
SALAZAR, Carola (U Catolica de la Santisima Concepcion) “Estar tranquilo”: Emic Models of Well-being in Later Life in Curicó, Chile
GUEST, Aaron (ASU) and HOWELL, Britteny (UAA) Adaptation and Aging: Experiences in Appalachia and Alaska
DISCUSSANT: SOKOLOVSKY, Jay (USF)

(TH-18) THURSDAY 9:00-10:45
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
The Transformative Power of NAGPRA (HRSJ)

CHAIRS: TISDALE, Shelby (U Arizona) and FINE-DARE, Kathleen (Fort Lewis Coll)
PANELISTS: SEOWTEWA, Octavius (Pueblo of Zuni), RYKER-CRAWFORD, Jessie and REYNOLDS, Mattie (IAIA), WARD, Chance (Lakota-Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, History Colorado), TORMA, Thomas (U Kansas), COMPTON-GORE, Kate (NAU)

THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
SfAA Business Meeting

President Jennifer Wies will preside. The agenda for the meeting includes several important items. All members are urged to attend – let your opinion be heard!

(TH-33) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Facilitators and Barriers for GBV Survivors: Social Networks, Organizations, and Healthcare (GBV TIG)
CHAIR: SCHAFROTH, Jamie (U Arizona)  
ALLEN, Lauren (Hendrix Coll) Fictive Kinship in a Central Arkansas Domestic Violence Shelter  
COPELAND, Meagan (U Alabama) and HORAN, Holly (UAB) Examining Support Systems and Their Impact for Providers in Sexual Assault Crisis Centers  
MORRISON, Penelope (Penn State NK) Exploring Barriers to Care for Women Experiencing Co-Occurring  
RAHMAN, Mahir (UFL) Embarazos Adolescentes: Avoidance and Acceptance in Huanchaco, Peru  
SCHAFROTH, Jamie (U Arizona) ‘That’s not what we’re doing’: Gendered Violence Healthcare Providers’ Alternative Care Pathways of Refusal and Hope

(TH-34) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00  
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)  
Transformational Ethnography: Confronting Power and Injustice in Climate Governance (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)  
CHAIR: HITE, Emily (SLU)  
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HITE, Emily (SLU), RIBEIRO, Sabina (Federal U-Acre)

(TH-36) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00  
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)  
The Influence of Culture in Health Professional Education and Practice, Part II (CONAA)  
CHAIR: MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina)  
ABRAM, Che (UC Berkeley SPH) A Cultural Evolution Is Occurring within Academic Equity and Inclusion Work: The Personal Narrative of a Chief Diversity Officer  
BROWN, Brenda (GA DPH) Piloting a Tool to Assess Depression and Anxiety in Afghan Women Refugees  
MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina), DE BARROS, Anna Carolina (Queen’s U), GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan), and AL-JA’AFREH, Somaya (U Jordan) Childhood Disability among Immigrant and Refugee Parents: A Lifeworld Approach

(TH-37) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00  
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)  
The Invisibility of Reproductive and Caring Work (GBV TIG)  
CHAIRS: HAYES, Lauren (U Wyoming) and GUEVARA, Emilia M. (UMD)  
ROSS, Tami (GSU) Chronic Care: Exploring the Illness Narratives of Parents Caring for Teens with POTS  
SMITH, Julia (EWU) Struggling to See What’s in Front of Our Eyes: Caring Labor on College Campuses in the Time of COVID  
KALMAN, Rowenn (MI State U), CASTRO PACHECO, Ciro A. (Pontificical Catholic U Peru), COOPER, Lauren T. (MI State U), DELGADO PUGLEY, Deborah and MIRANDA BEAS, Cristina A. (Pontificical Catholic U Peru) Care and Conservation: Peru’s Forest Program and the Reliance on Invisible Labor in Indigenous Communities  
SMITH, Sarah (SUNY Old Westbury) Chuukese Women’s Groups’ Invisible Labor in Guam: Lessons from the COVID Response  
GHOSH, Ritu (UIC) Surrogacy in India: Law, Labor, and Livelihood  
HAYES, Lauren (U Wyoming) and GUEVARA, Emilia M. (UMD) Re-defining Reproductive Labor in an Ongoing Pandemic

(TH-38) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00  
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)  
Co-Creating Research on Environmental Change and Climate Hazards with Coastal Communities in the Caribbean (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)  
CHAIR: HINDS, Kris-An (USF)  
ZARGER, Rebecca (USF), GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia (ECU), and TROTZ, Maya (USF) Interdisciplinary Research on Climate Hazards Risks, Possible Futures, and Co-Design of ‘Nature-Based Solutions’ in the Caribbean  
HINDS, Kris-An (USF) Investigating Local Control in Environmental Decision-Making for Afro-Descendant Coastal Communities in Belize  
MCKENNA, Rory (USF) Exploring Climate Futures in Placencia, Belize: A Landscape Ethnography Told through Oral History  
CHEEK, Linden, MCKENNA, Rory, and TROTZ, Maya (USF) Social-Natural History at Laughing Bird Caye National Park, Belize Case Study
BARON-AGUILAR, Claudia (USF) Grounded in Community Expertise: Remote Sensing, Ground Truthing, and Capacity Building within Placencia, Belize
WEBB, William and BRINTON, Amanda (USF), CARNE, Lisa (Fragments of Hope), BOOD, Nadia (World Wildlife Fund), COLEMAN, Ya Ya Marin (UBAD Education Fdn) Imperfect, Messy, and Necessary: Reflections on Co-design Community Workshops in Coastal Belize

(TH-39) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Learning How to Build Your Network: An Anthropology Career Readiness Network and National Association for the Practice of Anthropology Workshop (NAPA) (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys) and TASHIMA, Niel (LTG Assoc)

(TH-40) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Roundtable Session with Disasters Deconstructed Podcast: Companionate Stories of Disasters in Place (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: VON MEDING, Jason (UFL) and FERNANDEZ, Manuela (IFAB-Bariloche)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: FELIMA, Crystal (UKY), HOWELLS, Michaela (UNCW), ULYSSE, Gina Athena (UCSC), VÉLEZ-VÉLEZ, Roberto (SUNY-New Paltz), VILLARRUBIA-MENDOZA, Jacqueline (Colgate U), BROWNE, Katherine (CO State U), SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)

(TH-42) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Creating New Futures by Reimagining and Reframing Community Engagement (MASSH)

CHAIR: HRYNICK, Tabitha (IDS)
HRYNICK, Tabitha, RIPOLL, Santiago, and SCHMIDT-SANE, Megan (IDS), OUVRIER, Ashley (LaSSA) Beyond Reactive: Reimagining Community Engagement for Pandemic Preparedness and Social Justice
GOECKNER, Ryan (OH State U), DALEY, Sean M. and DALEY, Christine M. (Lehigh U) Creating Post-Pandemic Futures through Community Activism
OTHS, Kathryn and MCCLURE, Stephanie (U Alabama) ‘Use What You Have’: Health Promotion and Economic Vitality in an Alabama COVID-19 Worksite Vaccination Initiative
TERRY, Amanda (Unite Us) Reframing “Value”: Incorporating Patient, Provider, and Community Perspectives on Defining the “Value” of SDoH Interventions in Clinical Settings

(TH-43) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Anthropology in Medical Education and Training (SMA)

CHAIR: LENDE, Daniel (USF)
PANELISTS: LENDE, Daniel (USF), WIEDMAN, Dennis (FIU), JENKS, Angela (UCI), HOLMES, Seth (UC Berkeley), WILSON, Jason (USF), SALHI, Bisan (Drexel U)

(TH-44) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Deep Cuts: Towards an Anthropology of Surgery (MASSH)

CHAIRS: SMITH-OKA, Vania (U Notre Dame) and DIXON, Lydia (CSUCI)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: SMITH-OKA, Vania (U Notre Dame), DIXON, Lydia (CSUCI), REYES-FOSTER, Beatriz (UCF), COGBURN, Megan (UFL), GONG, Yidong (New Coll-FL)

(TH-45) THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
“I know it’s not ethnography!”: Reimagining Ethnographic Research and Training beyond Writing Culture
THURSDAY 11:15-1:00

**Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)**

**Finding Insights into Cultural Cognition by Joining Diverse Theoretical Approaches: Sequences, Affordances, Cultural Models, Extended, Enactivist, and Evolutionist, Part II (SAS)**

**Chair:** DE MUNCK, Victor (Vilnius U)

**De Munck, Victor (Vilnius U)**  
*Do Enzymes Make Love?: Thinking Analogically*

**Chrisomalis, Stephen (Wayne State U)**  
*How Deep Are Cultural Models?*

**Discussant:** KRONENFELD, David (UCR)

---

**THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)**

**Decolonizing Gerontology through Disenchanting and Transforming Constructs, Part II (AAGE)**

**Chair:** CRAMPTON, Alexandra (Marquette U)

**Pandey, Annapurna (UCSC)**  
*Is Retirement an End to Enchanting Life in “Rising India?”: Life History Narratives of Retired Middle-Class Professionals, India*

**Zhang, Angela Rong Yang (Flinders U Coll of Nursing & Hlth Sci)**  
*Feeling at Home: Successful Ageing in Long-Term Care*

**Huang, Claudia (CSULB)**  
*Transforming the Ageless Self: Chinese Retirees and the New Old Age*

**Crampton, Alexandra (Marquette U)**  
*From the Biological to the Existential: Old Age as “Giving Up” among the Oldest Old*

**Discussant:** BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U)

---

**THURSDAY 11:15-1:00
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)**

**Critical Ethnographic Methods for Revolutionary Praxis**

**Chair:** CURLISS, Lydia (UMD)

**Roundtable Participants:**  
- **VAN ALST, Emily** (Washington State U, Mackinac Bands of Chippewa & Ottawa Indians)  
- **JOHNSON, Kennedi Alexis** (Indiana U & The Visiting Room Proj Archive)  
- **Bull, ia Kholan** (UMD, SSG, UGP O’u’u’ Pā Hāhi Ẓi Ẓi Diph P’i Squirrel Ridge Ceremonial Cherokee Community)  
- **Owens, Caroline E.** (Washington State U)

---

**THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Casa Espana (El Dorado Hotel)**

**Meet the Editors**

We’d love to know how we can best share your good work with our SfAA Global community. This session is an opportunity to engage in an informal chat with our journal editors about your ideas for manuscripts, short pieces, and news articles of interest to us all. Bring a quick pitch about your work, a list of ideas, or just your questions. Editors can help with suggestions for manuscript submission and placement and tips for making the most of your time spent writing for one of the Society’s esteemed publications. Practitioners, students, faculty, and more - all are welcome.

---

**THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)**

**Transforming Education by Working Juntsx/Together**

**Chair:** NUÑEZ-JANES, Mariela (UNT)
Panelists: Prater, Zachary, Núñez-Janes, Mariela, and Castillo, Jennifer (UNT), Mendoza, Martha (Denton ISD)

(TH-63) Thursday 1:30-3:15
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Decolonizing Disaster (Risk & Disaster TIG)

Chair: O’Connor, Caela (UNCCH)
Kulstad, Tess (Grinnell Coll) 25 Years of Risk and Disaster Studies at the Society for Applied Anthropology
O’Connor, Caela (UNCCH) Unmoored: The Unmaking of Our Environmental Futures After Disaster
Schuller, Mark (NIU) Lost In Translation?: Haitian Delegation to Cuba about Disaster Risk Reduction/Climate Change
Villarrubia-Mendoza, Jacqueline (Colgate U) and Vélez-Vélez, Roberto (SUNY-New Paltz) Sovereign Futures
Zarate, Salvador (UCI) It’s About Time: Southern California Wildfire and Contingent Research and Planning

(TH-64) Thursday 1:30-3:15
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
The Immigrant Well-Being Project: Transnational Lived Experiences of Spanish-Speaking Immigrants and a Community-University Partnership to Support Transformative Social Change (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

Chair: Hess, Julia Meredith (UNM)
Hess, Julia Meredith, Goodkind, Jessica, and Medina, Dulce (UNM) Building on Community Strengths and Participatory Methods to Support Transformative Social Change in the Immigrant Well-being Project
Ramirez, Janet (UNM) and Ramirez, Sonia (NM Immigrant Law Ctr) How Leveraging Student-Immigrant IWP Partnerships Offer the Means for Empowering and Improving Access for Latinx Immigrants
Lemos, Alejandra, Ruiz Negron, Bianca, Ramirez, Janet, Ramirez, Sonia, and Echeverri Herrera, Susana (UNM) Transnational Care Work and Caregiving: Latinx Immigrant Reproductive Labor in Mobilizing Resources, Providing Support, and Caring for Others
Echeverri Herrera, Susana, Ruiz Negron, Bianca, and Lemos, Alejandra (UNM) “Hay más violencia y todo, pero pos, a mí se me hace tranquila”: Exploring Latinx Immigrants’ Transnational Perceptions of Violence

(TH-66) Thursday 1:30-3:15
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Financial Futures and Identity Politics (BING TIG)

Chair: Eversole, Robyn (Bucknell U)
Tratner, Susan (SUNY Empire) Diversity, Trust, and Surety in the New York Diamond District
Eversole, Robyn (Bucknell U) Enterprise and Enchantment: Reimagining Entrepreneurship for Rural Regional Futures
Liu, Ruizhe and Mattison, Siobhan (UNM) The Resilience of Kin Networks under Market Integration in a Matrilineal Society
Yasuima, Akira and Itō, Yasunobu (JAIST) “Entrepreneuring” of Mature Small and Medium-sized Companies in Crisis: A Case Study of a Legacy Bakery

(TH-67) Thursday 1:30-3:15
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Assessing Career-Ready Curricula for Anthropologists: The State of the Field (Higher Ed TIG)

Chair: Moritz, Mark (OH State U)
Panelists: Grace-McCaskey, Cynthia (ECU), Tilt, Bryan (OR State U), Faas, A.J. (SJSU), Nelson, Melissa (UNT), Briody, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys)

(TH-68) Thursday 1:30-3:15
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Critical Perspectives of Gender, Masculinities, and Alternative Methodologies in GBV Research (GBV TIG)

Chair: Hillenbrand, Emily (Cornell U)
BERGER, Casey (Westminster U) *Self-Help and Hegemony: YouTube’s Dangerous Recommendations of Misogyny and Toxic Masculinity*

HILLENBRAND, Emily (Cornell U) *Testimonial Transformations: Remaking the Model Man in Post-Conflict Burundi*

STEPHEN, Lynn (U Oregon) *Indigenous Strategies to Address Violence against Women and Girls in Guatemala*

FLORES VILLALOBOS, Marieliv, SPITZER, Denise L., and CAINE, Vera (U Alberta) *Exploring Healing-Oriented Methods with Survivors of Forced Sterilization and Coerced Contraception from Canada, Indonesia, and Peru*

(TH-69) THURSDAY 1:30-5:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)

*So You Want to Publish?: Demystifying the Hidden Curriculum of Academic Journals (Workshop, Fee $25)*

ORGANIZER: CHIN, Elizabeth (American Anthropologist, Art Ctr Coll of Design)

(TH-70) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)

*Navigating Loss in Community: A Holistic Approach (Risk & Disaster TIG)*

CHAIR: KIRKLAND, Heather (American U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: KIRKLAND, Heather (American U), SANDERVILLE, Linda (Satya Counseling & Yoga)

(TH-72) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)

*Research Reimagined: New Life through the Study of Overdose Death? (MASSH)*

CHAIR: SYVERTSEN, Jennifer (UCR)
PANELISTS: CABRAL, Ale (UCLA), SWANSON, Izzy (CSULB), OGOBOGU, Angela (UCR), PATTerson, Suzanne (Community Member), MCMULLIN, Juliet (UCI)

(TH-73) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)

*Global Examples of Applied Anthropology*

CHAIR: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)
PANELISTS: PUEX, Nathalie (Flacso Argentina), PODJED, Dan (ZRC SAZU), ISLAM, Mazhar (Shahjalal U Bangladesh), NYAMONGO, Isaac (Co-Operative U Kenya)

(TH-74) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)

*Learning from Anthropology Colleagues in Diverse Contexts, Part I: Government (MASSH)*

CHAIRS: FIX, Gemmae M. (VA, CHOIR & Boston U) and KLINE, Nolan (UNT SPH)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BRUNA, Sean (AHRQ, US Dept HHS & WWU), SIVÉN, Jacqueline (NIOSH, CDC), MCNAMARA, Karen (Extramural Sci Prog, NINR), SITTER, Kailyn E. (VA, CHOIR)

(TH-75) THURSDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)

*People, Places, and Pixels: Integrating Ethnography with Spatial Analysis (PESO)*

CHAIR: WEST, Colin (UNCCH)
MAZZEO, John, DEMSKI, Becca, FORBES, Cole, KOCH, Dave, and SHAH, Raj (DePaul U) *Mapping Mental Health Outcomes to Assess an Intervention for Female Youth in Chicago*

KING, Samantha (Yale U) *Applying GIS to Build Capacity in Research Communities*

NEBIE, Elisabeth Ilboudo (ASU) and WEST, Colin Thor (UNCCH) “*Farms walk*”: Understanding Socially Differentiated Perceptions of Land Use and Land Cover Change

ROJAS, Alfredo and WEST, Colin Thor (UNCCH) *Local Landscapes: Conducting Transect Walks in West Africa*
Intermediate-scale Swidden Disturbances Increase Forest Diversity in Indigenous Maya Community Forests

DISCUSSANT: WEST, Colin (UNCCH)

Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Transformation with/in Disability Anthropology: Part I—Institutions (Disability Rsch Group)

CHAIRS: LONG, Rebecca-Eli (Purdue U) and DUNCAN, Austin (U Arizona)
TILTON, Nathan (UC Berkeley) Reimagining Academic Accommodation through Disability-Centered Design
GESSER, Marivete (Fed U Santa Catarina) Barriers in Higher Education and the Production of Access Fatigue
ACEVEDO, Sara M. (Miami U & U Buffalo) and GREEN, Cheryl (Access Artist, New Day Films) Neuroecologies of Care: The Soulful Art of Neurodivergent Storytelling
WRIGHT, Kathryn (Wayne State U) ‘I got you, boy’: Extending Care, Protecting Personhood, Feeling Delight
VOTTA, Amanda (Brown U) Belonging in Pain: Chronic Pain, Opioids, and Advocacy

Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Honoring the Legacy of Charlie Cheney: Praxis Awardees Reflect on Impact, Outcomes, and the Anthropological Difference (WAPA)

CHAIR: SCHWEDE, Laurie (Census Bureau retired)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: SCHWEDE, Laurie (Census Bureau retired), CRAIN, Cathleen and TASHIMA, Niel (LTG Assoc), REDDING, Terry (Corus Int’l), WEIDLICH, Stephen (Independent), PAOLISSO, Michael (UMD)

Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Changing Climates, Changing Perspectives, Changing Practices (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR ALEXANDER, Sara (Baylor U)
ALEXANDER, Sara (Baylor U) Religion and Climate Science in Individual and Communal Farming Practices in Cayo District, Belize: Responses to Climate Change
VEDWAN, Neeraj (Montclair State U) Water Worries in the Time of Climate Change: From Prosperity to Uncertainty Due to Climate Peril
ASKLAND, Hedda and SHERVAL, Meg (U Newcastle) The End of Coal: Anticipation and Transformation at the Coal Frontier of New South Wales, Australia
MCCUNE, Meghan (Michigan U) “Say Ya To Da U.P., eh”? Michigan’s Upper Peninsula Climate Migrants and Yooper Responses

THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Piñon Boardroom (El Dorado Hotel, 2nd floor)
COPAA Business Meeting

Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
The Meaning of Data Is “to Give”: Health Equity in an Era of Community Engagement
Michael Kearney Memorial Lecture

INTRODUCTION: LAMPHERE, Louise (UNM)
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: MCMULLIN, Juliet (UCI)
COMMENTATURORS: BURKE, Nancy (UC-Merced), CASTANEDA, Heide (UFL)

Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
ABELLA, Anna and VARGO, Amy (USF) School Resource Officers as Mental Health Supports: Transformational Collaboration or Convenient Solution?


AMMONS, Samantha (UN-Omaha), BARONE, T. Lynne (U NE Omaha), HORAK, Shaun C., DICKEY, Pamela L., and BERG, Abigail K. (UNMC), L’HEUREUX, Hugh, DURAN, Adrian, and BERKE, Melissa (U NE Omaha), CULROSS, Beth A. (UNMC), HAWKINS, Daniel N., LANGAN, Steve, MCCAFFREY, Joseph, and MORRIS, Amy (U NE Omaha) Understanding Changes in Resistance to Arts and Humanities Content in Physician Assistant Education

*ANDERS, Kace (U Denver) Culture and Environment: The Calling Lakes Ecomuseum as a Community Sustainability Initiative

APPLETON, Kaylee (USF) “You Are Not the Same Person You Were”: On Diagnosis Seeking During a Liminal Period and Systemic Lupus Erythematosus

ARNER, Audrey (Vanderbilt U), WALLACE, Ian (UNM), TING, Tan Bee and TAM, Kar Lye (U Malaya), KINYUA, Patriciah and JOHN, Echwa (Mpala Rsch Ctr), LIM, Yvonne and NG, Kee-Seong (U Malaya), REINHARDT, Kathleen and VENKATARAMAN, Vivek (U Calgary), KRAFT, Thomas (U Utah), AYROLES, Julien (Princeton U), LEA, Amanda (Vanderbilt U) Developing a Strategy for Explaining Genetics Concepts to Remote-Living Indigenous Peoples with Limited Formal Education

BARONE, T. Lynne and AMMONS, Samantha K. (U NE Omaha), DICKEY, Pamela L., HORAK, Shaun C., and BERG, Abigail K. (UNMC), L’HEUREUX, Hugh and SHUBERT, Bailey (U NE Omaha) “Will I be around at Christmas?”: Operationalizing Empathy in Breaking Bad News to Patients

BENNETT, Elaine and DOYLE, Bridget (Saint Vincent Coll) Building Skills in UX Design through an Anthropology Capstone

BERGMAN, Amanda, MAACK, Brody, and CORR, Kelly (NDSU) A Continuum of Champions: Implementing Tobacco Dependence Treatment Services in North Dakota Community Pharmacies

BLEVINS, Alex, LENT, Caydie, HOULIHAN, Quinn, ROBERTSON, William J., and FELDMAN, Lindsey Raisa (U Memphis) A Qualitative Analysis of Care, Stigma, and Wellbeing for Individuals Recently Released from Imprisonment

BOYER, Jessi and ZIKER, John (Boise State U) Contrasting Perceptions of Risk: Parent-Offspring Conflict in Emerging Digital Environments

BRENTON, Barrett (Binghamton U) Planting a Living Treaty with Indigenous Communities: Establishing a University-Placed Three Sisters Garden

*BRITTEN, Dillon, HOSKINSON, Garrett, RUSKOWITZ, Jordan, HALE, Emily, WINGATE, Samantha, HARKNESS, Rebecca, and MACFARLAND, Kathryn (U Arizona) The Nature of the Beast: Changing Standards of Museum Conservation

BUSBY, Tessa (Dickinson Coll) Fashion and College: Clothing as a Social Currency

*CEARLOCK, Erin (Coll of William & Mary) Community Engaged Cultural Heritage Management: Case Study of Rurutu, Austral Islands, French Polynesia

COBBS, Cecilia (U Puget Sound) A Four a.m. Awakening: Rethinking Sleep and Its Disorders through Medicine and Society

COX, Jordan Lynton, LAMBERT, Shawn, GOLIATH, Jesse, OSTERHOLTZ, Anna, REYNOLDS, Aleisha, and SMITH, Makayla (MS State U) Discovering the Stories of the Past Together: Preserving the Brush Arbor/ Starkville Colored Cemetery through Community-Engaged Practice

DAO, Vincent (Baylor U) From Dignity to Dust: The Honor Code of the Yakuza

*DAVIS, Maddie (U Puget Sound) Coulee City Washington: An Ethnographic Survey of Rural Cascadia

DIXON, Sarah (NCSU) The Extension of the Physical Body: Embodiment in Virtual Reality

DOLEZAL, Finnegan (CSBSJU) Technological Leapfrogging: Opportunities for Sustainable Development and Improvements in Equity

DRASSEN HAM, Amy, TO, Bao Nhu, BOWEN, Aaron, and CHESSER, Amy (Wichita State U) Health Literacy and Culturally Informed Care: A Call for Transformation

DUPONT, Emma and BERGMAN, Amanda (NDSU) From Group Projects to Team Science: Learning to Do Research Together

ENGBRETSON, Jesse (EPA), CERVERNY, Lee and DERRIENS, Monika (USFS) Unsheltered Homelessness in Parks and Protected Areas in Northern California: A Social-Spatial Systems Study

ERB, Sierra Naomi, COX, Jude, and BRADLEY, Sean (ILSTU) NAGPRA - Necessary Legislation for Equitable Archaeology

FAIRCLOTH, Gillian (U Alabama) An Ethnography of Hope: Gun Violence Prevention Activists in Newtown CT

FERRAZZA, Isabella (Dickinson Coll) Chronicity and Caregiving: Patient-Provider Perspectives Surrounding Diabetes Management

FORD, Anabel (Exploring Solutions Past), TRAN, Justin (UCR), and HORN III, Sherman (Exploring Solutions Past) Provisioning Ancient Maya Cities: Modelling Food and Shelter in the Maya Forest at El Pila

GARDINER, Daniela (Ransom Everglade School-Miami) Dynamics and Patterns of Identity Transformation in Fourth Wave Soviet Jewish Immigrants to NYC

GOMEZ, Gina (FIU) The Intersection of Migration and Healthcare: How Undocumented Migrants Express Resilience in the Face of Precarity

GONZALES, Richard (Philadelphia Coll of Osteopathic Med) Examining the Correlation between Cranial Bone Mineral Content, Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) Exposure, and Demographic Factors

GURUGE, Sepali, ST-AMANT, Oona, LOU, Nigel M., METERSKY, Kateryna, and ZHUANG, Zhixi C. (Toronto Metro U) Loneliness of Older Immigrants in Toronto: Results from a Cross-Sectional Survey


HAYDE, Donnelley (COSI’s Ctr for Rsch & Eval) What Tastes Like Home?: Making Meaning with Botanic Garden Visitors

HENRICKSON, Celeste (Nightingale Coll) and MACFARLAN, Shane (U Utah) Using the “Guía Familiar de Baja California: 1700-1900” (Martínez 1965) to Reconstruct Baja Californian Population Dynamics

HERRERA, Victor and WINGATE, Samantha (U Arizona) Understanding Student Major Selection within Engineering at U Arizona

HODAPP, Magen, BOHN, Jordan, CHOUINARD, Natalie, and BURKE, Chrissina (NAU) Anthropology Student Perspectives on Decolonizing Practices within Zooarchaeology

HORSBURGH, K. Ann (FSU), EDWARDS, Nicolette B. and BINGHAM THOMAS, Elizabeth (SMU) Asian American Lives During COVID-19

*HOSKINSON, Garrett, RUSKOWITZ, Jordan, BRITTEN, Dillon, HALE, Emily, WINGATE, Samantha, HARKNESS, Rebecca J., and MACFARLAND, Kathryn (U Arizona) Do We Take This?: The Impact of Collection on Curation

HOWARD, Brittni (UMass-Amherst) Expansive Outcomes and Possibilities through Youth-led Collaborations and Agendas

HOWELL, Britteny M., MAHANNA, Allex, WORTHINGTON, Amber, and MANESS, Niko (UAA) Fruit and Vegetable Intake, Physical Activity, and Functional Fitness among Older Adults in Urban Alaska (AAGE)

*JONSSON, Emily (U Arizona) The Legacy of La Jara: Jicarilla Apache Perspectives on the Past

KALAIFMANI, Surya (U Puget Sound) From the Edwards Archive: Occupation and Migration in Jewish-Roman Galilee

*KERER, Laura (ILSTU) Kopiraet and Tourism in Vanuatu

KHABBAZZADEH-RASHTI, Samira (UCLA SPH) Why a Community Center Is Action-Oriented Health Anthropology Praxis: An Open Call for Co-Conspirators

KROLL, Brice, LANGHINRICHSEN-ROHLING, Jennifer, WATSON, Sharon, ERSOFF, Mia, and WORSLEY, Jayla (UNCC) Exploring the Impact of Holistic Economic Mobility Programs on Single Mother Resilience

KURTZ, Erin and STOREY, Angela (U Louisville) “It was nice back then, I guess”: Exploring Relationships with Eastern Cemetery through Time

LANE, Sandra D. and RUBINSTEIN, Robert A. (Syracuse U) Health Policy Change through Action Anthropology

LAVERY, Pammie (Purdue U) Knowing the World through Mathematics: Enhancement and Transformation in an Applied Education

LEAL, Jack (U Puget Sound) Community Ethnography: St. John, Washington 2023

LEITHHEAD, Anne and BRIGHT, Kristin (Middlebury Coll) Reimagining the Place of Care: Networks, Public Advocacy, and School-Based Medicine in Rural Vermont

MARTINEZ HERRERA, Daniela and ZOLNISKI, Christian (UTA) Identification of Human Remains along the U.S-Mexico Border: A Humanitarian Crisis

MARTINEZ, Erik, CASTAGÑO, Angelina, and INGRAM, Jani (NAU) Exploring Oral Narratives to Better Understand the Conflicts of Identity, Culture, and Ethics Indigenous People Experience within STEM

MCKENZIE, Sophie (BC Ctr on Substance Use), SCOTT, Tracy (RainCity Housing), HOWELL, Amy and SEGUIN, Ryan (Independent) The Peer Comic Book Project: Illustrating Peer Workers’ Experiences Working throughout the Overdose Crisis in Suburban Vancouver

MOFFAT, Tina (McMaster U), GALLOWAY, Tracey (U Toronto), ENGLER-STRINGER, Rachel (U Saskatchewan), MAXIMOVA, Katerina, (U Toronto SPH), and WEBB, Carolyn (Coalition for Healthy School Food, Canada) Research Advocacy to Create an Inclusive and Equitable School Program in Canada

MORRISON, Lynn (UH-Hilo) It’s Not ‘Enchantment’ for the Dogs or Shelter Workers: Dog Culture and Occupational Stress in Hawaii and the Need for ‘Transformation’

NELSON, Johanna and OLSZOWY, Kathryn (NMSU) Hunger in Higher Education: Food Insecurity and Psychosocial Stress among College Students

NEWTON, McKennzee (MO State U) Maize-Centrism: On Cooking and Consumption in Eastern and Southern Provinces of Zambia

NICHOLSON, Campbell (Davidson Coll), FREWER, Tim (Sch for Field Studies Cambodia), and FRIESE, Zoe (Tulane U) Sorting it Out: Precarious Livelihoods of Recycling Collectors in Siem Reap, Cambodia

NYSTROM, Mary (CSBSJU) Female Students Likeliness to Receive Sexual Healthcare Based on the Type of Sexual Education Received in High School

OSBORN, Alan (UN-Lincoln) Droughts, Rodents, and Rituals: Human Responses to Climate Change Both Past and Present

PARK, Eun (UCF) Queer Fitness: Exercise and Gender Formation in the Transgender Community
PLATTNER, Paige, SAMSONOV, Anna, and MIRON, Fernanda (Baylor U) Association between Quality of Life Measures and Rurality across Texas
PREDDY, Miranda, DAHDAH, Samira, and HILL, Jennifer (UNCG Recipe for Success) The Community Knows Best: The Evolution of a North Carolina SNAP-Ed Agency Partnership with a Collaborative Community in East Greensboro
RAHILLY, Anna and LOZADA, Eriberto (Davidson Coll) Lose Your Mind, Find Your Soul: A Prospective Genesis of the Embodied Cyborg
RITTER, Beth and BARONE, T. Lynne (UN-Omaha) Decolonizing Ponca Health: The Fred LeRoy Health & Wellness Center
ROBBINS, James (UNCC & USF) and FREIDUS, Andrea (UNCC) Neoliberalism and Work-Life Balance among COVID-19 Nurses
ROOME, Amanda, MILKOVICH, Pamela, and SORENSEN, Julie (NE Ctr for Occupational Hlth & Safety) Workplace Culture and Promoting Adaptable Change in Agricultural Operations
ROSECRANS, Jacob (MO State U) The Seeds We Sow: Farming and Growth among Primary School Children in Zambia
ROURKE, Morgan (Dickinson Coll) Addiction and Family: Invisible Challenges
SABIN III, John Edward (ECU) Socio-Ecological Restoration at the Boundary: Integrative Monitoring in South Florida’s Protected Areas
SALCIDO, Tristan (UT-Arlington) It’s Not a Cult, It’s Team Building!
SANCHEZ, Linda (U S Alabama) Slow Legal Violence: How Time and Policy Affect Undocumented Immigrants
SARMENTO Megan (USF), WILSON, Jason (Tampa General Hosp), and READ, Caitlin (USF) Co-Locating Treatment for Hepatitis C Virus at a Syringe Services Program
SAVAS, Simay (Purdue U) Transforming as an Anthropologist: My Experiences Working with Computer Scientists in The Data Mine
SHEPARD, Emily, HOULIHAN, Quinn, ROBERTSON, William J., and FELDMAN, Lindsey Raia (U Memphis) Queer Carceral Care: A Mixed-methods Analysis of Health and Care for People Recently Released from Imprisonment
STEVENSON, Lauren, REDDY, Elizabeth, and MARR, Junko Munakata (CO Sch of Mines) When it Rains, it Pours: Integration of Equity in Flood Risk Management in Boulder County
TADLOCK, Catherine (Davidson Coll) Reconfiguration or Demolition?: Exploring Museumification and the Preservation of Taiwan’s Villages in the Midst of Urban Redevelopment
*TAYLOR, Vanessa (U Denver) Yosemite’s Vertical Identity: Climbing, Community, and the Sacred Landscape
THOMPSON-CAMPITOR, Carly (NAU) The Effects of Illness Contestation on Lives
TORRES MORALES, Kayla (UTSA) Boricua Survivance: Enacting Care and Connectedness in a World of Ongoing Disaster
UPHOFF, Kyra and RODGERS, Brianna (MO State U) Clubbing at Missouri State University, Anthropology-Style
*VALLEY, Taryn, ARTHUR, Ian, DUFFY, Sean, and SCHMIDT, Jessica (UW-Madison) “They leave us with medicine but nothing else”: Community Gratitude and Discontent with Short-term Medical Trips in Rural Guatemala
VIRKLER, Eleanor (WFU) Usage of the Word “Like” in College Aged (18-25) Men and Women
WANG, Yiran, BURNSILVER, Shauna, and PARKER-ANDERIES, Margret (ASU) “Green Mountain and Blue Water Is Our Treasure”: A Case Study of Inclusive Green Growth Project in Shishou, Hubei Province, China
WANNER, Hailey, MAACK, Brody, CORR, Kelly, and HURSMAN, Allison (NDSU) “We wouldn’t be here very long if we didn’t think about the business”: Implementing Clinical Services in North Dakota Community Pharmacies
WENDEL, Kendra, CERVENY, Lee, DERRIEN, Monika, and KAMINSKI, Abigail (USFS PNWRS) Recreation, Public Use, and Climate in the Chugach Region, Alaska
WIGHT, Kiley and MEARN S, Holly (USU) Cultural Models of Irish Identity in America
WINSTEAD, Candace (Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo), LEGASSICK, Grace (SLO Bangers Syringe Serv Prog), BARTHAUER, Chaz (Cal Poly & SLO Bangers), WINSTEAD, Teresa (U Washington), PETTY, Lois (SLO Bangers) Streamlining HCV Testing and Linkage to Treatment at a Syringe Services Program by Addressing Participant Barriers to Care

* Tourism Posters

(TH-93) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Risk and Disaster Mentoring Roundtable! (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)

(TH-96) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Diversity, Decolonization, and Social Justice in Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: NICHOLLS, Heidi (UW-Oshkosh)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicholls, Deja (MS State U)</td>
<td>Welcome to Class: Exploring the African American Experience at PWIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Lauren (UNG)</td>
<td>Virtual Exchange as a Tool for Social Justice Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholls, Heidi (UW-Oshkosh)</td>
<td>Back to the Basics: Our Students, Our Fields, Our Opportunities to Be and Do Better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon, Theodor Strollo (CSBSJU)</td>
<td>Writing the Next Chapter: Native American Boarding School Truth and Healing at White Earth and CSB+SIJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenault, Jaime (Tribal Historic Preservation Office of the White Earth Nation)</td>
<td>“Somebody who looks like me going into the food pantry”: Prioritizing Students in Food Access Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahey, Fiona (Purdue U), Abelgas, Isabella and Dawn, Neill (Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo)</td>
<td>Really Listening: More than Problem Solving with Indigenous American Talking Circles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)**

Pedagogies of Play (Higher Ed TIG)

- Chairs: Bourdon, Natalie (Mercer U) and Hahn, Christine (Kalamazoo Coll)
- Roundtable Participants: Bourdon, Natalie (Mercer U), Hahn, Christine (Kalamazoo Coll), Alvarez, Alana (Mercer U), Pimentel, Sasha (UTEP), Zurbrigg, Susan (JMU)

**Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)**

The Shapes and Subjects of Collaboration: Toward Praxis-Oriented Guidelines in Applied Anthropology

- Chairs: Fleuriét, Jill (UTSA) and Melo Tijerina, Milena (UTRGV)
- Rhine, Kathryn (UC-Anschutz) The Potential of a Modified Delphi Study: Best Practices in Social Justice Assessment in the Arts and Health Humanities
- Fleuriét, Jill (UTSA) Collaborating Care: The Academic Carework Project
- Schwegler, Tara (UTSA) Transparent Partnership?: An Unconventional Anthropological Collaboration with the San Antonio Police Department
- Melo, Milena (UTRGV) Border Studies Archive: Building a Community of Knowledge
- Pezzia, Carla (U Dallas) CARE: A Community Academic Partnership Addressing Social and Health Services for Low-Income Populations

**Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)**

Building Resilience for Food Futures (C&A)

- Chair: Markowitz, Lisa (U Louisville)
- Adams, Nat (JHU) Urban Greening and Temporalities of Transformation in Baltimore
- Gaiewski, Aidan (Binghamton U), Imbruce, Valerie (Washington Coll), Brenton, Barrett and Adams, Monica (Binghamton U) The Vital Role of Food Councils in Addressing Food Security for Rust Belt Communities
- Markowitz, Lisa (U Louisville) Cooperative Groceries: Principles and Profits in a Predatory Sector

**Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)**

Transformations in the Reproductive Domain: Abortion, Birth, and Advocacy in the Post-Roe Era (SMA Plenary)

- Chair: Marks, Alejandra (NMSU)
- Panelists: Pitta Lima, Mariana (CIDACS), Grayson, Nikia (CHOICES Ctr for Reproductive Hlth), Williams, Sarah (UConn), Alterman, Amy (UCLA), Bjork-James, Sophie (Vanderbilt U), Cromer, Risa (Purdue U), McCaffrey, Brenna (SUNY Geneseo), Singer, Elyse (U Oklahoma), Matteson, Emily (UCI), Wendland, Claire (UW-Madison)

**Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)**

Ethnographically Informed Research, Evaluation, and Innovation in Service of Rural Veterans from Vulnerable Populations, Part I: Aging in Place (MASSH)
CHAIR: SOLIMEO, Samantha (VA)
MOO, Lauren and CHAMBERLIN, Elizabeth (VA), MARFEO, Elizabeth (Tufts U), NGO, Victoria, HICKEN, Bret, and VENEGAS, Maria (VA) Managing Care: Experience of Family Caregivers for Rural Older Veterans with High Medical Complexity
GOOD, Mary (Iowa City VAHCS), SEAMAN, Aaron (Iowa City VAHCS & U Iowa Carver Coll of Med), WALKNER, Tammy (Iowa City VAHCS), SOLIMEO, Samantha and DAVILA, Heather (Iowa City VAHCS & U Iowa Carver Coll of Med) Relating Care and Quality: Perceptions of Care Quality and the Navigation of Rural Relationships in a VA Home Health Program
JESPERSEN, Brooke, LAFFERTY, Megan, WINCHELL, Kara, and NUGENT, Shannon (VA) Gulf War Illness and Healthcare Experiences of Rural-Residing Gulf War Veterans
VAN TIEM, Jennifer and JOHNSON, Nicole (VA), FLOWER, Mark (GROVE & Med Coll-Wisc), STEFFENSMEIER, Kenda and WALKNER, Tammy (VA), ILGEN, Mark (VAMC & U Michigan), FINLEY, Erin (VAMC & UTHSCSA) Using Empathy Maps as an Analytic Technique to Understand the Experiences of People Engaged in Suicide Prevention Research
STEFFENSMEIER, Kenda Stewart, JOHNSON, Nicole, BALL, Daniel, and SEARS, Rachel (VAHCS), HADLANDSMYTH, Katherine (VA & U Iowa, Carver Coll of Med) Understanding Decisions Leading to Rural Disparities in Prescribing for Veterans with PTSD: A Qualitative Study
DISCUSSANT: BALL, Daniel (VA, CADRE)

(TH-104) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Learning from Anthropology Colleagues in Diverse Contexts, Part II (MASSH)

CHAIRS: KLINE, Nolan (UNT HSC) and FIX, Gemmae (VA & Boston U CAM Sch of Med)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: DAHLBERG, Britt (Cooper Med Sch Rowan U), HIGASHI, Robin (UT SMC), KLINE, Nolan (UNT HSC), MARTINEZ-TYSON, Dinorah and POWIS, Richard (USF), SMITH-MORRIS, Carolyn (UT SMC)

(TH-105) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Anthropology at Speed, at Scale, in Action

CHAIR: BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U)
PANELISTS: BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U), CARTWRIGHT, Liz (ID State U), MCCLURE, Stephanie and OTHS, Kathryn (U Alabama), SCHOC-SPAN, Monica (Johns Hopkins Ctr for Hlth Security)

(TH-106) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Transformation with/in Disability Anthropology: Part II—Space and Time (Disability Rsch Group)

CHAIRS: LONG, Rebecca-Eli (Purdue U) and DUNCAN, Austin (U Arizona)
KINKOPF, Katherine (Cal State Poly Pomona) Crip Kinship in Deep Time: Subverting the Authority Apparatus of Diagnosis in the Study of Past People
KASNITZ, Devva (SDS) Aging with Disability
RESENDRES MEDEIROS, Matthew (UWO) Disability, Defica, and Contested Notions of “Inclusion” in Southern Brazil
MELLETT, Erin (U Memphis) Navigating Language Access While Deaf: The Importance of Informal Interpretation
FERNANDES, Kim (U Penn) Methods of Repair, Methods of Rage: Disability as Rupture in the Global South

(TH-107) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
New Directions in Applied Anthropology: Reconceptualizing the Field with Examples from Multispecies Ethnographies and Collaborations with Journalists and Lawyers

CHAIRS: NELSON, Andrew and NARAHARA, Karine (UNT)
WASSON, Christina and ELIZONDO, Giselle (UNT) Mapping the Terrain of Applied Anthropology While Questioning the Framework
NARAHARA, Karine (UNT) Multispecies in the House!: New Possibilities for Applied Anthropology
NELSON, Andrew (UNT) Rethinking the Applied-Public Distinction through Anthropological Collaborations with Journalists
FLETCHER, Ebone (UNT) Fair Housing: An Ethnographic Evaluation of Fair Housing Enforcement through Civil Rights Testing
(TH-108) THURSDAY 3:45-5:30
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Engaging Communities in Environmental Research across Scales (PESO)

CHAIRS: STOREY, Angela (U Louisville) and ROQUE, Anais Delilah (OH State U)
JONES, Sherilynne, DAVIS, Brittany, and ZARGER, Rebecca (USF) Engaging Communities Experiencing Water Pollution in Urban Environments: Collaborating with “Nitrogen Champions”
RADONIC, Lucero and MEZIAB, Samir (NAU) Program Evaluation as Water Governance Research?: The Many Facets of a Researcher-Practitioner Partnership
ROQUE, Anais (OH State U), QUINTANA, Enid (Corcovada, Añasco, PR), SHAH, Sameer H. (U Washington), TORMOS-APONTE, Fernando (U Pitt), PAINTER, Mary Angelica (UC Boulder), and CUEVAS-QUINTANA, Fernando (Corcovada, Añasco, PR) Quantifying Complex Public Health Impacts from Compounding Food, Energy, and Water Insecurity in Disaster Contexts
RIB, Kira, ZARGER, Rebecca, and LANDRY, Shawn (USF) Health Equity and Environmental Justice in the Urban Forest: Witnessing Human-Ecological Entanglements through the Tampa Tree Canopy Study
STOREY, Angela, CHATELLIER, Jordan, and JOHNSON, David (U Louisville) How to Engage after Engagement: Exploring Research About and Outreach For Urban Solarize Campaigns
LATTA, Kenneth, BRONDO, Keri, and HYLAND, Stan (U Memphis) Moving Upstream in a River City: Reflections on the Successes and Limits of Engaged Anthropology in Memphis, TN

THURSDAY 4:30-5:30
SITE Santa Fe Museum
1606 Paseo de Peralta

FRANCIS, Doris (AAGE) Gallery Tour of the Work of Carmen Herrera (1915-2022) Carmen Herrera, internationally acclaimed Cuban American abstract visual artist whose work is in the permanent collections of the National Gallery and MoMA. Herrera’s evolving artistic practice and late-life recognition (at age 89) have much to tell us about the interrelated themes of gender, emigration, creativity, aging, enchantment, and transformation over the life-course. SITE Santa Fe, an art exhibition space (within walking distance) is hosting a show of Herrera’s paintings and sculpture from March–September 2024. A talk on her life and work is scheduled for the SfAA, Thursday, March 28, from 4:30-5:30. Admission is free.

(TH-121) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Memory and Transformation in Asia and Latin America

CHAIR: LESLEY, Elena (USF)
SENG, Sophea (CSULB) Personal History through Cambodian Music: A Father Narrates His Memories of Survival
FELDMAN, Joseph (MSU-Denver) Depicting Truth and Transition at National Memorial Museums in Chile and Peru
DAUGHTERS, Anton (Truman State U) The Pinochet Dictatorship and the Archipelago of Chiloé
LESLEY, Elena (USF) “Therapeutic Improvisation” and Cultural Restoration through Cambodian Mental Health Therapy
QUINTILIANI, Karen (CSULB) Collective Memory on the Origins of the Cambodian Diaspora: The Influence of the Cold War Era

(TH-123) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
From High Theory to Grounded Pedagogy in Anthropology Education: A Roundtable (WAPA)

CHAIR: SMITHSON, Brian (SMCM)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: SMITHSON, Brian (SMCM), HUNG, Carla (UNCA), GONG, Yidong (New College-FL), WEBB, Christopher (Fort Lewis Coll)

(TH-126) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
The Argan Tree as a Nexus of Sustainability, Women’s Cooperatives, and Tourism in Morocco (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIRS: DEUBEL, Tara (USF) and NAUGHTON, Colleen (UC-Merced)
DEUBEL, Tara (USF) and NAUGHTON, Colleen (UC-Merced) Women’s Sustainable Argan Production: An International Research Experience for Student
SOIFOINE, Shaye (USF) Constructing Terroir and Tourism: Women’s Roles in the Moroccan Argan Oil Industry
LI, Joliette and FAROZ, Migadde (UC-Merced) Social and Environmental Assessment of Orchard Farming and Mechanization of Argan Oil Production in Morocco
WHITEMAN, Zachary (USF) Navigating Culture and Academia: Undergraduate Experiences with Field School Research in Morocco

(TH-127) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
COPAA Futures (COPAA)

CHAIRS: HAANSTAD, Eric (U Notre Dame), WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG), GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia (ECU), and MILLER, Jason (Washburn U)
Open Discussion

(TH-128) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Technological Impact in Industry (BING TIG)

CHAIR: HIRSCHFELD, Katherine (U Oklahoma)
HIRSCHFELD, Katherine (U Oklahoma) Ethnography at the Edge: Is It Time for a Forensic Anthropology of White Collar Crime?
ORLANDO, Angela (Key Lime Interactive) From Academia to Industry: UXR and DEI

(TH-129) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
DeVargas(El Dorado Hotel)
Storytelling for Anthropologists: An Essential Tool and Art (NAPA Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: TASHIMA, Niel and CRAIN, Cathleen (LTG Assoc)

(TH-130) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Disaster Production and Adaptation (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: MANTONYA, Kurt (U Nebraska)
MANTONYA, Kurt, FARLEY, Jennifer, HANSON, Brian, QUINN, Aiden, and SHONERD, Jason (U Nebraska) School Tabletop Exercises in Action: Helping Schools Support Emergency Operations Planning through Applied Innovation
CANNON, Terry (IDS) Is Disaster Risk Creation More Significant Than Risk Reduction?
BEHR, Joshua (Old Dominion U) Trust in Authoritative Messaging and Propensity to Evacuate in Response to an Impending Hurricane
LONG, Rex (TX State U Translational Hlth Rsch Ctr) and EGER, Elizabeth K. (TX State U) Adapting COPEWELL, a Community Resiliency Framework, to Position Librarians as Community Conveners
SPINNEY, Jennifer (York U), ROWAN, Sam (Toronto Metro U), and SMITH, Chrystal (York U) Tornado Hazards, Policy, and Safety: The Unintended Consequences of Hazard Hierarchies for Disaster Risk Reduction in Ontario School Communities

(TH-131) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Casa Espana (El Dorado Hotel)
Speed Networking Event & Social

CHAIRS: CARMICK, Rebecca (SJSU), MONTAÑOLA, Silvana (UMD), APPLETON, Kaylee (USF)
Open Discussion

(TH-133) THURSDAY 5:45-7:30
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
**Ethnographically Informed Research, Evaluation, and Innovation in Service of Rural Veterans from Vulnerable Populations Part II: Women Veterans (MASSH)**

**CHAIR**: ONO, Sarah (VA)

ZAMORA, Kara, COHEN, Jenny, MCLEAN, Caitlin, JACOB, Mariam, STACKER, Tara, and MACK, Evana (VA) *The Boost Program: Transforming Outreach for Women Veterans in Rural Communities*

LANFORD, Tiera (VA) *Rural-Dwelling Women Veterans Experiences with a Gender-Tailored Virtual Chronic Disease Management Program*


TUEPKER, Anaïs (VA & OHSU), MONDRAGON, Dolores and JENKINS, Paige (Red Feather Ranch), WALLER, Dylan (VA) *“This Is Good Medicine”: Earth-based Healing from Trauma in a Community of Women Veterans*

HALE-GALLARDO, Jennifer (VA), BOGAN, Yolanda (FAMU), and HICKEN, Bret (VA) *Aging in the Rural South: Examining the Health and Wellness Needs of Older Black Women Veterans*

**DISCUSSANT**: PLEASANT, Traben (VA)

---

**TH-134** **THURSDAY 5:45-7:30**

Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)

**The 2023 Eric Wolf Prize of the Political Ecology Society (PESO)**

**CHAIRS**: HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP) and MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)

MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U) *Introduction*

KIRK, Gabi (UC Davis & Cal Poly Humboldt) *“A fairly good crop for white men”: The Political Ecology of Agricultural Science and Settler Colonialism between the US and Palestine*

---

**TH-135** **THURSDAY 5:45-7:30**

Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)

**Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists (WAPA) 2023 Praxis Award Ceremony and Reception**

**CHAIRS**: ROBERTS, Bill (SMCM) and SCHWEDE, Laurie (Census Bureau retired)

---

**TH-136** **THURSDAY 5:45-7:30**

Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)

**The State and Its Borders in Migration Research (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)**

**CHAIR**: LINN, Colleen (Wayne State U)

FERREYRA, Gabriel (CSULA) *Big Bend National Park, Texas and Boquillas del Carmen, Mexico: A Remote Border Crossing at the US-Mexico Border Challenging Border Rhetoric*

LEVY, Jordan (DePaul U) *Applying Knowledge of the State: Honduran Migrants and Asylum Seekers as Experts of the Institutions They Engage*

LINN, Colleen and OWUOR, Patrick Mbullo (Wayne State U), NIEMEYER, Greg (UC-Berkeley) *Dams and Displacements: Exploring Hydrocolonialism through Local Experiences of Thwake Dam Construction and the Changing Water Landscapes in Makueni County, Kenya*

---

**TH-137** **THURSDAY 5:45-7:30**

Chapel (Hilton Hotel)

**Writing Anthropology’s Rise to Power: An Interactive Session (BING TIG)**

**CHAIRS**: GAMWELL, Adam (Anthrocurious) and GREGER, Jeffrey (Independent)

PANELISTS: GAMWELL, Adam (Anthrocurious), GREGER, Jeffrey (Independent), HODGSON, Sonja (LexisNexis)

---

**TH-138** **THURSDAY 5:45-7:30**

Pecos (Hilton Hotel)

**Collaborative Processes in a Multimodal Ethnographic Context**
THURSDAY 6:00-8:00
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
University of North Texas Reception

THURSDAY 6:30-8:30
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
SMA Reception

THURSDAY 7:30-9:00
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
SAS Reception

THURSDAY 7:30-10:30
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Student Party

President Wies will welcome the students. Live DJ music. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased.

FRIDAY, MARCH 29

FRIDAY 8:30-12:00
Cava (El Dorado Hotel)
Training Program & Recruitment Exhibit

This exhibit is a great chance to inform students and colleagues about graduate programs, internship opportunities, field schools, and organizations that work with applied social scientists.

FRIDAY 9:00-5:00
Concourse (El Dorado Hotel)
Book Exhibit

FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Casa Espana (El Dorado Hotel)
Meet & Greet SfAA Board of Directors and Nominations & Elections Committee Members

Join the Board of Directors and members of the Nominations & Elections Committee for a networking event. This open session serves as a warm welcome for new participants, a time to foster connections and collaboration among returning members and participants, and a chance to learn more about the leadership opportunities in the SfAA. We look forward to bringing folks with diverse experiences, expertise, talents, and backgrounds to this session.

(F-01) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Is Conservation “For the Birds?”: More Lessons Learned and Pathways for Integrating the Social Sciences into Equitable Conservation and Natural Resource Management (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: VAN DOLAH, Elizabeth (The Nature Conservancy) and MILLER HESED, Christine (CIRES, CU Boulder)
PANELISTS: KETCHUM, Amber and PAOLISSO, Michael (UMD), COLOM, Alejandra and SCHULZ, Terri (The Nature Conservancy), STOLTZ, Amanda (USGS)

(F-02) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
The Anthropology of Polarization in US Higher Education: Lessons for a Rapidly Changing Landscape (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: REYES-FOSTER, Beatriz (UCF) and BRONDO, Keri (U Memphis)
JAYARAM, Kiran (USF) Results of a Project on Student Experiences in Light of New Higher Educational Policies in Florida
HYATT, Susan (IUPUI) From the Neoliberal to the Law-and-Order Classroom: Teaching under Surveillance
SANTOS, Jose (Metro State U) Conceptualizing Polarization in Higher Education: A Review of Literature

(F-03) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
One for the Books: Writing and Reading Anthropologies of Risk, Disaster, and Climate (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: REDDY, Elizabeth (CO Sch of Mines)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: FAAS, A.J. (SJSU), LAUER, Matthew (SDSU), MORIMOTO, Ryu (Brandeis U), REDDY, Elizabeth (CO Sch of Mines), VAUGHN, Sarah (UC-Berkeley)

(F-04) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Emerging Cool Anthropologists: Undergraduate Applied Anthropology Students Share Their Cool Anthropology Projects (COPAA)

CHAIR: MILLER, Jason (Washburn U)
MILLER, Jason (Washburn U) Applied Anthropology through the Lens of Coolness: A Case Study from Kansas
ANDERSON, Anna (Washburn U) Why You Should Travel to Council Grove
HENRY, Storm (Washburn U) The Cool Culture of Crochet
HERRERA, Eduardo (Washburn U) Tlacualli: Pre-Hispanic Gastronomy
HUBBARD, Kiwenke (Washburn U) Two-Headed: An Autoethnographic Search of Potawatomi Tattoo Revitalization
SINGLETON, Cori (Washburn U) Food for Thought, Weed to Feed: Indigenous Knowledge and Uses of Native Plant Species

(F-06) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
NAPA’s Toolkit for Anthropologists: The Update (NAPA)

CHAIRS: TASHIMA, Niel and CRAIN, Cathleen (LTG Assoc)
Open Discussion

(F-07) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Finding and Crafting the Story

CHAIR: SEKINE, Emily (SAPIENS Magazine & U Chicago Press)

(F-08) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Over-time-ness: How a Life Course Perspective Enriches Longitudinal Approaches to Health Research (AAGE)

CHAIRS: BAIM-LANCE, Abigail (VA) and SEAMAN, Aaron (U Iowa)
PANELISTS: BYTAUTAS, Jessica (U Toronto), LEIBING, Annette (U Montreal), MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwaterstrand), ROBBINS-PANKO, Jessica (Wayne State U), SEAMAN, Aaron (U Iowa)

(F-09) FRIDAY 9:00-12:00
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Becoming a Practicing Anthropologist: A Career Readiness Network Workshop (Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZER: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U)
(F-10) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Justice, Local Knowledge, and Positionality in Disasters (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: SCOTT FORD, Kwanda (UCLA)
SCOTT FORD, Kwanda (UCLA) The Anthropologist as Vulnerable Observer: Compounding Disasters and Anxiety in the Face of Climate Catastrophe
BROWN, Joshua and JOHNSON, Noor (U Colorado) Co-production Strategies for Documenting and Sharing Indigenous Place Names and Observations of Environmental Change in Arctic Indigenous Communities
GORDILLO, Gaston (UBC) Place, Territory, Terrain: A Spatial Triad for the Climate Crisis
ANDRE, Abigail (OH State U) Community Empowerment and Equitable Disaster Relief

(F-12) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Anthropology, Community Engagement, and Activism: A Conversation beyond Academic Publishing

CHAIRS: ROQUE, Anais (OH State U) and STOREY, Angela (U Louisville)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: GOMBERG-MUÑOZ, Ruth (Loyola U), BURKE, Brian (Appalachian State U), BAINES, Kristina (CUNY), CAVERLY, Nicholas (UMass)

(F-13) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Understanding and Reducing Health Disparities around the Globe (MASSH)

CHAIR: BURT, Nicole (CMNH)
ANCONA-MANZANILLA, Juan M. (UCF), PAULO-MAYA, Alfredo (UNAM), and DZUL-ROSADO, Karla (UADY)
Health/Sickness/Attention-Prevention Process during COVID-19 and Obesity in a Municipality of Yucatan: Towards a Syndemic Approach
DAHAL, Suresh (U Delhi) Prevalence of Depression and Associated Factors among the Two Culturally Diverse Communities of North India
OLMOS ROSAS, Gabriela and DREW, Elaine (UAF) Navigating the High Sugar Frontier: Diabetes among Anchorage’s Mexican Immigrants
DUKES, Kimberly (U Iowa Carver Coll of Med), SPERLING, Jessica (Duke U), PACHECO, Christina (U Kansas Med Ctr), WYMAN ROTH, Noelle and PERSONETTE, Marissa (Duke U), GIROTRA, Saket (U Texas SW), DEL RIOS, Marina and REISINGER, Heather Schacht (U Iowa Carver Coll of Med), CHAN, Paul (Saint Luke’s Hosp-KC) Improving Survival after Out-of-Hospital Cardiac Arrest
BURT, Nicole (CMNH) and OLSZOWY, Kathryn (NMSU) Transforming Our Approach to Obesity: Investigating the Impacts of Household Gender Dynamics on Diet and Stress in Women in the USA

(F-14) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Clinically Applied Anthropology and Ethnographically Informed Care (MASSH)

CHAIR: WILSON, Jason (USF)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: WILSON, Jason, BAER, Roberta, HENDERSON, Heather, HOLBROOK, Emily, and SARMENTO Megan (USF)

(F-15) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
New Book Roundtable—Incommunicable: Toward Communicative Justice in Health and Medicine (SMA)

CHAIR: BLACK, Steven (GSU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BRIGGS, Charles (UC-Berkeley), PERLEY, Bernard (UBC), CHAVEZ, Leo (UCI), FAUDREE, Paja (Brown U), ROUSE, Carolyn (Princeton U), HARVEY, T.S. (Vanderbilt U)

(F-16) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Migrant Access to Healthcare Access and Service Utilization (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: MUNOZ PANIAGUA, Lidia (U Oregon)
COHN, Liesl (U Oregon) Providing Relevant Assistance during Pregnancy from a Structural Competency Approach to Maya Migrant Women from Guatemala in Oregon
GURUGE, Sepali and TA, Robert (Toronto Metro U), SIDANI, Souraya (York U) Healthy Aging: Perception of Aging in the Toronto’s Mandarin-Speaking Community
MUNOZ PANIAGUA, Lidia (U Oregon) Radical Self-Care: A Proposal to Improve Access to Health Care for Temporary Workers on H2 Visas from a Consumer Protection Perspective

(F-17) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Videos

KOPELENT-REHAK, Jana (JHU) Family Frames: Pictorial History of Smith Island
MURPHY, Dawn and WILLIS, David Blake (Fielding Grad U) From Highlander to John C Campbell Folk School: Cultivating Inter-ethnic, Anti-racist Partnerships

(F-18) FRIDAY 9:00-10:45
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
New Frames/New Imaginaries/New Realities (SAS)

CHAIR: SKOGGARD, Ian (Yale U)
SKOGGARD, Ian (Yale U) Let’s Talk about God: Religion and Human Evolution Research
THOMAS, Michael (Space Doctors) Re-enchanting Inclusion through Cultural Models and Revealed Affinities
PERKINS, Carrie (UCI) Exploring the Frontier of Experience: Virtual Reality in Applied Ethnography
HUME, Douglas (NKU) COVID-19 and Undergraduate College Experience: A Four-Year Service-learning Project
CUSTRED, Glynn (CSUEB) Language, Thought, and Directed Culture Change

FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Casa Espana (El Dorado Hotel)
Risk & Disaster TIG Business Meeting

(F-31) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Decolonizing Alliances for the Post-Carbon Transition

CHAIR: WILLOW, Anna (OH State U)
WILLOW, Anna (OH State U) Strengthening Alliances for Climate Resilience: Emplacement, Commitment, and Relatedness in the Transition Movement
SMITH, Tonya, DAN, Koskas, and PETERS, Kwiks Eliza (UBC Forestry) Creating the Lil’wat Cultural Re-Connection Classroom
BUROW, Paul (Stanford U) Reckoning with the Past, Reclaiming the Future: Conservation and Settler Colonialism on a Resource Frontier in California’s Great Basin
CHAKRABARTY, Aritra (MTU) Use of Local Ecological Knowledge (LEK) Systems in Climate Change Policymaking
SOLARTE-CAICEDO, Sebastián (UCLA) and PINCETL, Stephanie (UCLA) Solar Technologies and the Irruption of Modernity: A Critical Analysis of Energy Access Initiatives in Wayúu Indigenous Communities in Colombia
STINSON, James, BAINES, Kristina, and MCLoughlin, Lee (York U) “We’re Maya people, we always take care of the forest, from before until now”: Youth Visions of Indigenous Futures in Southern Belize
DISCUSSANT: TURNER, Christopher Lindsay (Smithsonian NMAI)

(F-32) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Living and Working Where Woke Goes to Die: The Future of Anthropology and Higher Ed in an Age of Polarization (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: BRONDO, Keri (U Memphis) and REYES-FOSTER, Beatriz (UCF)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU), ANDREATTA, Susan (UNC), NUÑEZ-JANES, Mariela (UNT), HOULIHAN, Quinn (U Memphis), ABELL-SELBY, Emma (USF)

(F-33) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropologists As Developers?: Applying Anthropology to Make Tools for Solving Social and Environmental Problems (NAPA)

CHAIR: MAXWELL, Keely (EPA)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: EDBERG, Mark (GWU), KIESSLING, Brittany (EPA)

(F-34) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropologies of the Future?: Methods, Ethics, and Applications, Part I (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: BURKE, Brian (Appalachian State U), WELCH-DEVINE, Meredith and THOMPSON, Jennifer Jo (UGA)
MURPHY, Daniel (U Cincinnati) Foregrounding Uncertainty: A Critical Approach to Scenarios and the Cultural Production of Futures
BROCK, Samara (Yale U) Modelling Citizens: Data, Democracy, and the Future of the Food System
THOMPSON, Jennifer (UGA) Embracing Disconcertment: On the Need for Anthropological Engagement in Interdisciplinary Research
BURKE, Brian (Appalachian State U), WELCH-DEVINE, Meredith, THOMPSON, Jennifer Jo, and MANZANO BAENA, Pablo (UGA) Collaborating to Understand the Future of Small-Scale Pastoral Systems in the Basque Province of Soule
RAVARY, Riley (U Mich Cooperative Inst for Great Lakes Rsch) Shaping Futures through Co-Design: Considering the Role of Engagement in Great Lakes Technology Development

(F-36) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Transformations of Global Food Systems for Climate Change Resilience (C&A)

CHAIRS: GADHOKE, Preety (Independent) and BRENTON, Barrett (Binghamton U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HOPKINS, Allison (TAMU), HITCHCOCK, Robert (UNM)

(F-37) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
P.K. New Award Presentation

MODERATOR: WIES, Jennifer (EKU)

(F-38) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Pelto International Award

CHAIR: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)
OPENING REMARKS: BERNARD, H. Russell (ASU), SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)
AWARD LECTURE: LOUIS, Ilionor (State U-Haiti)
COMMENTATORS: NYAMONGO, Isaac (Co-operative U-Kenya), ISLAM, Mazharul (Inst of Applied Anth-Bangladesh)

(F-40) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
“Pink Gold”: Women, Seafood, and Urban Street Economies in Mexico (PESO)

CHAIR: CRUZ-TORRES, Maria (ASU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CRUZ-TORRES, Maria (ASU), CHAVEZ, Leo (UCI), GRIFFITH, David (ECU), NUÑEZ, Guillermina Gina (SDSU), VÉLEZ-IBÁÑEZ, Carlos (ASU), ZAVELLA, Patricia (UCSC)
(F-42) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Caring amid Distress: Healthcare Workers and Holes in the System (MASSH)

CHAIR: RUBINSTEIN, Ellen (NDSU)
KOEMPEL, Annie (American Board of Family Med) “I was the first one to try to set boundaries with our clinic”: How Family Physicians Maintain a Healing Relationship amidst Corporatization
SCHULTZ, Isabella (Brown U) Impact of Medical Supply Chain Disruptions on Maternal Healthcare in Rukwa, Tanzania
RUBINSTEIN, Ellen (NDSU) and HEINEMANN, Laura (Creighton U) Professional Precarity among Independent Community Pharmacists in the Rural Midwestern U.S.
CADZOW, Renee (D’Youville U) Transformation of Healthcare through Community Health Worker Movement Building: Applying Anthropology in Community-Institutional Partnerships
LOGAN, Ryan (CSU Stanislaus) and STRATER, Richard (U S Carolina) “Entonces, Como Promotores, Pues, No Somos Interpretes”: Medical Interpretation, Misemployment, and Community Health Work

(F-43) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
When Awareness Isn’t Enough: Provoking the Praxis of Radical Care

CHAIR: SILVER, Lauren (Rutgers U-Camden)
PANELISTS: CROCKETT, Destiny, KUMARI, Rashmi, and GORDON, Gaylene (Rutgers U-Camden), SALDAÑA, EB (MDRC), SILVER, Lauren (Rutgers U-Camden)

(F-44) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Transformative Care: Exploring Shifting Social Roles and the Politics of Care, Part I (MASSH)

CHAIR: SHAPIRO, Lily (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst)
FIGUEROA GRAY, Marlain (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst) and BANEGAS, Mateo (UCSD Sch of Med), RYAN, Gery (Kaiser Permanente Sch of Med), HENRIKSON, Nora (Kaiser Permanente Sch of Med, Rsh Triangle Inst) Legacy Goals, Treatment Choices, and the Transformation of Social Personhood
HUNLETH, Jean (WUSTL) How to Do Cancer Care When a Parent Is Sick: An Age-Based Choreography
MARIPUU, Tiina, ROBINSON, Lilian, MAHTANI, Ramona, and JIA, Zhimeng (U Toronto) Relational Palliative Care
WINSTEAD, Candace (Cal Poly), TOMA, Kristina (SLO Bangers Syringe Serv Prg), WINSTEAD, Teresa (U Washington), and PETTY, Lois (SLO Bangers Syringe Serv Prg) Harm Reduction as on the Ground Care through Peer Delivery: Motivated by Autonomy, Reciprocity, Community Health, and Love
DISCUSSANT: SEAMAN, Aaron (U Iowa)

(F-45) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Mainstreaming Indigenous Ecological Knowledge: Considering Possibilities and Ethical Dilemmas (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: BIESEL, Shelly Annette (NPS)
SERAPHIN, Bruno (UConn) Visualizing Indigenous Fire Sovereignty
HU, Junhan and FU, Xiayao (Yale U) Bringing Climate to the Ground: Comparative Study of Indigenous Climate Knowledge from Yunnan Mountains and Tibetan Plateau in China
MARTIN, Jeffrey, HOAGLAND, Serra, and LAKE, Frank (USFS) Tribal Co-stewardship in Practice: Lessons Learned and Ongoing Challenges
BIESEL, Shelly Annette, HOGAN, Brigid, CHIASSON, Eric, and PETIT DE MANGE, Andrew (NPS) Incorporating Indigenous Ecological Knowledge in the Co-stewardship of Northeast Waters and Lands: Challenges and Opportunities

(F-46) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Friends in the Field: The Practice and Ethics of Friendship in Applied and Community-Based Anthropological Research (Disability Rsch Group)
CHAIR: QUINN, Hannah (U Toronto)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: QUINN, Hannah (U Toronto), SIMMONS, Erin (NSSR), ROTH, Sarah (JHU), HARVEY-SANCHEZ, Amanda (U Toronto), LONG, Rebecca-Eli (Purdue U)

(F-47) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Videos

BARRETO, J. and BERNARDO, S. (Ateliê Ambrosina), BLOCK, Pamela (UWO), CONCEIÇÃO, A., SILVA, J., and SILVA, S. (Filús), SOUSA, L., SIMÕES, T., and TEIXEIRA, B. (Ateliê Ambrosina) Filús
NATH, Lipika (U Delhi) Sonam Lhochhar: A Festival of Reviving Tamang Indigeneity
PANDEY, Annapurna (UCSC) Road to Zuni

(F-48) FRIDAY 11:15-1:00
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Equity and Inclusion of Diverse Perspectives and Underrepresented Groups in Fisheries and Coastal Communities, Part I (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIRS: TOOKES, Jennifer Sweeney (GSU) and PACKAGE-WARD, Christina (NOAA)
JOHNSON, Teresa (U Maine) Enhancing Opportunities for Women in Marine Shellfish and Seaweed Aquaculture
NAAR, Nicole and EPPS, Ashleigh (WA Sea Grant) Tide’s Out: A Dual Approach to Inclusive Aquaculture Workforce Development
STOLTZ, Amanda and KOTOWICZ, Dawn (USGS) A Network Analysis of USGS Coastal Hazards Stakeholders: Blind Spots and Opportunities for Increasing the Diversity of Voices in Coastal Research
GRAHAM, Molly and PINTO DA SILVA, Patricia (NOAA Voices) DUNCAN, Michelle (NOAA Fisheries) NOAA Voices | Oral History Archive: Past, Present, & Future Voices

FRIDAY 12:00-1:30
Agave Restaurant (El Dorado Hotel)
Past Presidents Meeting

(F-39) FRIDAY 12:30-5:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Cultural Consensus Analysis (SAS Workshop, Fee $50)

ORGANIZERS: GATEWOOD, John B. (Lehigh U) and LOWE, John W. (Cultural Analysis)

(F-61) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)

CHAIR: HECKERT, Carina (UTEP)
OLMOS, Rosario (UTEP) More Borders than Meet the Eye: The Role of Bureaucracy on Cross-Border Healthcare Utilization amongst Pregnant Women During the COVID-19 Pandemic
TORGES, Luis (UTEP) Effects of the US-Mexico Pandemic Border Closure on Pregnant and Postpartum Latinas
MURILLO, Brianna (UTEP) Systems of Social Support for Navigating Challenging Pregnancy and Postpartum Circumstances
ARIAS, Alondra and ANAYA, Kimberly (UTEP) Understanding COVID-19 Vaccine Perceptions in Pregnant and Postpartum Latinas
SOLIS, Anamaria and HECKERT, Carina (UTEP) Immigration Concerns as a Determinant of Preeclampsia and Gestational Diabetes
DISCUSSANT: ROMAN, Cathy (UCLA)

(F-62) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Post Pandemic: When the Dust Settles - It Is Still Dusty (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIRS: SURREY, David and HEYWARD, Devin (Saint Peter’s U)
HEYWARD, Devin, HITT, Francesca, and MADORE, Ash (Saint Peter’s U) Gender Identities: Redefining, Awakenings, and Threats
MCLAUGHLIN, Joseph and RODRIGUES, Kelly (Saint Peter’s U) Positive and Negative Lessons from the Pandemic without Falling Back
AYALA, Jennifer, HEYWARD, Devin, UMANZOR, Liz, and TORRES-MENES, Maria (Saint Peter’s U) Decolonializing the Global North on the Campus and in the Classroom
SURREY, David, GRACES, Melina, and PERALTA, Michele (Saint Peter’s U) ChatGPT: Friend or Foe?
DISCUSSANT: AYALA, Jennifer (Saint Peter’s U)

(F-63) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Climate Change, Disasters, and Intersectional Risks: An Open Discussion (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: FELIMA, Crystal (UKY)
Open Discussion

(F-64) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropologies of the Future?: Methods, Ethics, and Applications, Part II (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: BURKE, Brian (Appalachian State U), WELCH-DEVINE, Meredith and THOMPSON, Jennifer Jo (UGA)
SCHMITT, Edwin (CA Public Utilities Commission) Applying Anthropology to Achieve Environmental and Social Justice in Risk Assessments Conducted by California’s Natural Gas and Electric Utilities
NYSSA, Zoe (Purdue U) Reimagining Communities of Practice for Environmental Data Futures
KORSANT, Clate (UFL) Reimagining the Future in Practice: Experimental Ethnographic Writing and Ecopedagogy
WALTON, Shana (Nicholls State U) and OWENS, Maida (LA Folklife Prog) Bayou Culture Collaborative: The Intersection of Culture and Land Loss
DISCUSSANT: RONCOLI, Carla (Emory U)

(F-66) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Legal Issues in Migration (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: SHINAM, Reona (U Hyderabad)
GINTER-FRANKOVITCH, Maggie and HAAS, Bridget (CWRU) Shifting Administrative Practices under Covid-19 Policies in Northeast Ohio Immigration Court
LARA, Orlando (UCI) De-Documented: Passport Denial and the Interrogation of Birth in Southeast, TX
SHINAM, Reona (U Hyderabad) Discrimination at Work: Being a Northeastern Migrant in the Food and Beauty Care Industry in Hyderabad
SOSA, Gloria (CSULA) Being Undocumented Is an Asset: Undocumented Women Activists Using Flaws to Pass Laws
STUEWE, Allison and CLARK, Elisabeth (U Arizona) Managing “Procedural Subjugation”: The Strategies of Immigration Lawyers Seeking to Mitigate Migrant Experiences of Disposability in Tucson Immigration Court
VALLURY, Sechindra, NELSON, Donald, and RAO, Shishir (UGA) Social Inequalities and the Spatial Temporal Dimensions of Climate Migration and Return-Migration in India

(F-67) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Culture and Disruptive Transformation: Classical Influences, Current Issues

CHAIR: WIES, Jennifer (EKU)
HALDANE, Hillary (Quinnipiac U) Old Sport, New Game: The 2023 FIFA Women’s World Cup as Global Disruption
ROBINSON, Sarah Anne (Independent) Cultural Anomie and Its Consequences
DALRYMPLE, Kelsey (UW-Madison) Skilling Regimes as Racialized, Neoliberal Projects in Refugee Contexts: Social Emotional Learning with Burundian Refugees in Tanzania
GULLETTE, Gregory (GA Gwinnett Coll) and SINGTO, Sayamon (UGA) “Finding a solid rice bowl”: Making Sense of an Uncertain Future in Thailand’s Changing Development Landscape
TAYLOR, Sabrina and BRONDO, Keri (U Memphis), KENT, Suzanne (CO State U) Student Reflections on Conservation, Tourism, and Ecological Grief through Study Abroad in the Honduran Bay Islands
WIES, Jennifer (EKU) Professional Organizations and Cultures of Service

(F-68) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Structures of Power and Hierarchy in High Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: HERCKIS, Lauren (CMU)
ACOSTA-MUNOZ, Felipe (UFL) Language Identity and Empowerment among Bilingual Maya-Spanish Undergraduate Students at an Intercultural University in Eastern Yucatan, Mexico
KERKHOF, Frances (UWO) “You Know What I Am”: A Meta-Ethnography of Gender Identity and Expression in Ethnographic Fieldwork within Higher Education
MARTINEZ, Rebecca (Purdue U) Exploring Innovation Educational Spaces: A Feminist Approach
LEBRATO, Matthew (Lyon Coll) Educating for Transformation and Change: Perspectives from a Oaxacan Intercultural University
HERCKIS, Lauren (CMU) Structure and Agency in Cross-Institutional Research Partnerships

(F-70) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Coming Together to Honor Heather Lazrus’ Work and Legacy, Part I (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRES: MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN), CAROTHERS, Courtney (UAF), and MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU-Cascades)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: FARBOTKO, Carol (Griffith U), RAMENZONI, Victoria (Rutgers U), HENDERSON, Jen (TTU), CHIEF, Karletta (U Arizona)

(F-72) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Food, Water, and Housing Insecurity: Impacts, Influences, and Innovative Solutions (MASSH)

CHAIR: OWUOR, Patrick (Wayne State U)
OWUOR, Patrick (Wayne State U), NYAGOL, Hellen and OBONDO, Doreen (Pamoja Community-Based Org), ONYANGO, Elizabeth (U Alberta), ORERO, Wicklife, OWUOR, Judith, and ODIAMBO, Silvia (Pamoja Community-Based Org), BOATENG, Godfred (York U) Influence of Housing Insecurity on HIV Treatment Outcomes among People Living with HIV in Kisumu, Kenya
DUNLAP, Shawn, RONCARATI, Jill, FIX, Gemmae, HYDE, Justeen, FOSTER, Marva, and MCINNES, Keith (VA) Engaging Ethnographic Methods with Populations Experiencing Homelessness in a Longitudinal Mobile App Study
ROMERO-DAZA, Nancy, HIMMELGREEN, David, HINDS, Kris-An, LEHIGH, Gabrielle, GRAY, Deven, HEUER, Jacquelyn, and WEBB, William (USF) Food as Medicine: Addressing Food Insecurity and Diet Related Diseases in Clinical and Community Settings
OWUOR, Patrick and LINN, Colleen (Wayne State U) The Influence of Water Infrastructure on Achieving Household Water Security in Makueni Kenya: The Case of Thwake Dam Construction

(F-73) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
The Past and Future of Applied Anthropology

CHAIRS: GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound) and CHECKER, Melissa (CUNY)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: LAMPLHERE, Louise (UNM), HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP), AUSTIN, Diane (U Arizona), STOREY, Angela (U Louisville)

(F-74) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Transformative Care: Exploring Shifting Social Roles and the Politics of Care, Part II (MASSH)
CHAIR: **SHAPIRO, Lily** (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst)
WINSTEAD, Teresa (Saint Martin’s U) and **NEWMAN, Alison** (U Washington) *Fentanyl and the Potential for Transformative Care to Uplift Harms of the Current Landscape of Opioid Use*
BROWN, Victoria Leigh, RUIZ, Sienna, and **NJELESANI, Janet** (WUSTL) *Working through Cancer: Economic Precarity and the Social Meaning of Survival in the US*
SHAPIRO, Lily (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst) *Imagining Care: Provider Reflections on Ideal Care for People with Dementia*
KAUFMAN, Lindsey (WS U Sch of Med) *Co-producing Health in the Hospital: Family Bedside Care in Zambia*

**DISCUSSANT:** BAIM-LANCE, Abigail (VA)

(F-75) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
**Memorials and Remembrance: Cemeteries and Preserving the Past (Tourism & Heritage TIG)**

CHAIR: **UDVARDY, Monica** (UKY)
ARMSTRONG, Lisa (Independent) *Now They See Us, Now They Don’t: Using Multi-sited Ethnography to Make Erased African-American Cemeteries Visible in K-12 Classrooms*
CREEKMORE, Andy (UNCO) *From Burial to Educational Memorial: Blended Authenticity and Community Agency at the Medina Family Cemetery in Loveland Colorado*
UDVARDY, Monica (UKY) *Capturing the Media’s Attention through Storytelling about Vigango Memorial Statues from Kenya*
MELLO, Christy (UHWO) *An Intradisciplinary Approach for Preserving a Sense of Place through a Community Led Cemetery Project on Moloka’i*
WINN, Alisha (Consider the Culture) *Transformation and Change: Preserving Black History through Oral History Projects*

(F-76) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
**Pedagogy and the Transmission of Knowledge: Virtual, Ethnographic, and Archival Methods of Knowledge Exchange (Tourism & Heritage TIG)**

CHAIR: **GRAHAM, Margaret** (UTRGV)
BAER, Kelly (NAU) *Investigating the Use of Digital Methodologies for Use in Public Education*
CHRISTIANSEN, Quinn (BYU) *The LDS Indian Placement Program: An Examination through an Experiential Lens*
GRAHAM, Margaret and SKOWRONEK, Russell (UTRGV) *Ancient Landscapes of Deep South Texas: Transforming Perceptions of Cultural and Geological Heritage*
MORSEAU, Blaire (MI State U) *As Sacred to Us: Simon Pokagon’s Birch Bark Books in Their Contexts*
OUESLATI-PORTER, Claire (U Miami) *Pedagogical Strategies for Preparing Undergraduate Students for an Ethnographic Methods Field School in an All-Inclusive Resort in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic*

(F-77) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
**Psilocybin Mushrooms, Health, and Culture: BIPOC Video Stories to Destigmatize Psychedelic Fungi (MASSH)**

CHAIR: **OTAÑEZ, Marty** (CU Denver)
ERVIN, Mac (UC-Denver) *“Psilocybin is like a lantern in the forest that shows you the path forward”: People of Color Narrate Wellness Stories About Psychedelic Mushrooms in Colorado*
YANEZ, Antonia and OTAÑEZ, Marty (UC-Denver) *Beyond Microdosing Magic Mushrooms: How People of Color and Low-Income Individuals Optimize Mushroom Dosing to Ensure Safe Journeys*
DE JESUS, Madjelyn (UC-Denver) *From Study Participant to Research Assistant: Experiences of an Undergraduate Student Investigator Researching Psilocybin Use among BIPOC in Colorado*
OTAÑEZ, Marty (CU Denver) *Introduction to Qualitative and Video-Based Research among BIPOC in Non-Clinical Psychedelic Spaces*

(F-78) FRIDAY 1:30-3:15
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
**Equity and Inclusion of Diverse Perspectives and Underrepresented Groups in Fisheries and Coastal Communities, Part II (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)**
CHAIRS: TOOKES, Jennifer Sweeney (GSU) and PACKAGE-WARD, Christina (NOAA)
PACKAGE-WARD, Christina and GLAZIER, Edward (NOAA Fisheries) Including Frequently Excluded Voices and Underrepresented Communities in Fisheries Focus Groups around the Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic
TOOKES, Jennifer Sweeney (GA Southern U), YANDLE, Tracy (NZ Ministry of Transport), and FLUECH, Bryan (UGA Marine Ext & GA Sea Grant) Diversity of Voices in Fisheries Research: Ethics of Fisher Participation
DOWNS, Mike (Wislow Rsch), WEIDLICH, Stev (Independent), and DOWNS, Lauren Wislow (Wislow Rsch) Intentional Consequences: Using Incidental Allocative Effects as a Management Strategy for Addressing EEJ Issues in the Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands Pacific Cod Fishery
NORMAN, Karma and LEWIS-SMITH, Connor (NOAA Fisheries) What Numbers Do and Don’t Tell Us about Equity and Environmental Justice Concerns in U.S. West Coast Fishing Communities

FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
SfAA Awards Ceremony
Reception to Follow

The Awards Ceremony is the high point of the annual meeting. President Wies will preside. The Program will recognize and feature the winners of the Margaret Mead Award, Sol Tax Award, and the Bronislaw Malinowski Award. A reception will follow and hors d’oeuvres will be served; beverages available for purchase.

(F-96) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Applied Anthropology as an Antidote to Discovering New Research Strategies (HRSJ)

CHAIR: MORRIS, Richard (WAPA)
CAVANAUGH, Emily and MILEY, Maeve (CSBSJU) The Power of Film for Social Justice
FORD, Ivy Bennett (Independent) Decoding Power: Towards a Sociology of Programming Languages
JAFAROVA, Leyla (Boston U) Ethics, Epistemologies, and Humanitarianism: Exploring Alternative Ways of Knowing About Missing Persons in Post-War Azerbaijan
MORRIS, Richard (WAPA) Rereading Cabeza de Vaca’s La Relation: An Ethno-History of Its Impact on Today
MILLER, Christine Z. and MENON, Devika (SCAD) Cultivating Curiosity and Identity: The Role of Indian Heritage, History and Philosophy in Empowering Urban Gen Z and Millennials

(F-97) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
New Directions in Aging and Care (AAGE)

CHAIR: COE, Cati (Carleton U)
BYTAUTAS, Jessica (U Toronto) Legacy Activities in Hospice Palliative Care: Lessons Learned from an Ethnographic Study of Client and Volunteer Relationships
HOWELL, Britteny M., WORTHINGTON, Amber, REDMOND, Leslie, and HIRATSUKA, Vanessa (UAA) Engaging Students with Older Adults via an Interdisciplinary Hope-Based Healthy Aging Research Project
CONTY, Sheridan (Carleton U) Ontario’s Tuition-Free PSW Training Program: Better Care or Worker Disenchantment?
COE, Cati (Carleton U) Enchanting Aging Transformations: The Social Norm of Retirement in Canada and the Financialization of the Life Course

(F-98) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
“Access to a Clean, Healthy, and Sustainable Environment” as a Human Right: Implications for Environmental Justice Campaigns (PESO)

CHAIRS: ALEXANDER, William (UNCW) and LITTLE, Peter C. (RIC)
ALEXANDER, William (UNCW) A Human Rights Approach to PFAS Contamination: Strategies for a Clean Cape Fear
LITTLE, Peter (RIC) and DUTTA, Madhumita (OH State U) Confronting the Environmental Justice Silences of the CHIPS and Science Act and Centering the Advocacy Research Efforts of CHIPS Communities United
JOHNSTON, Barbara Rose (Ctr for Political Ecology) Caesar, Oppenheimer, and Me
CERÓN, Alejandro (U Denver) Water Contamination and the Right to a Healthy Environment in a Neocolonial Enclave: A Case Study from Southwest Guatemala
BIESEL, Shelly Annette (NPS) Wading Toxic Waters: Gendered Obligations and Industrial Pollution in Afro-Brazilian Fishing Communities of Pernambuco, Brazil

(F-100) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Coming Together to Honor Heather Lazrus’ Work and Legacy, Part II (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN), CAROTHERS, Courtney (UAF), and MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU-Cascades)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: FISKE, Shirley (UMD), TAKARANGI, Melanie (Flinders U), CAROTHERS, Courtney (UAF), ZANOTTI, Laura (Purdue U), POE, Melissa (WA Sea Grant), SIEVANEN, Lelia (U California), MARINO, Elizabeth (OR State U-Cascades), MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN/Rising Voices)

(F-102) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Bordering Practices and Counter-Practices: Inequities and Activism (SMA)

CHAIR: MARTINEZ, Carlos (UCSC)
PANELISTS: CASTAÑEDA, Heide (USF), CHAVEZ, Leo (UCI), HOLMES, Seth (UC-Berkeley; U Barcelona; ICREA Catalan Inst for Rsch & Advanced Study), VIZCARRA, Mael (U Barcelona), CHEFFERS, Mary (USC)

(F-103) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Development and Transformation

CHAIR: BREAR, Michelle(U Witwatersrand)
BREAR, Michelle and MANDERSON, Lenore (U Witwatersrand) The (Im)possibility of Transformation in Post-apartheid South Africa
PHILLIPS, Evelyn (CSCU) Too Black, Poor, and Female for the Land: A Case Study of Policies and Politics that Displaced Families from the Laurel Park Public Housing in St. Petersburg
MCLAINE, Rebecca (CIFOR & Portland State U), RANJATSON, Patrick, NOMENJANAHARY, Fabrico, RANDRIANASOLO, Renaud, and ANDRIAMANANJATO, Narinjahary (U Antananarivo), LARSON, Anne (CIFOR) Family Matters: Kinship, Land Tenure, and Conservation in Northern Madagascar
OWUOR, Patrick (Wayne State U) The Exploration of Ruins in Infrastructure Development among Women Affected by Thwake Dam Construction In Makueni, Kenya: An Ethnography of Dam Construction
KIŠ, Adam (Burman U) Ex-post Evaluation in International Development: A WASH Project in Malawi
WOOLSEY, Rosa (4Culture, Whitman Coll) Cultural Significance in Historic Preservation: Seattle’s Beacon Hill

(F-105) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Cognitive Anthropological Approaches to Cultural Dynamism: New Directions in Cultural Consonance (SAS)

CHAIR: MONOCHELLO, Lawrence (WUSTL)
DENGH, Francois (USU) The Reformation of Machismo: The Construction of Brazilian Masculinity from a Common Pool of Information
MONOCHELLO, Lawrence (WUSTL) Muscularities in South Korea: Cultural Consonance and the Dynamic Embodiment of Cultural Models
BINGHAM THOMAS, Elizabeth (SMU) Same Cultural Model, Changing Social Institution: Latter-day Saint Perceptions of the Shift from Home/Visiting Teaching to Ministering
HENDERSON, Nicole and ROCQUE, Gabrielle B. (UA Birmingham) Consonance in the Clinic: Applying Cognitive Culture Theory to Intervention Implementation and Tailoring
DRESSLER, William (U Alabama) Culture, Agency, and Psychological Distress: A Longitudinal Test of Cultural Consonance as a Mediator

(F-106) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Disability Anthropology Across 4+ Fields (Disability Rsch Group)

CHAIR: BLOCK, Pamela (UWO)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ACEVEDO, Sara M. (Miami U & U Buffalo), DUNCAN, Austin (U Arizona), KINKOPF, Katherine (Cal State Poly Pomona), MARIE, Aron (RIT)

(F-107) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Transforming Institutions and Transformed by Institutions: Experiences from Black and Underrepresented Dual Degree Anthropology and Public Health Graduates (SMA)

CHAIR: WATSON, Sharon (UNCC)
PANELISTS: CHOW, Sherman (U Texas), JEREMIAH, Rohan D. (UIC), MORRIS, Jamae (Robert Wood Johnson Fdn), JOHNSON, Lauren (UNG)

(F-108) FRIDAY 3:45-5:30
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)

CHAIR: HAWVERMALE, Erica (D’Aniello Inst for Veterans & Military Families)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: STOFFER, Matthew (NAPA), RODRIGUEZ, Tanya (Hormel Foods Corp), TASHIMA, Niel and CRAIN, Cathleen (LTG Assoc)

FRIDAY 5:30-6:30
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Awards Reception

(F-129) FRIDAY 5:45-7:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Introduction to Implementation Science from Anthropological Perspectives (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: WILLGING, Cathleen and SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE & UNM), and RASKIN, Sara (VCU)

FRIDAY 6:30-8:30
Casa Espana (El Dorado Hotel)
Sustaining Fellows Reception

SATURDAY, MARCH 30

SATURDAY 8:00-2:00
Piñon Boardroom (El Dorado Hotel, 2nd floor)
SfAA Board Meeting

SATURDAY 9:00-5:00
Cava (El Dorado Hotel)
Enchantment and Transformation Craft Space

Join us for enchantment and transformation of the conference space through crafting. We are creating a flexible space for conference participants to come together to make and socialize. Bring your creative project and come join us in whatever way you would like. We invite making activities that expand what “conferencing” looks like.

(S-01) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Navigating Troubled Waters: Unraveling the Social Dimensions of Fisheries and Climate Change (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIRS: JEPSON, Michael (Independent) and CLAY, Patricia (NOAA Fisheries)

MCPHERSON, Matthew (NOAA Fisheries), CHOLLETT, Iliana and O’FARRELL, Shay (Independent), PERRUSO, Larry (NOAA Fisheries) Using the Gulf of Mexico Fisheries Information Platform to Identify Climate Vulnerable Fishing Territories and Communities in the Gulf of Mexico

BLAKE, Suzana (U Miami) Rip Currents in the Gulf: Underserved Communities and the Collapse of the Shrimp Fishery

COLBURN, Lisa (NOAA Fisheries), WENG, Changhua (ECS Federal), and JACOB, Steve (York U) Finding the Intersection between Environmental Justice Concerns and Climate Change Risk in Fishing Dependent Communities

SEARA, Tarsila (U New Haven), COLBURN, Lisa, CLAY, Patricia, and MCPHERSON, Matthew (NOAA Fisheries), JEPSON, Michael (Independent) Developing Indicators of Climate Change Vulnerability Based on Species Dependency in U.S. Eastern Seaboard and Gulf of Mexico Fishing Communities

LACHANCE, James (OAI Inc), COLBURN, Lisa (NOAA), and SELDEN, Becca (Wellesley Coll) Climate Vulnerability in the Atlantic Sea Scallop Fishery: Emergent Trends and Perspectives in Key Fishing Communities

WENG, Changhua (ECS Federal) and COLBURN, Lisa (NOAA Fisheries) Socio-Economic Impacts of Sea Level Rise and Storm Surge on Coastal Fishing Communities

(S-02) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Collaborative Perspectives: Community Thoughts around Current Practices and Shifts across Four Anthropological Sub-Disciplines

CHAIR: VALDEZ-ONO, Salvador (UMD)

PANELISTS: DAS, Subhadeep, HASSAN, Md Tanveer, ROY, Uddipta, BECCCHINA, Reilly, and SAEED, Ushna (UMD)

(S-03) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Fifty Years of Disaster Study: Changing Imperatives, Outlived Terms, New Frontiers, Part I (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: HOFFMAN, Susanna (IUAES) and OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (UFL Emeritus)

CANNON, Terry (IDS) What Has Changed and What Has Not Changed in Disaster Research and Practice: Progress or Groundhog Day?

KROLL-SMITH, Steve (UNCG) Code Red for Humanity

GARCÍA-ACOSTA, Virginia (CIESAS) Anthropology of Disaster: From, At, and For Latin America

HOFFMAN, Susanna (IUAES) Thirty-Two Years of Disaster Study Under the Sequin Belt: The Enduring, the Fading, the New

(S-04) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Applied Anthropology as an Antidote to Immigrant/Migrant/Homeless Issues and to the Culture of Hate (HRSJ)

CHAIR: PAYNE-JACKSON, Arvilla (Howard U)

ECKHARDT, Kiera (U Kansas) Refugee Rights and Perspectives of Refugee Service Providers in Ecuador

JESKE, Christine (Wheaton Coll) What Ethical Butchers and Antiracist Christians Have in Common: Enchanted Transformations

PAYNE-JACKSON, Arvilla (Howard U) Returning Citizens Reclaiming Their Community: The Black Voice Project

WATSON, Marnie (MO State U) “Addressing Homelessness Like the Natural Disaster It Is”: Transforming the Urban Landscape by 3-D Printing Tiny Homes for the Homeless

(S-06) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Let’s Talk About (Environmental & Climate) Justice: Concerns, Projects, and Scholarship in Extraction & Environment, Risk & Disaster, and PESO
(S-07) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Environmental Protection, People, and Policy in the Contemporary United States (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U), CONNON, Irena Leisbet Ceridwen (U Stirling), MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)

(AUSTIN, Rebecca (Fort Lewis Coll)
AUSTIN, Rebecca (Fort Lewis Coll) Gutting the National Environmental Policy Act, the Mountain Valley Pipeline and Another Appalachian Sacrifice Zone
SHEPHERD-POWELL, Julie (Appalachian State U) Stopping the Mountain Valley Pipeline: Possibilities for Activism and Direct Action in Late Capitalism
CALAMIA, Mark (NPS) New Directions in U.S. Federal Government Engagement with Tribal Nations and Indigenous Communities
CERVENY, Lee, DERRIEN, Monika, and KAMINSKI, Abigail (USFS) Caring for the Land and Caring for People: Approaches toward Homelessness on National Forest Lands in the Pacific Northwest

(S-08) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Identifying Funding Mechanisms to Enhance Practitioner–Academic Collaborations (COPAA)

CHAIRS: WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG), MILLER, Jason E. (Washburn U), GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia A. (ECU), and HAANSTAD, Eric (Notre Dame U)
Open Discussion

(S-09) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Revivals and Revisions: Contesting Heritage Representations (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIRS: LOEWE, Ronald (CSULB)
LOEWE, Ronald (CSULB) Venta Prieta, (Mexico) Revisited: Crisis, Conversion and Historical Revision
TURNER, Christopher Lindsay (Smithsonian NMAI) The Trail of Watered-Down Treaties: Inspiring Museum Audiences’ Interest in American Indian Treaties through Environmental Justice Narratives
NATH, Lipika and SINGH, M. Kennedy (U Delhi) Rescripting Indigeneity: Ethnic Revivalism among the Tamangs of West Bengal, India
RAMIREZ, Lawrence (UCR) When Museums Dance: Experiencing Flamenco Performance in Museum Exhibitions

(S-10) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Enchantment and Disenchantment with Conservation: Revisiting the Role of Communities in Conservation (PESO)

CHAIRS: HUNT, Carter (Penn State U) and DURHAM, William (Stanford U)
HUNT, Carter (Penn State U) Patterns of Cultural Difference and “The Role of Communities” in Conservation in the Galápagos Islands
CHARNLEY, Susan (USFS) The Role of Communities in Forest Conservation: Community Forestry from Above and Below
HOFFMAN, David (MS State U) Covid and Conservation: Did Community-Based Planning Actually Save the Day?
LU, Flora (UCSC) and ESBACH, Michael (CO State U) Conservation and Care: Cofán Lessons for Stewarding Abundance in Ecuadorian Amazonia
GORENFLO, Larry (PSU) The Role of Indigenous Communities and Cultures in Biodiversity Conservation in the Eastern Arc Mountains of Tanzania and Kenya
DISCUSSANT: DURHAM, William (Stanford U)
(S-11) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45  
CasaEspana (El Dorado Hotel)  
Ethnographic Field and Data Analysis Methods: One-on-one Mentoring Event (SAS)

CHAIR: Douglas Hume (NKU) and Elizabeth Bingham Thomas (SMU)  
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: Toni Copeland (U Alabama), Stephen Chrysomalis (Wayne State U), Ian Skoggard (Yale U), Susan Weller (U Texas), Michael Thomas (Space Doctors), William Dressler (U Alabama), Francois Dengah (USU), Kathryn Oths (U Alabama), John B. Gatewood (Lehigh U)

(S-12) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45  
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)  
Transgender Health Activism: Transformative Anthropology in Action (MASSH)

CHAIR: Charles Klein (Portland State U)  
ALLEN-BEY, L. (UTSA) Trans-Parenting in Texas: Navigating Gender-Affirming Care Bans  
FUTCH, Corinne (UFL) Reddit as a Trans-Formative Space for Life-Saving Care: A Digital Ethnography of Gender-Affirming Care and Flourishing in Trans Subreddits  
MARTIN, Paula (U Chicago) Affirming Gender on Campus: From the Clinic to the Classroom  
KLINE, Nolan, WEBB, Nathaniel, BRUNELL, David, GRINER, Stacey, JOHNSON, Kaeli, and YORDING, Haley (UNT HSC) Examining Anti-Trans Policies in the United States: Merging Medical Anthropology and Legal Epidemiology  
ROBERTSON, William (U Memphis) Engaged Clinical Ethnography: Trans Health Activism as a Case Study  
DISCUSSANT: Charles Klein (Portland State U)

(S-13) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45  
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)  
Knowing Health in an Untrustworthy World (MASSH)

CHAIR: Michelle Schmidt (ENMU)  
PRALL, Sean (U Missouri), Brooke SceIza (UCLA), and Helen Davis (ASU) Discrimination, Medical Mistrust, and Vaccination Decisions in Namibian Pastoralists  
HAQ, Kanwal (Icahn Sch of Med), Lance Laird (Boston U Sch of Med), and Tyler Fuller (Boston U) Expanding “Black Religion” and Public Health: A Mosque and Church in Boston  
SCHMIDT, Michelle (ENMU) Becoming the Observed: The Belize Health Information System and Transnational Surveillance in Maya Communities  
NILSSON, Annika (WUSTL) Mind the Gaps: A Ground-Up Perspective on Online Health Misinformation

(S-14) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45  
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)  
Labor Issues in Migration (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: Lisa Meierotto (Boise State U)  
CALL, Tristan (Southern Crossroads) and Angela Stuesse (UNC) Labor Shortages and the Accumulation of Differences in Mississippi’s Poultry Plantation  
HARTSHORN, Timothy (Laguna Day Worker Ctr & UCI) “Life Gives Me Experiments”: Interpretive and Experiential Themes in Nonprofit Advocacy for Migrant Day Workers  
MEIEROTTO, Lisa and Rebecca Som Castellano (Boise State U), Carly Hyland (UC Berkeley) “The ones who are on their best behavior keep coming”: Experiences of H-2A Farm Workers in Idaho  
RAMSAY, Georgina (UDel) Driven towards the American Dream: Thinking Car Cultures within the Frame of Refugee Mobilities

(S-15) SATURDAY 9:00-10:45  
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)  
The Opportunities and Challenges for Anti-Racist and Anti-Linguicist Educational Initiatives in Anthropology and Medicine (SMA)

CHAIRS: Michael Menzies and Glenn Martínez (UTSA)  
PANELISTS: Michael Menzies and Glenn Martínez (UTSA), Charles Briggs (UC Berkeley), T.S. Harvey (Vanderbilt U)
S-16 SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Overcoming Barriers: Gender-based Violence (GBV) Survivors’ Experiences and Challenges Seeking Support from Governmental and Non-governmental Institutions (GBV TIG)

CHAIRS: CARR, Caitlynn (USF) and WHITTAKEIER, Catherine (Goethe U-Frankfurt)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CARR, Caitlynn (USF), FRIEDERIC, Karin (WFU), OLUBUKOLA, Olayiwola (U Richmond), WHITTAKEIER, Catherine (Goethe U-Frankfurt), WIRTZ, Elizabeth (Purdue U)

S-17 SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Why Anthropology Needs More Local Practitioner Organizations (WAPA)

CHAIRS: HEURTIN-ROBERTS, Suzanne and CURRIE, Suzanne (UMD)
Open Discussion

S-18 SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Applied Anthropology in Latin America

CHAIR: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)
ALVAREZ, Santiago (UNAJ) Towards an Anthropology of Peace: Reintegration of Former Guerrillas into Colombian Society
COLOM, Alejandra (The Nature Conservancy) Making Applied Anthropology Relevant in Contemporary Guatemala
DÍAZ CÓRDOVA, Diego (U Lanús, U Buenos Aires, & U Museo Social Argentino), PIZARRO, Cynthia (U Buenos Aires), and FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD) Applied Anthropology at the Association for Latin American Anthropology
DISCUSSANT: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)

S-20 SATURDAY 9:00-10:45
Presidential Suite (El Dorado Hotel)
Applying Anthropology in an Aging World: Breakfast and Networking Event (AAGE)

CHAIRS: VESPERI, Maria (New Coll-FL), SOKOLOVSKY, Jay (USF), and BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: VESPERI, Maria (New Coll-FL), SOKOLOVSKY, Jay (USF), and BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U)

S-31 SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Theorizing Multiple Resource Insecurities across Scales

CHAIRS: ROQUE, Anais (OH State U) and WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG)
GASTEYER, Stephen (MI State U) Linking Water and Sanitation to Resource Insecurities across Scales: Beyond Technical Assistance
PIPERATA, Barbara, RHUE, Steven, DIGULIS, Camila, and PATRITTI-CRAM, Natalia (OH State U), YATES, Zoe (Tulane U), LOGAR, Cameron, and ROQUE, Anais (OH State U) Food-Energy-Water Nexus Vulnerabilities in Rural Households in the Ecuadorian Chocó
ROQUE, Anais (OH State U), QUINTANA, Enid (Corcovada, Añasco, PR), SHAH, Sameer H. (U Washington), TORMOS-APONTE, Fernando (U Pitt), PAINTER, Mary Angelica (UC Boulder), and CUEVAS-QUINTANA, Fernando (Corcovada, Añasco, PR) Food, Energy, and Water (In)Security in Compounded Disaster Context: Implications for Community Health
COYOTECATL CONTRERAS, Jéssica Malinalli (UCSB) Transforming Waters: Colonial Histories of Water in the Energy Transition In Mexico
WORKMAN, Cassandra (UNCG) and SHAH, Sameer (U Washington) Betwixt and Between Scales: Reflections on Stressor Interactions and Human and Environmental Outcomes

S-32 SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Is a Global SfAA Possible?
(S-33) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Fifty Years of Disaster Study: Changing Imperatives, Outlived Terms, New Frontiers, Part II (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (UFL Emeritus) and HOFFMAN, Susanna (IUAES)
KRAMGO, Fred (VTU) Nature as Cause to Nature as Victim in 50 Years
BENDER, Stephen (OAS retired) Disaster and Development: Focus on 50 Years of Understanding Risk Management to Avoid Loss of Populations and Their Built Environment
OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (UFL Emeritus) The Resilience of Vulnerability

(S-34) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Building Capacity and Resilience in Fisheries and Natural Resource Management Using Diverse Methods to Bridge Multiple Knowledge Systems, Part I (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia (ECU)
GLADSTONE, Fiona and BASURTO, Xavier (Duke U), FRAWLEY, Timothy H. (NOAA & UCSC), NENADOVIC, Mateja (URI), VILLALEJO NAVARRO, Jacob Edrey (Independent), RODRIGUEZ VAN DYCK, Salvador (Niparajá, AC), HUDSON WEAVER, Amy (Independent), MICHELI, Fiorenza (Stanford U), TORRE, Jorge (Comunidad y Biodiversidad, AC), LESLIE, Heather M. (U Maine) How Cooperative and Non-Cooperative Self-Governance Forms Shape Fisher Livelihood Vulnerability
REID-SHAW, Indiana (UCSC), EURICH, Jacob (Env Defense Fund), SETO, Katherine (UCSC), DELISLE, Aurélie (U Wollongong), URIAM, Tarateiti (Kiribati Ministry of Fisheries), and HALFORD, Andrew (Pacific Community) Assessing the Status of Subsistence Fisheries: Contrasting Methodologies for Small Scale Fishery Management in Kiribati
WISE, Sarah and BEHE, Carolina (NOAA), HARRIS, Cyrus, (Kotzebue, AK), HUNTINGTON, Henry (Ocean Conservancy), INGRAM, Rebecca (PSFC), SLATS, Richard (Chevak, AK), ZDOR, Eduard (UAF) Indigenous Knowledges and Co-production in Federal Marine Resource Management
ENDRESS, Reid (SDSU), SINGEO, Ann (Ebiil Society), and LEVINE, Arielle (SDSU) Revitalizing Traditional Marine Fishery Practices in Palau: Indigenous Research, Management, and Advocacy

(S-36) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Applied Anthropology in Federal Government (WAPA)

CHAIR: TALKEN-SPAULDING, Jennifer (NPS)

(S-37) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Economic Transformations

CHAIR: FOX, Samantha (Lehigh U)
JUNGE, Benjamin (SUNY-New Paltz) The Mixed Meanings of 'Middle Class': Emergent Class Subjectivities among Brazil’s Once-Rising Poor
ARAUJO, Mariana, RAVENA, Nirvia, and SHAOZENG, Zhang (OR State U) Certification Process of the Palm Oil Supply Chain: The Limits of Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives in the Brazilian Amazon
FOX, Samantha (Lehigh U) Multi-Modal Research on Inequities in Retail Electricity
MILUN, Kathryn (UMN) Solar Commons: Capturing Solar Energy Savings for Building Community Wealth
WANG, Yiran, BURNSILVER, Shauna, and PARKER-ANDERIES, Margret (ASU) “Green Mountain and Blue Water Is Our Treasure”: A Case Study of Inclusive Green Growth Project in Shishou, Hubei Province, China
(S-38) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Applied Anthropology and Multi-Ethnic Communities’ Solutions to Human Rights & Social Justice Issues around the World (HRSJ)

CHAIR: BILLINGSLEY, Krista (Saint Michael’s Coll-VT)
BILLINGSLEY, Krista (Saint Michael’s Coll-VT) Schools as Battlefields: Equitable Access to Education as Victim-Centric Transitional Justice in Nepal
CHAKRABARTI, Choeta (FSU) Dirty Work, Hidden Lives: Examining Manual Scavenging in India
ETTER, Connie (Westminster U) Biking Slow: Cycling in Palestine as a Commitment to Relationality
ROWAN, Sam (Toronto Metro U) Articulations of Sovereignty in the Amazon: Digital Activism in Bolsonaro’s Brazil

(S-39) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Marking and Transforming Identities and Relations

CHAIR: KNUDSON, Sarah (St. Thomas More Coll, U Saskatchewan)
GUTIERREZ NUNEZ, Yaliza (U Miami) Cabelo Ruim: The Politics of Natural Hair in Brazil
HERNANDEZ-SWIFT, Karla (TX State U) Navigating Nepantla: An Exploration of Borderlands and Nepantla Theory among Latinas Veterans and in the Military
KNUDSON, Sarah (St. Thomas More Coll, U Saskatchewan) Later Life Love: Understanding the Return to Coupled Living through an Interpretive Lens
THOMPSON, Travis Torres, MARTINEZ, Jordan, and WALLACE, Ian (UNM) Traditions of Endurance: Running Culture among the Indigenous Peoples of the American Southwest
ANDERSON, Moji (U West Indies) and MACLEOD, Erin (Vanier Coll) Beyond Homophobia: An Unapologetically Caribbean LGBTQ+ Space
AKHTER, Afsana (TX State U) Women in Mosque: An Ethnographic Study of Muslim Women’s Experiences at Two Mosques in South Florida

(S-40) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
National Heritage Areas, Indigenous Participation, and the Role of Anthropology (WAPA)

CHAIR: KING, Julia (SMCM)
PANELISTS: GRAY, Francis (Piscataway Conoy Tribe), WALKER, Lucille (S MD Heritage Area), LOPEZ, Noel (NPS), BARNES, Anjela (Accokeek Fdn)

(S-42) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
From Boomers to Doomers?: Collaborative Anthropology of Reproductive Decision Making

CHAIR: LAMOREAUX, Janelle (U Arizona)
IBARRA, Deyanira (U Arizona) Arizona Landscapes of Reproductive Care
KENYON, Sophie (U Arizona) Crafting Futures through Contraception
JACKSON, Anaiah, EQUINO URIBE, Bianca, and DE LA ROSA, Miranda (U Arizona) Environmental Inequalities and Reproductive Decision Making
BREWER, Annabel, GUAN, Quyi, and FLORES PENA, Andrea (U Arizona) Reflection on the Collaborative Methodologies of CARE: Perspectives from Undergraduates on a Faculty-graduate Student-undergraduate Student Team

(S-43) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Climate Justice and Resource Extraction (ExtrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: HAK HEPBURN, Michelle (UBC) and JACKA, Jerry K. (UC Boulder)
(S-44) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Exploring the Snags and Opportunities –For Research and Researchers– of Working across Disciplinary Spaces in First Nations Food Security and Climate Change (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)
CHAIR: GAVENUS, Erika (UBC)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS:

(S-45) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Celebrating Peter J. Guarnaccia’s Career and Accomplishments in Medical Anthropology (SMA)
CHAIRS: WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE & UNM) and PARSON, Nia (SMU)
PANELISTS: BLOOM, Allison (Moravian U), LÓPEZ, Irene (Kenyan Coll), VANDERLINDEN, Lisa (TCU), MARLIN, Robert (Metta Hlth Ctr & Lowell Community Hlth Ctr), DRESSLER, William (U Alabama), SCHENSUL, Jean (ICR)

(S-46) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Living and Dying in the Shadow of the Law (MASSH)
CHAIR: SCHLOSSER, Allison (UN-Omaha)
PFEIFFER, Elizabeth (RIC) Exploring the Social and Structural Transformations of COVID-19 Lockdowns from the Experiences of People Living with HIV in Western Kenya
SUPAN, Savannah and GORDON, Ted (CSBSJU) Tribal and First Nation Casino Closures across the U.S. and Canada during COVID-19’s First Wave: A Comparison to State and Provincial Pandemic Responses
WISHLLOFF, Sarah (Emory U Sch of Med) Leaving Room for “What-ifs”: Paranoia and Possibility in Mobile Crisis Rapid Response
SCHLOSSER, Allison (UN-Omaha), MARS, Sarah, ONDOCSIN, Jeff, HOLM, Nicole, FESSEL, Jason, COWAN, Amanda, and CICCARONE, Daniel (UCSF) Visualizing Landscapes of Despair and Survival in San Francisco’s Drug Overdose Crisis
BORGELT, Taylor and BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U) Exploring Inequity in Contemporary Deathcare: Considering the Roles of Medicolegal Practitioners
WICAL, William (UMD) The Importance of Feeling: Emotion, Ethical Living, and Care

(S-47) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Transformations in Methodological Engagements
CHAIR: G’SELL, Brady (U Iowa)
DAVENPORT, Sarah (Brown U) Finding the Field: Ethnographic Research in the Backyard
FISHER, William (William & Mary Coll) The Relentless Iterations of Engagement: A Century of Anthropologists with the Indigenous Memolture of Brazil
G’SELL, Brady (U Iowa) The Nuer, Our Neighbors: Research with Vulnerable Populations in a University Town
BARTELS, Wendy-Lin (UFL) and FURMAN, Carrie (UGA) Incubating Shared Understandings across Space and Time: Creating the Conditions for Knowledge Co-Production in Participatory Modeling

(S-48) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Transforming Biomedical Discoveries into Health Improvements: Bridging the Gap between Communities and an Academic Hospital through Stakeholder Engagement (MASSH)
CHAIR: REISINGER, Heather Schacht (U Iowa)
PANELISTS: ADEAGBO, Morolake, CHASCO, Emily, JONES, DeShauna, and REISINGER, Heather Schacht (U Iowa)
(S-50) SATURDAY 11:15-1:00
Presidential Suite (El Dorado Hotel)
AGING NOW!: Anthropology and Gerontology Roundtable at SfAA (AAGE)

CHAIRS: BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U) and SEAMAN, Aaron (U Iowa)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CARRILLO, Erika (SJSU), CRAMPTON, Alexandra (Marquette U), GOOD, Mary (Iowa City VAHCS), LONG, Rebecca-Eli (Purdue U), SOKOLOVSKY, Jay (USF), VESPERI, Maria (New Coll-FL)

(S-61) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
First-Generation College Students and Covid: Learning with First-Gens and Transforming Narratives of Covid through the Pandemic Journaling Project (Hifher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: FLORES, Andrea and MASON, Katherine (Brown U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MASON, Katherine (Brown U), WILLEN, Sarah (UConn), WOLDE, Eden (UNLV), FELIPE, David, MARTINEZ, Axel, and FLORES, Andrea (Brown U)

(S-62) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Movement and Stasis in Mental Health Recovery & Rehabilitation Spaces, Part I (SMA)

CHAIRS: FRANCK, Brittany (U Arizona) and HUA FLETCHER, Erica (VA HSR&D CSHIIP)
GERLIN, Gerpha (Northwestern U) Exploring Stuckness and Non-Linear Temporality among People with Chronic Mental Health Conditions
LIU, Yang (SMU) "I do not have these problems": An Ethnographic Study on Early Pregnant Women’s Perception of Perinatal Depression in Urban China
FLOWER, Mark (GROVE & Med Coll-Wisc), VAN TIEM, Jennifer, STEFFENSMEIER, Kenda, JOHNSON, Nicole, and WALKNER, Tammy (VA), ILGEN, Mark (VAMC & U Michigan), FINLEY, Erin (VAMC & UTHSCSA) Protecting the Promise of Including People with Lived Experience as Members of a Research Team
PLUIES-RAULET, Julie (Private Clinic) “I wanted my Wednesday off so I'll have to think about this new planning” : The Art of Negotiating in a Multi-Parameter Therapeutic Context
DISCUSSANT: MYERS, Neely (SMU)

(S-63) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Social, Economic, and Behavioral Science in the Fifth National Climate Assessment (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: MAXWELL, Keely (EPA)
JEROLLEMAN, Alessandra (Loyola U) Social Systems and Justice Chapter
MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN), HAYDEN, Mary (U Colorado), SCHRAMM, Paul and BEARD, Charles (CDC), BELL, Jesse (U Nebraska Med Ctr), BERNSTEIN, Aaron (Boston Children’s Hosp), BIENIEK-TOBASCO, Ashley (OSHA), COOLEY, Nikki (Inst for Tribal Env Professionals), DIUK-WASSER, Maria (Columbia U), DORSEY, Michael (Club of Rome), EBI, Kristie (U Washington), ERNST, Kacey (U Arizona), GORRIS, Morgan (Los Alamos Nat’l Lab), HOWE, Peter (USU), KHAN, Ali (U Nebraska Med Ctr), LEFTHAND-BEGAY, Clarita (U Washington), SAHA, Shubhayu (CDC), SHAIFI, Fatemeh (Spelman Coll), VAIDYANATHAN, Ambarish (CDC), WILHELMI, Olga (NCAR) Human Health Chapter

(S-64) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Anasazi South (El Dorado Hotel)
Building Capacity and Resilience in Fisheries and Natural Resource Management Using Diverse Methods to Bridge Multiple Knowledge Systems, Part II (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIR: GRACE-MCCASKEY, Cynthia (ECU)
TILT, Bryan (OR State U) Co-Producing Knowledge to Support Decision-Making in River Restoration and Fisheries Management
DAVIS, Jenna (OR State U) Social Dynamics of Water: Understanding Farmers’ and Ranchers’ Perspectives on Water Resource Management in the Context of Dam Removal and River Restoration
BOONE, Hannah (OR State U) Conservation in the Klamath: Environmentalists’ Cultural Models of the Klamath River Dam Removal and Restoration Project
POLLNAC, Richard and SEARA, Tarsila (URI) Use of Coastal Dweller’s Evaluation of Coastal Phenomena

(S-66) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Anthropologist: Social Science on the Front Lines of Burgeoning Technology (BING TIG)

CHAIRS: HODGSON, Sonja (LexisNexis)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HODGSON, Sonja and SHAH, Archana (LexisNexis), ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs), LARKIN, Lance (Construction Engineering Rsch Lab)

(S-67) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Transformational Environments and Collaborations

CHAIR: BONILLA, Lauren (MIT)
BONILLA, Lauren (MIT) Anthro-Engineering Decarbonization: A Interdisciplinary Approach and Design Practice
WORSLEY, Jayla, WATSON, Sharon, LANGHINRICHSEN-ROHLING, Jennifer, ERSOFF, Mia, and KROLL, Brice (UNCC) “It’s an incentive. And it’s a good incentive. But at the end of the day does that make me want to want to jump in this program?”: The Enhancement of Participation in Community Initiatives
AMPAADU, Felix (WUSTL) Nostalgic Bonds, Affective Strategies, and Sustainable Actions: Ethnographic Insights from Legacy Mining Communities in Arizona
BURKE, Nancy (UC-Merced) Neglected Disease/Neglected Region: Coccidioidomycosis in California’s Central Valley
COLE-KWELI, Pasama (UKY) Offsetting the Research Footprint: Reflexivity and Transformative Methodologies in Gullah Geechee Communities
MORRISON, Sharon and CONTRERAS ARVIZU, Albar (UNCG) Pathways to Latine Community Health and Resilience through Cultural Traditions, Faith, and Food in Ministry Engagement

(S-68) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
Rediscovering Old Age: New Technologies, New Cognitions, and New (Dis)enchantments (AAGE)

CHAIRS: CHANNA, Subhadra (Delhi U) and PANDEY, Annapurna (Santa Cruz U)
KINGSOLVER, Ann (UKY) “No one teaches you how to be old”: Observations from Two Kentucky Elders
PANDEY, Annapurna (UCSC) Is Retirement an End to Enchanting Life in “Rising India?”: Life History Narratives of Retired Middle-Class Professionals, Odisha, India
PANDEY, Triloki (UCSC) Dealing with “Old Age” in a Southwestern Pueblo
CHANNA, Subhadra (Delhi U) Conceptualizing Old Age: Meanings, Values, and Expectations About Being ‘Old’

(S-69) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Uplifting and Centering Indigenous Knowledge: Transformation in Action (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

CHAIRS: CAROTHERS, Courtney and BLACK, Jessica (UAF)
Open Discussion

(S-70) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
Opening the Conversations between Students and Practitioners: A Panel by the Anthropology Career Readiness Network (ACRN) and the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA)

CHAIRS: KLEIN, Charles (Portland State U) and BRIODY, Elizabeth K. (Cultural Keys)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: KLEIN, Charles (Portland State U), KHANDURI, Ritu (UT Arlington), ERICKSON, Ken (Folsom Museum), KLATASKE, Ryan (UN-Med Ctr & Applied Ethnographic Serv), NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U)

(S-72) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Applied Anthropology as an Antidote to Gender Issues and Activism (HRSJ)

CHAIR: RYU, Jean (U Alabama)
SMITH, Emily Selby (U Memphis) Visualizing Vulnerability: Gender and Humanitarian Fundraising
UNDERHILL, Megan (UNCA) Go Ask Mom: The Gendered Dynamics of Antiracist White Parenting
RYU, Jean (U Alabama) and HORAN, Holly (UAB) Bodily Autonomy and Perceived Stress Management in Transgender and Gender Diverse (TGD) Populations through Body Modification

(S-73) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Reaching Outwards While Looking Inwards: How Indigenous Movements for Sovereignty, Gender, and Climate Justice Are Reclaiming Spaces in Research and Programs

CHAIR: DEL VALLE, Angel (Population Council)
PANELISTS: DEL VALLE, Angel (Population Council), COLOM, Alejandra (The Nature Conservancy)

(S-74) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Teaching Universities and Community-Engaged Research

CHAIRS: GIRAUDO, Rachel F. and KIRNER, Kimberly (CSUN)
GIRAUDO, Rachel F. (SDUN) and COLEMAN, Genine (Origins Council) Scaling Up Community-Based Participatory Research for a Statewide Study
KIRNER, Kimberly and CONWAY, Adrian (CSUN) Addressing “Pain Points”: Putting Organizational Anthropology in Service of Nonprofits
ZEMLIICKA, Kevin and DEO, Simran (CSUN) Auto-ethnographic Reflections on the Value of Community Engaged Research to “Teaching” Universities
STEINER, Jessica (CSUN) Integrating Anthropology: Student-Initiated Projects as Community-Engaged Projects

(S-75) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Putting Accompaniment into Practice: Engaged Ethnography with Im/migrant Communities (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIRS: GETRICH, Christina (UMD), DUNCAN, Whitney (UNCO), YARRIS, Kristin (U Oregon), and GUEVARA, Emilia (UMD)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HEIMAN, Dan (UTEP), CASTILLO, Jennifer (UNT), CAMPOS, Emiliano, MONTAÑOLA, Silvana, and PRIMIANO, Samantha (UMD), GALEMBA, Rebecca (U Denver)

(S-76) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Yes We Can!: Applying Theory in Healthcare Settings: Benefits, Challenges, and Lessons Learned (MASSH)

CHAIRS: DRYDEN, Eileen (VA) and WINSTED, Teresa (St. Martin’s U)
PANELISTS: HUNLETH, Jean (WUSTL), KAHN, Linda (U Buffalo), LAIRD, Lance (Boston U), MURRAY, Genevra (NYU), TABER, Peter (U Utah)

(S-77) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Translations of Indigenous Lifestyle and Languages: Current Research of Southeast Alaska Indigenous and Resident Anthropologists (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)
(S-78) SATURDAY 1:30-3:15
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Climate Change and Aging: Community and Intergenerational Research (HRSJ)

CHAIR: KOPELENT-REHAK, Jana (JHU)
PANELISTS: KOPELENT-REHAK, Jana (JHU), SCHENSUL, Jean and ENGLE-DULAC, Kathy (ICR)

(S-91) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Eldorado A (El Dorado Hotel)
Anthropology of Higher Education TIG Capstone

CHAIRS: RUBINSTEIN, Robert (Syracuse U) and MCDONALD, James (U Montevallo)
Open Discussion

(S-92) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Eldorado B (El Dorado Hotel)
Movement and Stasis in Mental Health Recovery & Rehabilitation Spaces, Part II (SMA)

CHAIRS: FRANCK, Brittany (U Arizona) and HUA FLETCHER, Erica (VA HSR&D CSHIIP)
MYERS, Neely (SMU) Feeling “Stuck”: The Limits of Mental Health Crisis Care in the US
PALMA, Agatha (VA) Best Practices for Research with Homeless-Experienced Persons with Dual Diagnoses
FLETCHER, Erica (VA) Vocational Recovery among Veterans with Diagnoses of Serious Mental Illness
FAST, Danya (UBC) Beyond Biopolitics: Affect and the Possibilities of Mania
FRANCK, Brittany (U Arizona) Stuck in Remission: Grappling with Recovery in Borderline Personality Disorder
DISCUSSANT: LESTER, Rebecca (Washington U)

(S-93) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Anasazi North (El Dorado Hotel)
Engaging Stakeholders Following Disaster (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: REDDY, Elizabeth (CO Sch of Mines)
REDDY, Elizabeth (CO Sch of Mines), BOKE, Charis and KELLY, Sarah (Dartmouth U), BEZANSON, Noah (CO Sch of Mines)
Recovering Together: Designing a Critical Mapping Project Related to Flooding and Watershed Health in Vermont
DU BRAY, Margaret (UNCO), KENNEDY, Eric B. (York U), KURTZ, Liza C. (Morrison Inst for Public Policy), TOMAN, Eric (CO State U), and COWAN, Sarah (York U) Perceptions of Wildfire Science, Policy, and Management among Expert Scholar/Practitioners
ADACHI, Nobuko (ILSTU) Diversity among the Victims of the 3.11 Disaster: How Secondary Hazards Are Differentially Affecting Participants in the Nomaoi Ceremony
NELSON, Miriam, RADONIC, Lucero, and EDGELEY, Catrin (NAU) Flooding After Fire: Investigating Stakeholder Interactions in Post-Fire Flood Risk Mitigation
TIMBERG, Cecilia and INGRAM, Scott (CO Coll) A Knowledge Co-Production Case Study: Utilizing Streamflow Reconstruction to Address Acequia Farmers’ Perceived Threats to Acequias on Culebra Creek, CO

(S-96) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia A (El Dorado Hotel)
What Are Anthropology Students Learning? What Should They Be Learning?: A Panel by the Anthropology Career Readiness Network and the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA)

CHAIRS: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys) and NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U)
PANELISTS: HENRY, Lisa (UNT), BRILLER, Sherylyn (Purdue U), EAVES, Emery (NAU), BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U)

(S-97) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia B (El Dorado Hotel)
Engaging Ecological Knowledge (ExTrAction & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: DODARO, Lauren (Mercer U)
DODARO, Lauren (Mercer U) Intergenerational Local Environmental Knowledge Transference in the Ecuadorian Amazon
MCNAMARA, Katharine (UFL) People, Plants, and Pandemics: How Disease Crises Are Shaping the World of Conservation
BARRON, Cristie (Santa Fe CC) Consulting with Plants in the Anthropocene: Will the Real Pundit Please Step Forward
WROBLEWSKI, Michael (GVSU) and STRAND, Thea (Loyola U) Save Our Socionature!: Landscape, Culture, and Contrarian Environmentalism in Rural Mountain Norway

(S-98) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Zia C (El Dorado Hotel)
What Next?: A Discussion on Careers and Publishing in the Anthropology of Aging (AAGE)

CHAIRS: COE, Cati (Carleton U) and PANG, Celeste (Mt. Royal U)
PANELISTS: SHAPIRO, Lily (Kaiser Permanente WA Hlth Rsch Inst), HUANG, Claudia (CSULB), HUGHES RINKER, Cortney (GMU), PERKINSON, Margaret (U Hawai‘i)

(S-99) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
DeVargas (El Dorado Hotel)
Creating Community in Third Places

CHAIR: FLY, Jessie (Eckerd Coll)
BERRY, Brieanne (Ursinus Coll) Secondhand Geographies: Sites of Reuse as “Third Places”
FLY, Jessie and BOUCQUEY, Noelle (Eckerd Coll) Flows of Care in Third Places
PIERCE, Hannah and EVANS, Ava (Eckerd Coll) “It was about neighborhood”: Characterizing the Changing ‘Third Place’ in St. Petersburg, Florida
SHEEHAN, Megan (CSBSJU) Creating the Metro as a Third Place in Santiago, Chile

(S-100) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Chapel (El Dorado Hotel)
When Hearsay Comes True: Everyday Struggles and Challenges Facing the Vulnerable in Search of Social Justice, Alternative Faith, and Desirable Peace (HRSJ)

CHAIR: CHEN, Yi-Tsun (ANU)
CHEN, Yi-Tsun (ANU) Out of the Box: Decolonise Incarcerated Ideologies at Time of Ceaseless Environmental Crisis, Artificial Intelligent (AI) Regime, and Global Instability

(S-102) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Mesa A (Hilton Hotel)
Maps, Standards, Records, and Landscapes: Epistemic Models and Anthropology (Tourism & Heritage TIG)

CHAIR: KRAUSE, Stefan (Lamar U)
KRAUSE, Stefan (Lamar U) Whose “Standards”?: Navigating Cultural Heritage Preservation in Yap State, FSM
PFEIFFER, Martin (UNM) “Can non-metallic plutonium be used to make nuclear weapons?”: Governmentality, Heritage, and the Freedom of Information Act in Anthropological Research
SMITH, Gerard (UAA) Mapping Traditional Alaska
TAYLOR, Vanessa (U Denver) Yosemite’s Vertical Identity: Climbing, Community, and the Sacred Landscape

(S-103) SATURDAY 3:45-5:30
Mesa B (Hilton Hotel)
Impact of Non-state Political Actors on Migration (Immigration & Int’l Dialogue TIG)

CHAIR: JOSEPH, Daniel (EKU)
BALDERAS, J. Ulyses (U St. Thomas) Are Crime and Remittances Related?: The Case of Mexico
JOSEPH, Daniel (EKU) Haitians and the Challenges Linked to Integration in the Dominican Republic
MARTINEZ ACOSTA, Gisela (Bellarmine U) Despertando del Sueño Americano: U.S. Border Policies Instigating Cartel Profitability from Undocumented Border Crossing
ROUTON, Erin (U Houston) *Seeing Past the Wall: Visualizing Crisis and Care in Migrant Detention*

**S-104 SATURDAY 3:45-5:30**
Mesa C (Hilton Hotel)
Applied Anthropology as an Antidote to Global Health Inequities (HRSJ)

**CHAIR:** MARTINEZ, Clara (Naco Rsch Inst)
**GUADALUPE MALDONADO, Ilandra** (U Puerto Rico, Med Sci Campus & Comprehensive Cancer Ctr) *Vieques, Puerto Rico: A Case Study for Social and Environmental Justice*
**LOZANO, Ana Lizette** (TX State U) *Risky Business: Experiences of Uninsured College Students*
**MARTINEZ, Clara** (Naco Rsch Inst) *Some Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Native American Education: A Deliberation on Immediate and Ongoing Concerns*

**S-105 SATURDAY 3:45-5:30**
Canyon 1 (Hilton Hotel)
Agency Within Government and Market (BING TIG)

**CHAIR:** GAO, Jie (U Arizona)
**HUNTINGTON, Anna** (TX State U) *Pedaling through Cycling Citizenship in San Marcos, Texas*
**MUKHTAROV, Khamidkhon Rustam Ugli** (Pusan Nat’l U) *The Impact of Social Media Influencers on the Consumer Decision-making Process: A Business Anthropology Study of South Korean Influencers*
**GAO, Jie** (U Arizona) *The Principal-Agent Problem of Chinese-owned Trade Businesses in Morocco: A Sociological Understanding*

**S-106 SATURDAY 3:45-5:30**
Canyon 2 (Hilton Hotel)
Perception and Agency in Ritualized Contexts (SAS)

**CHAIR:** NORDIN, Andreas (U Gothenburg)
**NORDIN, Andreas** (U Gothenburg) *Mapping the Effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Dreams: Report from a Case Study in Nepal*
**DEMIROĞLU, Sevgi** and **XYGALATAS, Dimitris** (UConn) *Bliss and Burden of Effort: A Ritualized Study*
**MEDEIROS, Steve** (UConn) *Military Identity and Group Bonding among US Military Personnel*
**PANT, Samiksha** and **XYGALATAS, Dimitris** (UConn) *Healing Spirits: Unveiling the Jharphuk Practice through Consensus Analysis*
**WARREN, Kayla, CHRISTENSEN, Brelle, MARTIN, Jacob, PARDO, Dorie, and DENGHA, Francois** (USU) *Cultural Models of Water in Northern Utah: “hopeful to be hopeful”*

**S-107 WEDNESDAY 9:00-10:45**
Chapel (Hilton Hotel)
Los MENtirosos: Chicanx Drag King Performance and Activism South Texas Style (HRSJ)

**CHAIR:** VILLARREAL, Aimee (TX State U)
**PANELISTS:**

**S-108 SATURDAY 3:45-5:30**
Pecos (Hilton Hotel)
Seafood Processing in North American Blue Economies: Understanding and Exposing Hidden Labour Exploitations and Resistance in the Seafood Industry (Fisheries & Coastal Communities TIG)

**CHAIR:** KNOTT, Christine (SDSU)
**PANELISTS:** GARCIA LOZANO, Alejandro (CUNY John Jay Coll), Maldonado, Marta (OR State U), LOPEZ GOMEZ, Maria Andree (CED UAB), BRYAN, Catherine (Dalhousie U)

SATURDAY 5:30-7:30
Anasazi South (Hilton)
NAPA-WAPA Networking Social

Join your peers who are about to graduate or who will graduate soon from anthropology programs at the NAPA-WAPA New Professional Networking Social. Experienced anthropologists will be on hand to chat informally with new and soon-to-be graduates about careers, networks, and possibilities. All are welcome to attend and expand their networks, although the main focus will be to connect new anthropologists with working professionals, including NAPA and WAPA members. Light snacks will be served.